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ABSTRACT
This dissertation examines how the anthracite coal and petroleum industries in
mid-nineteenth century Pennsylvania reshaped political, financial, social, and ecological
relationships and established the norms and conditions of industrial capitalism. Fossil
fuels from Pennsylvania, a global energy superpower in the nineteenth century, not only
fueled the Industrial Revolution in the United States, they also inspired the construction
of new systems of exploitation--of minerals, men, and markets--that would form the root
system of industrial capitalism. This system emerged from the anthracite and petroleum
booms and busts that occurred in Pennsylvania between 1825 and 1875. The mineral
wealth within the Commonwealth generated grand visions of economic growth,
statewide prosperity, and personal fortunes that transformed the ways in which private
citizens, public officials, and industry insiders perceived one another, the state,
corporations, and the environment. These fuels and the actions they inspired marked
the transition from an organic to a mineral economy and raised new tensions between
provincial economic, social, and political interests and national ones.
This project also contends that the mid-nineteenth century appears different
when energy is used as an analytical lens. Examined from an energy perspective, the
American Civil War, for example, appears less of a harbinger of destructive twentieth
century conflicts but more influential as a catalyst for modern financial regulation. This
study makes the case that fossil fuels--as industries and ideas--have affected the shape
and scope of democracy and capitalism for far longer than most scholars conclude. The
dynamics of political, economic, and social power related to the control of energy
resources and production that were established in mid-nineteenth century Pennsylvania
have influenced the character and consequences of the Anthropocene age, the period
of geologic time in which human beings have fundamentally changed Earth’s climate
through the extraction and consumption of fossil fuels. This study of an early energy
transition—from the organic to the mineral—is in part an effort to inform our
understanding of future ones.
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Chapter 1

Energy and Pennsylvania History
Nor is there in Pennsylvania a single class of citizens who will not share
directly in the advantages. The owners of coal and iron deposits, and
those who engage in the manufacture and sale of these productions, will
derive the first benefit; but the farmer, the mechanic, the merchant, and
every other citizen, will feel immediately, the salutary impulse which will be
communicated to his own peculiar business.
-Pennsylvania Governor David Rittenhouse Porter, January 6, 1841 1
In Pennsylvania, we are also blessed with an abundance of natural
resources: gas, timber, coal, sun, wind, fresh water, open spaces,
agricultural land, beautiful scenery, and an opportune location that made
us the Keystone State. To fulfill our potential, we must take full and
responsible advantage of these resources.
-Pennsylvania Governor Tom Wolf, January 20, 20152

In 1681, King Charles II granted to William Penn, a Quaker from a prominent
English family of large landholders in Britain and Ireland, a proprietary charter to settle a
region east of the Delaware River the king called “Pensilvania,” or Penn’s Woods. As
annual rents for this land, Charles demanded as payment “Two Beaver Skins, to bee
delivered at Our said Castle of Windsor on the First Day of January in every year; and
also the Fifth Part of all Gold and Silver Oare.”3 The two beaver pelts were symbolic,
given that the King requested so few. His demand for a percentage take of all the “Gold
and Silver Oare” was unsurprising, given that English eyes looked at the New World
lustily, jealous of the mineral wealth extracted further south by Spanish rulers. While
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Pennsylvania Archives, Fourth Series, Papers of the Governors, Volume VI, 722.
“Read the Full Text of Gov. Tom Wolf’s Inaugural Address,” PennLive.Com, January
20, 2015. Accessed 25 September 2018.
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3 Charter for the Province of Pennsylvania, 1681.
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little gold or silver was found in Pennsylvania during or after Charles’ reign, the region
proved to possess the kinds of “comodities as may bee of Benefit to us,” commodities of
value lacking the luster and shine of precious metals. The anthracite coal and petroleum
discovered and extracted from beneath Penn’s Woods were less decorative but far
more malleable. Through engineering and ingenuity, the massing of men and the
rending of nature, as well as the creation of unprecedented networks of capital and
transportation, fossil fuels formed the foundation of an industrial empire and prompted a
shift in the state’s focus towards vaguely defined economic growth that no abundance of
gold or silver could inspire. Pennsylvania soil produced what steam engine entrepreneur
Matthew Boulton described to Charles’s eventual successor King George III as “the
commodity which is the desire of kings”: power. 4
Anthracite coal and petroleum reshaped political, financial, social, and ecological
relationships in Pennsylvania almost continuously from the day they reached markets.
In the mid-nineteenth century, however, a time when anthracite and oil were found
almost exclusively within the Commonwealth in the United States, these fuels and the
actions they inspired men to take to exploit, extract, finance, refine, barrel, break, ship,
and sell established a set of conditions and norms familiar to students of industrial
capitalism in its mature, late-nineteenth century form. These Keystone state conditions
would prove influential and a model for other regions and states that saw a future with
fossil fuels as a path towards economic prosperity and political power. The trends that
emerged in mind-nineteenth century Pennsylvania were a critical core of the transition
from an organic economy to a mineral one in the United States. They represented the
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Barbara Freese, Coal: A Human History (New York: Penguin Books, 2003), 64.
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roots of industrial capitalism--what we might call “proto-industrial capitalism” to mark the
intrinsic similarity with the mature form of capitalism that followed--an economic system
marked by social, political, ecological, and financial conditions first realized in the
anthracite and petroleum booms that occurred in Pennsylvania between 1825 and
1875. These fuels and the industries and relationships that flowed from them have
influenced the shape, character, and consequences of the Anthropocene age, the
period of geologic time in which human beings have fundamentally changed Earth’s
climate through the extraction and consumption of fossil fuels.5 The study of early
energy transitions—from the organic to the mineral--can tell us much about subsequent
and future ones.
While many scholars have studied how fossil fuel industries and the materiality of
hydrocarbons transformed political, economic, financial and social life in the twentieth
century, comparatively few have looked to the mid-nineteenth century United States, the
dawn of the fossil fuel age, to understand how the transition to hydrocarbon energy
systems initiated similar transformations, but earlier and arguably more fundamental, in
the United States.6 Fossil fuel industries organized space, workers, and political support

Paul Crutzen, “Geology of Mankind,” Nature volume 415, (3 January 2002), 23; J.R.
McNeill and Peter Engelke, The Great Acceleration: An Environmental History of the
Anthropocene Since 1945 (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2014), 1-2.
6 The list is long, but scholars whose work has been important in my understanding
include Brian Black, Petrolia: The Landscape of America’s First Oil Boom (Baltimore,
MD: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2000); Matthew Huber, Lifeblood: Oil, Freedom,
and the Forces of Capital (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2013), Timothy
Mitchell, Carbon Democracy: Political Power in the Age of Oil (New York: Verso, 2013)
Daniel Yergin, The Prize: The Epic Quest for Oil, Money, & Power (New York: Free
Press, 2008); Christopher F. Jones, Routes of Power: Energy and Modern America
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2008); Myrna Santiago, Ecology of Oil:
Environment, Labor, and the Mexican Revolution, 1900–1938 (New York: Cambridge
University Press, 2006); Peter Shulman, Coal and Empire: The Birth of Energy Security
5
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in nineteenth-century Pennsylvania in ways that fundamentally reshaped human,
ecological, and democratic relationships, changes that led to the development of the
modern administrative state. The intersection of energy and democracy, in particular,
shows how changes wrought by energy access, abundance, and dependence on
modern political, economic, and social systems began in the nineteenth century, not, as
most U.S. scholars argue, the twentieth. Environmental, political, and labor historical
lenses clarify the influence of the mineral economy on nearly every aspect American
life, directly and indirectly, beginning in the decades prior to the Civil War.

Energy History and Pennsylvania History
Mineral wealth in the form of anthracite coal and petroleum extracted from
beneath Pennsylvania contributed to the transformation of the U.S. economy in the
nineteenth century by providing fuel for revolutions in industry, illumination,
transportation, and, by the late nineteenth century, war. It also contributed to the
evolution of law and policy in Pennsylvania. From the time of Early Republic to the
twenty-first century, Keystone state governors and extractive industries have celebrated
Pennsylvania’s unique natural resource abundance and advertised it as a wealth to be
enjoyed by all citizens of the commonwealth. Referring to the Commonwealth’s
anthracite and iron deposits, Governor David Rittenhouse Porter proclaimed in 1841
that there was not “in Pennsylvania a single class of citizens who will not share directly

in America (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2015); Thomas G. Andrews,
Killing for Coal: America’s Deadliest Labor War (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University
Press, 2008); Bruce Podobnik, Global Energy Shifts: Fostering Sustainability in a
Turbulent Age (Philadelphia, PA: Temple University Press, 2005).
4

in the advantages.”7More recently, while arguing for liberal drilling regulations, energy
industry advocates promised “broad-based economic and energy-security benefits for
all Pennsylvania residents” from the Marcellus Shale natural gas formation.”8 The
promises of industry supporters that universal benefits would flow from unfettered
extraction has never been a realistic (some may also add “intended”) objective for coal,
petroleum, nuclear energy, or natural gas. It has almost always, however, been believed
and repeated. The human relationships--commercial, political, ecological, and social-that were transformed by mineral wealth altered the focus of Pennsylvania’s state
government and how its officials responded to the interests of citizens and the demands
of corporations. It altered the way people perceived land, how they attributed valued to
it, how they worked it, and when they abandoned it.
Pennsylvania occupies a central place in the history of how the United States
began the long nineteenth century as an agrarian colony and ended it as a global
industrial power. Energy is a vital lens to understanding Pennsylvania’s place in the
Union and to understanding its people and government, too. As Brian Black, Ann Norton
Greene, and Marcy Landon put it, “Every type of American prime mover—the power to
do work—has been harvested and used in Pennsylvania and, in the process of its use
and management, has defined entire regions of the state.”9 Coal fueled first the forges
that made the rails and later the engines that carried the freight. Petroleum and coal
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9 Brian Black, Ann Norton Greene, and Marcy Landon, “Energy in Pennsylvania
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provided railroads with guaranteed cargos at fixed prices which enabled long-term
business planning and predictable schedules. A focus on fossil fuels can help unlock
some of the mysteries that haunt familiar but misunderstood stories that have
environmental, social, and industrial layers. 10 Anthracite coal and petroleum were
catalysts for the national network of railroads, rivers, and canals that connected
nineteenth century Americans in new commercial and social relationships and for the
new identities and interests that divided them by class, race, and region. 11 Fossil fuels
transformed--through exploitation, use, and transportation--how people in extractive
regions thrived, where and how they lived and died, and how they depended on home
and industrial consumption, how they accessed financial resources made available to
them by wealthy men in distant cities, and how they depended foreign trade for
continued market expansion. The shift by the United States to a mineral economy in the
nineteenth brought with it what young engineer William Jackson Palmer called
“regularity and speed.” We might also add scale since with abundant and accessible
fossil fuels, industry could now concentrate men, machines, and material at a single site
where economies of scale and production schedules could be established and met.12
While the importance of energy resources to Pennsylvania history has not been
overlooked, energy has not always been woven adequately and accurately through all
aspects of Pennsylvania’s past. Anthracite coal exists almost exclusively within the
confines of the Commonwealth in three bands stretching from the Susquehanna River
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Andrews, Killing for Coal, 14.
Christopher F. Jones, Routes of Power: Energy and Modern America (Cambridge,
MA: Harvard University Press, 2014), 5-8.
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north of Harrisburg to the northeastern-most counties. The first petroleum well in the
United States was drilled in Titusville in 1859. Shippingport, Pennsylvania was the home
of the first nuclear reactor in the United States devoted to peaceful production of
electricity, opening in 1957. Middletown, Pennsylvania, is the home of the Three Mile
Island nuclear power plant, which in 1979 experienced the most significant nuclear
accident in American history. In the mid-2000s, drilling began in the Marcellus Shale, a
mile-deep geologic formation that runs beneath most of Pennsylvania and parts of Ohio,
New York, and West Virginia that hold trillions of cubic feet of natural gas.13 Today,
Pennsylvania produces more natural gas than any state except Texas, is third in overall
coal production, and is the only state actively mining anthracite.14 Nuclear power meets
42 percent of the Commonwealth’s electricity demand, second-most in the nation.15 In
2017, Pennsylvania produced more energy than any state except Texas. 16
Pennsylvania’s history is one of energy innovation, abundance, and the importance of
energy to politics, the economic, and the environment.
For most of the nineteenth century, Pennsylvania was the world’s energy
superpower, supplying not just the United States with anthracite and petroleum but a
wider world that also demanded power, heat, lubricants, and light. Power and light
surged out of Pennsylvania from the middle of the nineteenth century. It came from the
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Russell Gold, The Boom: How Fracking Ignited the American Energy Revolution and
Changed the World (New York: Simon & Schuster, 2014), 2.
14 “Pennsylvania: State Profile and Energy Estimates,” Energy Information Agency
(2017) https://www.eia.gov/state/?sid=PA . Accessed 28 September 2018.
15 “Pennsylvania: State Profile and Energy Estimates,” Energy Information Agency
(2017) https://www.eia.gov/state/?sid=PA . Accessed 28 September 2018.
16 Overall energy production statistics are in trillion British thermal units. In 2017, Texas
produced 17,080 trillion Btus from all sources. Pennsylvania produced 7,888 trillion
Btus, mostly from natural gas. “Pennsylvania: State Profile and Energy Estimates.”
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northeastern anthracite hills of Schuylkill, Carbon, Northampton, Lehigh, Luzerne, and
Lackawanna counties and later from the oil derricks that sprouted as dense and
numerous as corn stalks in the valleys and beside rivers in Venango, Warren, Butler,
Crawford, Forest, and Clarion counties. It flowed from the inhabitants of those counties
and those residing elsewhere who heard the stories of mines and derricks and imagined
land as wealth, who learned how to work a mine face, break a strike, drill for oil, refine it,
and market it, who experienced the booms and busts of coal and oil. How anthracite
coal and oil became power--political, economic, cultural, mechanical--matters greatly for
how we understand the 21st century. Before it reached Houston, Saudi Arabia, or
Beijing, the road to the modern, industrial, mobile, global economy rolled through Mauch
Chunk, Carbondale, Titusville, and Pithole; meandered along Mahanoy Creek and Oil
Creek; and chugged down the Philadelphia and Reading Railroad and the Sunbury and
Erie Railroad to reach coal depots and refineries in Philadelphia and Pittsburgh. The
transition from an organic economy moving along dirt roads carried by beasts of burden
to a mineral economy speeding along superhighways on land, water (river, canal, and
sea), and sky in tractor trailers, supertankers, and Boeing 747s originated, evolved, and
spread from Penn’s Woods.
The discovery of anthracite coal and petroleum in Pennsylvania, the growth of
those extractive industries within the state, and their influence on the shape of politics
and the perception of the natural environment had a profound influence on the shape
and character of the modern United States. Pennsylvania anthracite coal produced the
iron that formed the lacelike railroad network that overlay the American landscape. It
fueled the foundries that produced the boilers that powered steamboats, railroad
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engines, and the arsenals that rolled out thousands of guns carried by Union armies
southward and westward, against Confederates and native peoples. With Pennsylvania
petroleum, the lights of American factories stayed on later so they could produce more
for markets reached by coal-fired steamships and later petroleum-powered cargo
vessels. Coal enabled American commercial interests to expand across the globe,
followed soon after by United States military power. Petroleum pushed the military and
economic power of the United States even further, and faster, and control over supply
and production placed the United States at the center of winning alliances in World
Wars I and II. Pennsylvania minerals fueled the fires that made American industrial,
commercial, and military empires.
Anthracite and petroleum discoveries in Pennsylvania and the benefits they
brought--wealth, social status, political power, economic essentiality, infrastructure-demonstrated the value to be gained by embracing the transition from an organic to a
mineral economy. The utility of Pennsylvania anthracite and bituminous coals for
industrial and manufacturing production spurred individuals and officials in other states
to search their own hills and valleys for outcroppings of coal and evidence of abundance
so that they, too, could build wealth and industry near mining regions.17 Men gained
practical and scientific knowledge about coal and petroleum of Pennsylvania and
received political educations in Pennsylvania that proved useful to engineers, scientists,
and capitalists in other states. Practical men and “doodlebugs” who used an assortment
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Brian Frehner (Finding Oil: The Nature of Petroleum Geology, 1859-1920, Lincoln:
University of Nebraska Press, 2011) and Paul Lucier, Scientists and Swindlers:
Consulting on Coal and Oil in America, 1820–1890 (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins
University Press, 2008).
9

of divining sticks and professed supernaturally strong noses able to find oil, amateurs
all, “looked at what had happened in western Pennsylvania and saw much greater
opportunities ahead” and set out to disturb the soil and waters of Virginia, Ohio, West
Virginia, Indiana, Louisiana, and eventually Texas and Oklahoma in hopes of striking it
rich.18 They learned in stories about and in encounters with people from Pennsylvania
how to work both the land and the government to find and create the conditions
favorable for economic success.
In Pennsylvania, the rise of the anthracite and later the petroleum industries had
profound legislative, executive, and judicial implications, particularly after business
interests found common cause with the Republican Party, which was dominant in the
Keystone state from 1860 to the 1920s. The rise of lobbying and a professional political
class emerged from the coal and oil industries’ desire to obtain favorable private
legislation to create, modify, and expand their corporate charters in the absence of
general incorporation laws.19 Such a flood of so-called “special” legislation (that is,
legislation that only applied to a specific company charter or a particular industry in one
or more regions but not the entire state or its inhabitants) rose from the 1830s on that a
new constitution was drafted in 1873 to rescue legislators from the annual avalanche of
corporate petitions and private bills. From the 1830s to the 1870s, political power
shifted from the governor to the legislature to the governor again, swayed back and
forth in no small part by the rise and contingencies created by the arrival of a mineral
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Yergin, The Prize, 34.
Douglas E. Bowers, “From Logrolling to Corruption: The Development of Lobbying in
Pennsylvania, 1815-1861,” Journal of the Early Republic vol. 3, no. 4 (Winter, 1983):
439-474.
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economy. The 1873 constitution did not alter the practice of selecting judges via party
caucuses and partisan elections thereby leaving the Republican Party and its corporate
allies free to control the bench to limit the avenues of appeal for workers and individual
property owners alike.20 The preference of elected officials for economic growth
developed over forty years remained intact.
Writers interested in coal and petroleum have typically approached their subjects
as labor, social, and business historians. This study draws on those traditions to
consider the long-term political and state-building effects of the fossil fuel booms in the
anthracite and petroleum fields of Pennsylvania. It also takes an ecological view. Brian
Black has described how the development of the first oil well in 1859 altered how
Americans understood their natural surroundings.21 In the age of coal, oil, and
railroads, American notions of the republican sublime shifted from pastoral and natural
to industrial, technological, and man-made.22 The extraction of petroleum and
anthracite coal in nineteenth century Pennsylvania altered the landscape and the
relationship between man and nature, wealth and work, ownership and independence.
In the age of fossil fuels social progress in one place depended on environmental and
human destruction in another. This was especially true on the Susquehanna River,

Christine Meisner Rosen, “Costs and Benefits of Pollution Control in Pennsylvania,
New York, and New Jersey, 1840-1906,” Geographical Review vol. 88, no. 2 (Apr.
1998): 231. Since 1850, Pennsylvanians elected their judges. In the wake of
widespread Republican power at the local, county, and state levels of government after
the Civil War, the party effectively controlled the judiciary. In states like New York,
neither party maintained power long enough to capture the judiciary as permanently as
in Pennsylvania.
21 Brian Black, Petrolia (Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2000).
22 David Nye credits Leo Marx as coining the term “technological sublime.”
“Republicanism and the Electrical Sublime,” ATQ: 19th Century American Literature and
Culture vol. 4, no. 3 (Sept. 1990): 185-200.
20
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where fish, particularly shad had been a prevalent and important source of protein for
the poor but were killed or blocked from migration by the demands of anthracite and
infrastructure. The need to transport anthracite coal from points west and north of
Philadelphia led to public investment in the “improvement” of the Schuylkill and Lehigh
Rivers as canal conduits into the city. Oil Creek in Venango County became an
industrial channel through which barrels and barges of oil cascaded downriver towards
refineries in Pittsburgh and markets beyond.23
While canal construction was not invented by the desire to move hydrocarbon
fuels from extraction point to ignition place, energy transportation altered the
relationship between man and land. It created what Christopher Jones calls
“landscapes of intensification,” where energy resources were consolidated, converted,
and commodified for sale, and “sacrifice zones,” where extraction scarred the land,
thereby limiting its people and productive capacity to energy production alone. 24 The
demand for and the profitability of energy resources like anthracite coal and petroleum
redrew the social and political geography of the state. Individual workers--miners,
teamsters, boatmen, barrel makers--in the anthracite and petroleum regions
increasingly depended on resource demand for survival, thereby wringing their bread
from the destruction of their environment. The distance travelled by anthracite and
petroleum and the processes they underwent before arriving in market (breaking and
sorting for anthracite and refining for petroleum) cleansed the blood, sweat, and grime,
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Jones, Routes of Power, introduction.
Christopher F. Jones, Routes of Power: Energy and Modern America (Cambridge,
MA: Harvard University Press, 2014), 2, 12.
24
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allowing anthracite and petroleum by-products to be celebrated as “clean.”25 The rise of
energy resource extraction in Pennsylvania thus previewed the transformations in
ecological and intraregional relationships that would be characteristic of oil and coal
extraction from Angola and Alaska to Venezuela and Siberia.
The growth of the anthracite coal and petroleum industries in Pennsylvania were
fundamental to the industrialization of the United States and the transformation of the
Republican sublime from organic and pastoral to mineral and industrial. In nineteenth
century Pennsylvania, the promise of economic growth, statewide prosperity, and
personal wealth that lays just beneath the surface of the state transformed the ways in
which private citizens, public officials, and industry insiders considered their relationship
with one another, the state, and the environment, leading to unprecedented wealth,
inequality, and environmental degradation. The presence of anthracite coal and
petroleum in Pennsylvania placed the state in the unique position of a nineteenth
century energy superpower, with control of the national and global supply of energy
resources that seems more appropriate for the 20th century. These industries not only
fueled industrialization in the United States, they were prototypical of industrial
capitalism itself and introduced the cycles of economic booms and busts, ecological
sacrifice, and the elevation of a few to levels of political and economic power previously
reserved for princes and kings while locking many more to struggle for survival in a
fossil-fueled feudalism.
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R.G. Healey, The Pennsylvania Anthracite Coal Industry, 1860-1902: Economic
Cycles, Business Decision-making and Regional Dynamics (Scranton, PA: University of
Scranton Press, 2007), 1.
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Energy before the 20th Century
The volume and influence of energy in the 20th century--decisive in World and
Cold Wars, fundamental to the creation of a consumer culture of abundance--leads
most historians to focus their studies of energy in the 20th century. Most studies of
energy and its governance focus on the petrostates of Russia, Venezuela, Kuwait, Iran,
Saudi Arabia, and Texas and overlook the first hydrocarbon capital, Pennsylvania.
Energy featured prominently in economic development and infrastructure decisions in
nineteenth century Pennsylvania--public canal and railroad projects endeavored to
transport coal, and later oil, from rural extractive districts to urban centers. The mineral
wealth featured in anti-poverty and anti-crime arguments in favor of public support for
the industries. Public policy battles over pipeline construction in the 1870s situated
legislators between independent producers and growing refinery and railroad
conglomerates. The question of how hydrocarbon wealth changes a state’s interests
and actions emerged first in Pennsylvania long before the first oil pipeline crossed
national boundaries or the first oil tanker passed through the Suez Canal.26
This project contributes to the conversation about what Matthew Huber calls “the
broader relationship between energy and capitalism” that exemplifies James O’Connor’s
second contradiction of capitalism: its “inherent tendency to degrade the conditions of
production, which include ecological systems such as water systems, soil fertility, and
the climate.”27 Individuals, businesses, and the state recognized, rationalized, and
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Yergin, The Prize, 66-67.
Matthew Huber, Lifeblood: Oil, Freedom, and the Forces of Capital (Minneapolis:
University of Minnesota Press, 2013), 6, xvii; John Bellamy Foster, “The Nature of the
Contradiction,” Monthly Review vol. 54, issue 04 (Sept. 2002)
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reacted to the environmental and human devastation prevalent in the energy extraction
industry. Fire, long a fear for urban residents, loomed larger in communities with a hand
in the energy industry. Workplace fatalities, too, increased, particularly in the anthracite
coal fields, as the peril of the work and pressure to produce combined to negate safety
regulations until public outcry after a mass casualty event occurred. As Henry W.
Farnam wrote, “It seems as if legislation for safety almost always required as a
condition of its enactment the sacrifice of human lives in some great disaster.” 28
Regulation of the energy industries in Pennsylvania in the nineteenth century
typically came only when popular outrage or great attention following disaster forced the
legislature to act. The spatial dimensions of extractive industries are easily understood
using Immanuel Wallerstein’s world systems theory. The center consumes fossil fuels
for domestic consumption and industrial production. The semi-periphery participates in
the transportation, concentration, and sometimes refining of the raw resources.29 The
periphery produces the raw material, which turned them into sacrifice zones: areas of
intensive resource production which undergo environmental and human destruction for
production of a resource to be consumed and profited from elsewhere.30 Extractive
communities were set up to fail in the sense that all efforts and intentions were focused
on speed of extraction. Little to no consideration was given to the people who lived in
the areas: in particular, how would they live after extraction, without work in an industry
that had spoiled the land and stripped it of any agricultural or commercial value external
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Alexander Trachtenberg, The History of Legislation for the Protection of Coal Miners
in Pennsylvania, 1824-1915 (New York: International Publishers, 1942), introduction.
29 Jones, Routes of Power, 2.
30 Black, Petrolia, 84.
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to resource production. These spatial differences segmented the political interests of
different regions of the state and led to long term voting political patterns recognizable in
electoral maps throughout the nineteenth century. Thus, the energy industry had a hand
in shaping political practice and principles in Pennsylvania in the nineteenth century.
Studies on the influence of energy economies on social, political, and
environmental relationships in the 20th century emphasize corruption and poor
governance and accountability structures, and 19th century antecedents for how
government, corporate, consumer, and worker interests intersect are often overlooked.
Energy transitions are significant not only when they are complete (for example, when
coal overtook wood as the main American fuel source in the 1880s) but also during the
early stages of energy transitions, especially when the outcome is uncertain. These are
critical moments of political, social, and ecological reorientation. By focusing on
Pennsylvania, an energy superpower in the mid-nineteenth century, this study
contributes to broader conversations about energy transitions and provides a framework
for analyzing the signals and challenges presented in the early and uncertain stages of
transitions.
This study also contributes to conversations about the development of modern
capitalism and their influence on political debates about trade, slavery, economic
development, and power at the local and state levels. Historians have recently explored
the intimate relationship between the Republican Party and corporate and financial
interests after the Civil War and how that proximity fostered corruption.31 While a
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McCaffery, When Bosses Ruled Philadelphia: The Emergence of the
Republican Machine, 1867-1933 (University Park, PA: Pennsylvania State University
Press, 1993).
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professional political class emerged clearly in the postwar period, the business benefits
of advocating directly to legislatures and inducing action through not-yet-illicit means
became readily apparent before and during the Civil War. This interaction was often
manifested in the form of single individuals, like C.V. Culver, a banker and speculator in
the oil regions before and during the Civil War whose wealth and connections propelled
him into Congress as a Republican representative. Culver’s business success brought
him to Congress; his business failures pulled him out of Congress. When oil prices
dropped precipitously in 1865 and Culver’s business associates accused him of fraud,
the Congressman found himself in a Meadville jailhouse cell that he shared with his
wife. He was released to the custody of the Sergeant at Arms of the House of
Representatives, who, along with his creditors, escorted him to Washington for the
remainder of his term.32
The development of the coal and oil industries and the ways in which
Pennsylvania’s government supported, benefited from, and struggled with the extractive
industry and its affiliated enterprises, pulls together distinct historiographical threads
and advances a broader understanding of the interaction between capitalism and
democracy, private industry and government, political citizenship and corporate interest
in the mid-19th century. While many historians consider this time period to be formative
in the evolution of the American government, the character of the American state, and
shape of corporate business, few have focused on the role that extractive industries
have played in this reformulation. Between the Pennsylvania Constitution of 1838 and
the revisions implemented in 1874, the legislature possessed broad powers to shape
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the economic development of the state as a whole and of particular regions. In 1853,
for example, 90 percent of the bills introduced pertained to one of two areas: the Lehigh
Valley coal and iron region and the timber and future oil regions of northwestern
Pennsylvania. In 1871, the percentage of oil region and Lehigh Valley legislation rose
to 93 percent.33 Individuals, businesses, even counties petitioned legislators for
preferable legislation--after all, the legislature controlled corporate charters and county
funding. Votes in Harrisburg thus determined everything from the number of board
members and their length of terms in corporations to whether a coal company could
construct a railroad to a distribution point to how much county commissioners were
paid.
All good stories have a beginning, middle, and end, and all good histories are
about great stories. Most histories of energy focus on the middle and look towards the
end of the story of the hydrocarbon age, or the Anthropocene. They focus primarily on
the biggest petroleum fields that have had the largest and longest influences on
markets, conflicts, and politics. There are many great stories in these histories told by
scholars I have come to admire: Myrna Santiago, Thomas Andrews, Brian Black, Daniel
Yergin, David Painter, and Bruce Podobnik to name just a few.
This is an attempt to tell the beginning of the story, or at least a part of it. I focus
on Pennsylvania because that is where anthracite coal is found almost exclusively and
where petroleum was first drilled in the United States. I focus on the period from the
1830s to the 1870s, decades that saw the maturation of coal and petroleum industries,
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respectively, as well as the adoption of new constitutions for the Commonwealth in 1838
and 1874. Mining work changed not only the shape of the land by the composition of the
people who worked it and their perception of the world writ large. Hydrocarbon
extraction forces people into new conflicts shaped by how the consumption (destruction)
of farm and forestland for fossil fuel extraction establish new ecological contexts.
Shulman emphasizes that many of the complex political problems we associate with oil
are rooted deep in the soil of the nineteenth century and coal. 34 Places where energy
resource extraction, transformation (cleaning of coal, refining of oil), and transportation
intersect, transforming the social geography and concentrating economic, social, and
political power in new places and spaces determined by energy regimes. 35 And the
prodigious demand for capital, particularly in the petroleum industry, turned longdominant local political and economic forces on their heads, forcing all to make terms
eventually with the realities of the mineral economy and the rise of industrial capitalism.
Energy history needs more works that focus on the nineteenth century, and
nineteenth-century United States history deserves more works that focus on energy.
The mid-nineteenth century appears somewhat different through the lens of energy—
new catalysts and contingencies become visible, and energy history looks different
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when it is firmly rooted in the nineteenth-century United States. Combining energy
history and the history of the nineteenth century makes evident that some of the
definitive characteristics of industrial capitalism—booms and busts, violent labor-capital
relations and activist state on the side of capital, the transformation of natural
waterways into waste outlets—already appear clearly in Pennsylvania in the midnineteenth century.
The mineral economy in Pennsylvania in the mid-nineteenth century highlights
the foundations of industrial capitalism that developed at the dawn of the fossil fuel age
in Pennsylvania. Chapter 2 emphasizes the problem of fuel shortage faced by colonists
and early Americans, a problem created by overexuberance and exacerbated by war,
weather, and the broad demands placed upon the forests of North America—for fuel,
construction materials, and export. From the beginning of the British colonial period, fuel
was an export. Chapter 3 illustrates the development of the coal industry. It examines
how anthracite coal transformed social and political relationships, especially how coal
had little effect on the plight of paupers—for whom cheap fuel might have helped most-while transforming political calculations and inspiring attempts to consolidate power at
the local and state level. This chapter also presents the problem faced by democracy in
the mineral economy: industrial capitalism evolves faster than the machinery of
governance can adapt. The fourth chapter argues that despite the rapid increases in
the production of coal and petroleum during the Civil War, the conflict cannot be
considered “modern” because control of fossil fuels influenced neither strategic nor
tactical decisions. Chapter 5 explores the career of C.V. Culver, a banker and
congressman whose rapid rise and precipitous fall illustrate the interdependence of
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fossil fuel production and banking. The example of Culver also emphasizes the inherent
instability of industrial capitalism and its tendency to create massive losses for many
while building up prodigious wealth for the few. The final chapter focuses on the
Susquehanna River, the non-navigable waterway that bisects Pennsylvania and that
embodies the transformation of many of the state’s waterways into “mechanism[s] in the
industrial process” of creating fossil fuels. 36 A brief conclusion comments on the
relationship between energy, capitalism, and democracy and the utility of energy as a
historical lens.
My goal has been to draw attention back to the origin story of the modern U.S.
economy, one in which control of fossil fuel production and consumption have been,
are, and will for the foreseeable future remain fundamental to modern life. Pennsylvania
is a case study for the influence of an extractive industry on democracy and capitalism,
two forces that have alternatively worked together and against one another in the
history of the United States. Trends that began in the Pennsylvania energy booms of
the nineteenth century continue to resonate today. Neither coal nor petroleum were
discovered or first burned in Pennsylvania; those first fires danced millennia before
Charles II drew up Penn’s charter in 1681. In nineteenth century Pennsylvania those
minerals took on new meaning and in the eyes of capitalists, industrialists, speculators,
and politicians, they shone just as much as silver or gold.
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Chapter 2

Energy Scarcity in Early America

American Forests and English Security
When European ships arrived off the coast of North America in the 16th and
early 17th centuries, their occupants observed dense forests in which the inhabiting
native peoples thrived in close symbiosis with the land. From Maine to Virginia, English
eyes in particular studied the unfamiliar shores holding thick forests full of towering
trunks of oak and pine with optimism. After all, firewood had been dear in England for a
few centuries, and in the late 16th century, the contest for control of the seas between
England and Spain demanded a far more robust fleet. In 1587 Thomas Harriot heralded
the potential he saw along the Virginia coast, particularly in the form of naval stores,
especially masts which were then in great demand but in short supply. 37 From the coast
of Maine in 1605, James Rosier similarly reported plentiful pine forests that produced
turpentine “so marvelous, & so sweet” as none ever had in England.38 For centuries, the
European continent, and England in particular, had seen its forests thin and disappear,
harvested for firewood, construction materials, shipbuilding, transportation, and the
sundry byproducts derived from forests and demanded by coopers, brewers,
ironmongers, tanners, and other craftsmen. The optimism about America was
particularly acute for English sailors, colonists, and home island administrators who
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lived in the midst of perpetual wood shortages stemming from the depletion of English
forests since the Roman times. American woods could come to English defenses.39
Britain needed wood for its ships, not just naval ships but merchant ships and
coal heavers that connected the British Isles with one another, with their overseas
empire, and with trading partners on the European continent.40 One ship-of-the-line, the
type of warship that formed the backbone of the British Navy’s offensive power, alone
consumed up to 2500 large oak trees, or 150 acres of wood.41 The large oak trees cut
down to build up the British Navy took 80 to 120 years to grow large enough for ship
building. The British navy maintained approximately 100 ships of the line along with
hundreds of smaller ships, all of which required replacing every ten to twenty years as
they inevitably lost their seaworthiness to rot, shipworms, and the ravages of battle. In
addition to these naval requirements, British shipbuilders culled British forests to
construct the mercantile fleet--three times larger than the Navy--which sustained British
economic power and gave rise to the requirements of a robust navy. For Britain, the
shortage of wood constituted a dual national security and economic threat that led to
laws that increased penalties for stealing wood. Those caught stealing wood, and

The idea of a mobile forest appears in Shakespeare’s Macbeth, first performed
around 1606. Macbeth, then king of Scotland, is warmed by the Weird Sisters that his
rule is safe until “Birnham wood comes to Dunsinane” (Act IV scene i). Macbeth,
thinking it impossible for a forest to physically move from one location to another,
dismisses the warning, only for his enemies Macduff and Malcolm to use boughs from
Birnham’s branches to shield the movements of their army.
40 As Alan Taylor writes in American Colonies, in 1672 an English writer observed that
“The undoubted Interest of England is Trade, since it is that alone which can make us
either Rich or Safe, for without a powerful Navy, we should be a prey to our Neighbors,
and without Trade, we could have neither sea-men [n]or Ships.” Taylor, American
Colonies: The Settling of North America (New York: Penguin Books, 2001), 258.
41 Richard Rhodes, Energy: A Human History (New York: Simon & Schuster, 2018), 5.
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thereby threatening the state and monarchy, were punished severely, as one law in
Essex showed: anyone apprehended stealing wood was to “be whipped till they bleed
well.”42
To protect themselves and trading routes, those English ships of the line needed
guns made of iron, not to mention armor, farm tools, along with a wide array of other
metal implements, all of which placed additional demands on British forests. As of 1700,
the typical ship-of-the-line carried over 100 iron guns, maintained and armed with
various wood and iron implements and designed to fire iron balls. The military demands
for iron, produced in forges fired by wood and charcoal, were only part of the overall
British demand for iron tools and weapons. According to Vaclav Smil, by 1720 the 60
iron furnaces in Britain used up 680,000 tons of wood to produce 17,000 tons of pig
iron. Forges then turned that pig iron into 12,000 tons of metal bar that could be
manipulated into tools, weapons, and other implements. Together, iron foundries and
forges in Britain in the early 18th century consumed annually 830,000 tons of wood, or
roughly 1,100 square kilometers of woodlands annually. 43 This meant that the average
furnace could easily denude a circle of forest with a four-kilometer radius in a single
year. But the existence of such an unadulterated woodlot was unlikely: by 1700, as Smil
notes, “nearly all accessible natural forest growth was gone.”44 Wood was either
harvested rotationally in 10- and 20-year cycles from hardwood lots specially
maintained, or it was imported from the Baltics or North America.
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Britons who shivered amidst high wood prices and low supplies and who choked
on the noxious smoke produced by the coal fires increasingly common in London by the
1600s could warm themselves in America as only the wealthy could afford to in
England, where forests had been in decline for 2000 years. Estimates place the forest
cover of Britain at 50 percent in 500 B.C., having declined gradually since glaciers
receded 10,000 years ago and trees returned to the Island. The arrival of the Romans
accelerated deforestation which continued through the Anglo-Saxon era in the late first
millennium, by which time less than 20 percent of British forests remained. Based on
the Domesday book, the 1086 census of English property, people, and land conducted
after the Norman Conquest in 1066, the woodlands in Britain had declined further to
approximately 15 percent.45 As early as the 13th century, English cities smelled of acrid
coal smoke, burned largely by blacksmiths and lime burners who found “sea coal”--so
called because it was transported by coastal transports from the earliest mines around
Newcastle on the River Tyne--usable and affordable.46 The scarcity of firewood drove
up coal use to the point where the smell of coal fires became sufficiently objectionable
to English noses that King Edward I established commissions to address the problem of
coal smoke and later to implement fines and laws to reduce the use of coal. As the
Bubonic Plague arrived in Europe (first reported in Europe in 1347 in Sicily), as little as
10 percent of Britain was woodland.47 The Plague reduced the population of England by
half--3 million people lived there in 1500-- which slowed the consumption of English
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timber, but failed to reverse the decline. Still, Morin estimates that forest cover in Britain
in the late 17th century was approximately 8 percent, or 1.2 million hectares, suggesting
the rate of deforestation had slowed significantly during the previous three and a half
centuries.48
In 1603, Queen Elizabeth I died, ending one era of British history, and coal
became the predominant fuel in England, thus beginning another.49 Wood remained the
preferred source of fuel in English homes, but it simply was not available in sufficient,
consistent, affordable supply, despite parliamentary attempts at conservation.
Parliament made several attempts at slowing the rate of forest consumption, including
the introduction of the enclosure system, which privatized commonly held lands and
triggered long-term, unintended population shifts. Britons unable to eke out a living from
the land moved in droves to English cities, driving higher demand for fuel and forest
products for construction. The effect of the enclosure system led to the consideration of
the New World as a safety valve that could relieve England of its surplus population. But
even as thousands sailed for New England and Virginia, parliament still struggled with
fueling the people and the economy. In 1643, Parliament passed “an Ordinance...For
the cutting and selling of Wood within threescore miles of London” that attempted to
“better supply the said city with Fewell [fuel] at reasonable rates, for the poorer sort of
every Parish being the first served.” This was one of many attempts to regulate fuel
consumption and prices in early modern England with little sustained effect. The diverse
application of wood--as construction material, as fuel, used by tanners, brewers,
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coopers, and other artisans, and as necessary for ships, wheels, and transportation
generally, the decades required for the replenishment of forests, and wood’s use in
nearly every sort of activity rendered it perpetually in short supply. 50
North America, then, with frequent reports of its abundant forests, was a warm
name. “Here is good living for those who love good Fires,” Francis Higginson wrote of
the coast of New England.51 America seemed a world of infinite abundance, but the
lived experience of Americans in the 18th century demonstrates coexistence of
apparent abundance and experienced scarcity, a tension that historian Martin V. Melosi
observes about the industrial age in the United States but which existed in America far
earlier.52

“Some for Profit Only”: Working Penn’s Woods
Europeans transformed the space the woods occupied to suit their needs,
commercial and civilizational. They cleared forests for farms divided by deed-recorded
property lines and cut trees for fuel, building, and export. So abundant were
Pennsylvania’s woods that the colony sated its own demand for timber--unusual among
the early colonies--and imported very little overall initially. From shipbuilding to
coopering barrels for the export of ample flour and other agricultural products from
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Pennsylvania farms to the emergence of a robust iron industry, Pennsylvania woods fed
Pennsylvania’s economy.53
American forests also helped balance, through ballast, the trade between Britain
and its colonies. The first English colonists at Jamestown sent back to England in 1607
a cargo of “hand-sawn clapboards.”54 In 1608, eight men arrived in Virginia to begin
producing naval stores, pitch, tar, and resin in particular, from Virginia’s forests. This
particular forest industry eventually grew to great importance for the Carolinas and for
the British Navy thanks to slave labor (lower costs), temperate seasons (year-round
production), and ample pine barrens along coastal waterways. 55 By 1768, North
Carolina produced fully 60 percent of the colonies’ naval stores.56 The 1620-1621
voyages of the Mayflower, which carried the Puritan separatists remembered today as
the Pilgrims to the New World where they established the colony of Plymouth, presentday Massachusetts, further exemplifies the English experience of shortage at home and
of bringing that knowledge to the new context of American abundance. During the
treacherous North Atlantic crossing that fall, the Puritans cooked over coal fires and
struggled to breath below decks with the smoke they generated.57 When the ship
returned to England in the spring of 1621, it carried a cargo of wood in its belly. 58 Ships
left British ports with manufactured goods and people bound for North American
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colonies and returned filled with raw materials, wood especially. British merchants
successfully persuaded parliament to allow such goods to pass duty free from British
colonies back to the home island. This reduced expenses for merchants--they had
valuable cargo going in both directions--and helped to wean Britain off its dependence
on Baltic timber, a strategic economic and military vulnerability since the tall, straight,
white pine trees needed for ships masts no longer grew in Britain. 59

Commodities, Capitalism, Faith, and Fuel
In the early seventeenth century, Philadelphia as a trading port lagged behind
only Boston and New York. But by the time of the Revolution, Philadelphia was the
busiest port in British North America, perhaps the whole Empire. 60 In the 1720s, 116
ships cleared the port of Philadelphia in an average year, a number that climbed to
nearly 500 ships annually by midcentury. 61 By 1772, the City of Brotherly Love
welcomed an average of 721 ships annually with a combined average annual tonnage
of 42,808.62 What Philadelphia lacked in geographic advantages over Boston and New
York--to reach Philadelphia, for example, ships had to travel 100 miles up the Delaware
Bay and Delaware River, whereas the deep harbors of Boston and New York were
much closer to the open ocean--made up for with natural ones. Philadelphia, described
by a British observer as the “capital of the corn country,” produced food prodigiously-Pennsylvania alone grew over half the colonies’ total flour for overseas markets. 63 While
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it lagged behind Maryland and Virginia in the production of wheat and corn, colonial
Pennsylvania produced enough of these grains as well as flaxseed for a significant level
export trade.64 Between 1768 and 1772, the majority of the flour and wheat shipped
from Philadelphia arrived in the West Indies (for flour) and Southern Europe (for flour
and wheat). Relatively little, except for flaxseed, reached the British Isles. 65
Beyond feeding man and beast overseas with grown and ground grains,
Philadelphia leveraged the production of Pennsylvania’s forests to build its trading
power.66 Barrel staves cut from Pennsylvania red and white oak trees found ready
markets throughout the American colonies and across Europe. Due to the scarcity of
remaining timber in the West Indies--the forests consumed early on as construction
materials, fuel for refining sugar cane, and to make space for the cane fields--nearly all
of the 2,321,600 shingles and 4,446,978 board feet exported from Philadelphia in 1772,
ended up on Caribbean islands.67 Success in refining and selling sugar to European
and North American consumers demanded the importation of African slaves and
American firewood. Southern Europe, particularly Spain and Portugal, imported large
quantities of barrel staves in the 1760s from Philadelphia, a demand that, combined
with the West Indies need, may have contributed to significant shortages of all forms of
wood.68 Despite the abundant forests within a day’s cart ride or accessible by inland and
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coastal waterways when they were not frozen, a Philadelphia merchant still lamented in
1765 that “All kinds of lumber [were] scarce.” 69
Americans felt the pinch of shortage thanks in part because they so easily
benefited from abundant exports and markets desperate for construction materials and
fuel--the “Profit” of which Penn spoke. Some colonial governments attempted to
regulate the clearing of their forests to preserve domestic supplies. Just five years after
its founding, Plymouth Colony required licenses for the export of timber outside the
colony.70 In the middle of the 18th century, Connecticut limited the times and places
where trees could be harvested, and limited individuals to one tree per person. Some
growing cities attempted to promote the rejuvenation of coastal forests locally. In the
early 1700s, Philadelphia and its neighboring settlements of Chester and Newcastle
required those who owned homes in the towns to maintain at least one tree in front,
though this regulation was not typical. 71 More common were regulations designed to
preserve rather than replant. In 1772, New York mandated that firewood could be
obtained only from pine trees greater than six inches diameter or from any other trees
four inches in diameter or greater.72 Pennsylvania required that for every five acres of
forest cleared one should be left standing, “especially to preserve Oak and Mulberries,
for Silk & Shipping.” 73
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Foul Weather, Harbor Freezes, and Fuel Shortages
As European colonists cleared forests close to settlements for agriculture, profit,
and fuel, wood for building, shipbuilding, fuel, and other uses, wood supplies had to
travel further to reach hearths and markets. As these supply lines grew, they became
more vulnerable to the ravages of weather and the interruptions of war. Island and
isolated coastal communities--that is to say, most colonial Americans--were in a
particularly precarious position. Early colonists established their communities on
waterways and close to the coast, which rendered them seasonally vulnerable to what
historian Jon T. Cumbler describes as “epic storms that left near-total destruction in
their wake.”74 For those who survived the violence of the storm, however, some benefit
from nature’s force could be derived, as demonstrated by the Pilgrims at Plymouth. In
the mid-1630s, a “ferocious hurricane swept through blowing down whole forests.” 75
Emerging from their shelters after the storm, colonists cut the downed trees into
cordwood and building material, using the destructive power of nature for their own
constructive purposes.
Block Island, located 14 miles northeast of Long Island and 13 miles south of
mainland Rhode Island, experienced periodic raids for fuel, food, and money from
French pirates throughout the late seventeenth and early eighteenth century.76 Its
distance from mainland forests made its inhabitants almost entirely dependent on island
forests for construction and fuel materials. In his History of Block Island, S.T. Livermore
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surmises that the deforestation of Block Island occurred rapidly between 1690 and
1721. As evidence of once-abundant forests, Livermore points to a recollection by Rev.
Samuel Niles of a 1690 naval engagement between French and British naval forces:
”the continued fire was so sharp and violent, that the echo in the WOODS made a noise
as though the limbs of trees were rent and tore off from their bodies.” “[S]uch an echo,”
Livermore concludes, “could be only in a dense forest of large trees.” 77
Contemporaneous records--1692--of the estate of one Robert Guthrig valued “forty-two
acres in the west woods” at 20 shillings per acre, suggesting some substantial forest
cover remained untouched on the island.78 Within thirty years, however, Block Islanders
sought to address an apparent shortage with new regulations and penalties for cutting
timber without permission. In 1714 the largest town on the island, New Shoreham,
passed a law that prohibited persons from cutting “any timber, trees, or poles on any
man’s land without his leave” and levied a five-shilling penalty “for every tree or pole so
cut.”79
Just five years later, the town addressed timber shortages a second time. Since
New Shoreham had been established sixty years earlier, there was now a “great
scarcity of timber and fencing stuff” and “many people had not enough for firing and
fencing, and the main-land being so far off from this place.” “[I]f we do not endeavor to
preserve our timber and fencing stuff the inhabitants must be forced to depart the
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island.” To preserve their livelihood on Block Island, the freeholders enacted a second
law, a limit on the height of upright fencing--”not be above four feet high from the ground
to the top thereof” to preserve timber.80 While it is not clear that the act itself influenced
a shift in energy sources, Livermore observes that Block Islanders began burning peat
for fuel in the same year that the fence act was passed, though not in amounts sufficient
to avoid the reduction of the Island’s population for want of fuel. 81 Energy availability
influenced the population density of early Block Island, but it also shaped the
appearance of the Island, too. The need to preserve timber led to more construction
using stone, readily available, thus making houses more permanent (wood rots, stone
does not) and property lines demarcated by stone walls more resolute.
By the mid-eighteenth century, most European colonists settled in growing
coastal communities needed to look across the waves for new forests to fell. Rhode
Island had been denuded of all trees as early as 1738 and imported wood from Block
Island (at least until the Island itself was rendered almost bare) and Long Island, though
this was a temporary measure: transport was more perilous in times of war and
overreliance thinned the forests too fast for sustainable regeneration.82 A Rhode Island
resident signing his or her name as “a Peasant” suggested that a channel be cut from
the Narragansett Bay to woodlands previously inaccessible by water. No new
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waterways resulted from the petition, but the plantation government passed new
regulations to ensure the quality and correct weight of cordwood imported.83 Bostonians
had long imported wood from the Penobscot River in Maine and from farmers who
carted wood overland from the interior. Philadelphians relied on firewood shipped from
New Jersey, Delaware, and forests north of the city up the Delaware River and west, up
the Schuylkill River. Boston, Philadelphia, New York City, and Rhode Island firewood
networks similarly grew longer and more intensive each year. The closest forests to the
cities were thinned first and as population and demand climbed, corders had to travel
farther and farther upriver to find fresh woodlots to cut. 84
Even if Americans in eighteenth century coastal cities had good access to forests
downriver, up the seaboard, or on a coastal island, supply issues persisted. In
September 1721, disease slowed the flow of regular shipments of firewood into Boston
at a time when residents and merchants were beginning to stockpile winter supplies.
Some of the boatmen who made regular deliveries declined to enter Boston Harbor on
account of smallpox, which The Boston News-Letter acknowledged, dryly, “may
occasion Inconveniencies to the Boat-men.”85 To accommodate the boat-men, the
select-men of Boston offered “all that have any Fire-Wood, and are not willing to bring it
to Boston” to land instead at Castle Island from where “their Sloops or Boats shall be
brought up to Boston” by unspecified sailors and “unloaded at such Wharffs as the
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Master or Owner of the Boats shall direct and appoint.”86 How many boats sailed to
Castle Island and allowed their vessels to be piloted into Boston by others is unclear.
The decision to accommodate the boatmen’s concerns about smallpox in order to
maintain the supply of firewood in September--when fuel was stockpiled for the long
winter months--speaks to how previous experiences with shortage gave the selectmen
the foresight and urgency to make arrangements to keep the wharves busy unloading
firewood.
Such foresight about fuel supplies was not uncommon along the Atlantic
seaboard in the early eighteenth century. Writing in the depths of winter on December
16, 1732, a resident of Newport, Rhode Island signing as “N.N.” wrote to the recently
established Rhode Island Gazette with “some Apprehensions for Posterity.” 87
“If the Town should encrease in the Proportion it has
done for thirty Years to come, it must consume yearly a
vastly greater Quantity of Fewel, while the Country about us
will be proportionately exhausted, and in a a likely way in a
few Years all our Farmers on the Island will be obliged to
buy their Fire-Wood, as too many do already.”
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Having to buy firewood at market prices from other places would, N.N. Newport
contended, “have an ill Influence on our Wealth and Prosperity.” Using London as an
example, where “the Fewel...is a Publick Concern, directed by Authority of Parliament,
and by Laws of the City it self,” N.N. called for the legislature to pass regulations to
promote the maintenance and planting of wood lots and the preservation of forest lands
wisely, actions that would “make their Farms doubly more profitable,” produce better
pastures and more arable lands and, critically, “more Wood.” N.N. worried about
scarcity in thirty years, but a little more than eight years later, in February 1741,
Newport was already dependent on shipping for sufficient firewood. That winter, the
“extremity of the Season” as the Rhode Island reporter for the Boston Post-Boy put it,
closed the harbor with ice, leaving “a great many Families very much Strained for want
of Firewood and other necessaries of Life.” 88
Newport was not alone. That same February, the “freeholders and other
inhabitants” of Boston were called “to consider of some proper Method for supplying the
Town with Fire-Wood.”89 The call for the meeting is not indicative of there being no
method for supplying the town with fuel. It may instead suggest that the best estimates
of the need of the community for firewood underestimated how cold the winter would
actually get. The winter of 1741 saw Long Island Sound freeze over solid enough for the
residents of Stratford, Connecticut to travel daily to Long Island, New York, a distance of
three leagues--over ten miles.90 Six years later, New York harbor froze and left “half the
inhabitants in want” of firewood. “What our poor must suffer!” lamented the New York
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Gazette.91 During an unusually long winter in 1772, New Yorkers were “slenderly
provided with fire wood, which was so far exhausted by the long continuance of the
weather”--that year, ice still blocked the harbor in late March.92 While extreme cold,
frozen harbors, and long winters threatened almost all, the poor suffered first and most
when fuel was dear and prices high. Over the course of a few days in March 1772, a
cord of firewood in New York more than doubled in price, from 35 to 80 shillings.93
As populations expanded and existing woodlots were reduced to cords to be
burned personally or sold for profit in colonial towns, keeping a population warm and
alive through the frigid winter months became an institutional and public challenge, one
that required steady commerce between and within colonies in warmer months. To run
out of fuel before the spring thaw meant death from freezing but also the decline of the
social order, as personal furniture, private homes, and public grounds would be reduced
to kindling before the population succumbed to hypothermia and fatal frostbite. In the
growing urban hubs on North America’s Atlantic coast, the existence of sound
institutions able to plan--and spend--months in advance of need became necessary for
the community’s survival.
Harvard College may have been unique--it did have its own wharf on the Charles
River not to mention the support of many prosperous graduates active in trade and
commerce--in its institutional ability to construct its own supply network, but it is also
representative in its experience of the benefits and vulnerabilities that stemmed from its
reliance on distant locales and oversea transit for fuel. Long reliant on middleman
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merchants for its fuel imports, in 1793 Harvard College and wealthy Bostonian William
Winthrop purchased a ship, the sloop Cyrus, to sail from from Cambridge to the woods
of Maine and New Hampshire and back laden only with fuel to keep the fires and minds
of students and professors crackling.94 This enabled the college to control its fuel supply
and avert shortage while also profitably supplying Boston with firewood.95 Between April
and December 1795, the ship made 13 trips between Cambridge and Maine. On the
first trip, the Cyrus arrived in Cambridge on April 23 with 33¼ cords of wood, of which
18 cords were sold to the government of Boston for $3.75 per cord, a sixteen percent
markup. The remaining 15¼ cords were deposited in the college’s wood lot.96 The
frequent trips apparently left Harvard well stocked for the winter months, as the 25¼
cords brought by the Cyrus on December 9 were all sold to “sundry persons” at $5.04
per cord, sixty five cents more than the market price estimated by the captain of the
Cyrus and $1.29 more than the price paid for the wood sold in April. 97 By relying on a
distant network of supply, Harvard provided adequate fuel supplies for campus and
found open markets for surplus in the shivering city of Boston.
Harvard students remembered the arrival of the Harvard, the successor to the
Cyrus, at the Cambridge wharf as a cause for celebration and a valued element in their
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education and imagination. James Russell Lowell remembered the Harvard “bringing
back wood that, in those days, gave to winter life at Harvard a crackle and
cheerfulness….What a vista of mystery and adventure did her sailing open to us! With
what pride did we hail her return! She was our scholiast on Robinson Crusoe and the
Mutiny of the Bounty [referring to the actual mutiny in 1789 and not the novel of similar
title published in 1932].” The sloop Harvard was captured and burned by the British
during the War of 1812.98
The importance of a steady supply of firewood or other fuel to the functioning of a
college was evident in the actions taken by Harvard and in the considerations that went
into planning what would become Columbia University. A letter published in the New
York Evening Post in January 1749 from “a Gentleman in the Country to his friend in the
City” emphasized how deliberations about where to locate the King’s College in the
province of New York should take into account access to water and availability of
firewood. Most important to the “Country” writer was that the college should be located
in a “Healthy situation” (a place with good air and not prone to outbreaks of disease);
second, that it be some distance from the city for privacy but not too far away to prevent
visitors to New York from admiring “one of the Publick ornaments of the Colony.”99 Third
most important was firewood, timber, and access to more of both. The place chosen
should have access to “Plentiful provisions and firewood from a Country adjacent and
likely to continue,” though “if Firewood or Provisions grow scarce in after Ages grow
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scarce in the Country adjacent to the College, there may conveniently be a Supply by
Water from Places very distant.” Besides ensuring a healthy locale that visitors could
easily admire, the college’s success, the writer estimated, depended on locating the
institution close enough to ample existing forests and proximate to waterways with easy
access to distant forests.100
The College of Pennsylvania, known after 1791 as the University of
Pennsylvania, too, felt the effects of wood shortages and high prices. Around the time of
the status promotion and name change, Penn began to charge a firewood fee in
addition to tuition. Trustees of the school did not take the decision to raise this fee
lightly, as increased costs resulted in fewer students and, for those faculty reliant solely
on student tuition for income, poorer professors.101

War and Firewood
Students of war are quick to point out how access to and control of energy
resources have determined winners and losers in “modern” conflict, not to mention that
energy resources have been the cause of many wars, too. Allied access to American
petroleum and refineries contributed significantly to victory in World War I and World
War II. The absence of domestic petroleum stocks in Germany and Japan forced the
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Axis Powers to make tactical operational decisions based on strategic petroleum needs.
Hitler diverted German armies from a direct push on Moscow in the late summer of
1942 to push south towards Baku and to Soviet oil fields as well as into Ukraine, an
important source of food energy. The Empire of Japan relied on tanker ships to supply
the Home Islands with petroleum from distant occupied territories in what was the Dutch
East Indies and British Burma, now Indonesia and Myanmar. Energy needs forced both
Germany and Japan to make strategic choices with poor odds of long-term success.
Germany’s attempt to seize the Caucuses wasted months of warm weather and clear,
dry roads and contributed to the Soviet Union’s successful defense of Moscow in the
winter of 1942. Japan’s long seaborne petroleum supply lines made it vulnerable to
American naval threats, particular in the form of new long-range submarines. Through
the 20th century, wars were not just won by those who controlled energy resources,
they were fought over those energy resources. The lack of domestic or locally
controllable petroleum limited the ability of Britain and Germany to exercise
independently economic and military power globally, as historian Anand Toprani
discusses in his book Oil and the Great Powers.102 The military presence of the United
States in the Middle East and the resulting conflicts--from the 1990-1991 Gulf War, to
the 2003 invasion of Iraq to the current conflict with the remnants of the Islamic State-have as their central motivation the stabilization of global oil supply and protection of
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and access to Iraqi, Kuwaiti, and Saudi oil reserves.103 Energy considerations have
influenced the outcomes and the origins of modern conflict.
Energy needs also shaped conflict--even if it was less obviously determinative-and were central to the lasting effects of war in the 18th century, too. The Seven Years’
War produced an economic boom for Philadelphia’s artisans engaged in producing
guns, clothing, and sundry military necessities. Yet as soldiers marched off to war, the
ranks of widows and orphans increased correspondingly. Additionally, artisans, sailors,
merchants, and laborers whose prosperity was subject to the whims of the weather and
successfully avoiding illness or injury were placed what historian Gary Nash calls “the
knife’s edge of insecurity.” 104 Wartime inflation drove up the price of firewood, which
disproportionately harmed the poor who were unable to purchase a winter’s worth of
wood when prices were low and unable to afford even a few sticks of kindling when
winter arrived, when wood was scarce, and prices high. During the winter of 1761-1762,
Philadelphia leaders and the city’s Quaker community formed a Committee to Alleviate
the Miseries of the Poor, which provided warm clothing, blankets, and much needed
firewood. As Nash observes, the war was good business for some and bad luck for
others. For all, those who thrived and those who struggled to survive, the end of the war
spelled unmitigated disaster. After the war, Philadelphia and most colonial cities
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experienced what Nash has described as “the greatest economic stagnation ever
known.”105
The Revolutionary War revealed how dependent 18th century Americans were
on extensive fuel supply networks and demonstrated how access to and control of fuel
had domestic as well as military importance. In the months after Lexington and Concord
(April 1775) and the Battle of Bunker Hill (June 1775), Harvard College decamped from
Cambridge for Concord, Massachusetts, transporting the library and reconvening the
students twenty miles from where colonial militia were gathering and fortifying the
outskirts of British-controlled Boston.106 In Concord, the college guarded students from
the uncouth ways of rural New England militia men, but it also removed itself from the
scene of certain shortages of supplies, including fuel. 107 News of firewood shortages in
the fall of 1775 prompted the Congress meeting in Philadelphia to encourage “the
Assembly, or general Court of Massachusetts bay, to use all the means in their power,
that the army before Boston be supplied with wood and hay, on the most reasonable
terms.”108 At the same time, British forces in Boston experienced fuel shortages, too,
despite their ability to resupply by sea while the harbor was opened. A New England
correspondent reported to readers of the Pennsylvania Evening Post that among the
British guarding Boston Neck and Bunker Hill, “firewood was so very scarce” and
“several houses were pulling [sic] down to serve as fuel.” 109 The supply of fuel to the
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Continentals at Cambridge resumed by early December and, as an observer in
Cambridge wrote to Philadelphia on December 14, 1775, “the soldiers are made
comfortable and easy.”110
But war taxes local systems and comfort and ease were not permanent. When
Harvard returned to Cambridge in 1776, persistent fuel shortages exacerbated by
increased military consumption and the loss of resupply by water (the British Navy
controlled the harbor) contributed to the decision by the College to cancel fall break and
extend the winter holiday for consecutive academic years. 111 A report from King’s
County, Long Island, in November 1782 stated that after six years of occupation by
British forces, firewood had “become so scarce amongst them that it is hard to be
procured at any rate, there being hardly a sapling left by the British big enough for an
old woman’s stick, in the whole country.” While this could be interpreted as hyperbole
designed to portray the British as wonton to an audience safely entrenched within
American controlled territory, the conditions match those of other conflicts with
prolonged occupations. Environmental histories of war, particularly of the American Civil
War, clearly articulate the effect of prolonged occupation on agricultural, livestock, and
forest production.112
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Seaborn networks conveying energy were deeply affected by the winds of war,
particularly in the absence of any ability by the Continental Navy to protect coastal
trade. During the Revolution, Rhode Islanders long reliant on imported wood found
themselves blockaded by the British Navy and reached a point of such desperation in
1776 that they began dismantling wharves to burn as fuel, disassembling the very
infrastructure they normally relied on for supply. By the time the British ended their
subsequent occupation of Newport, every tree suitable for firewood around
Narragansett Bay had been cut and burned along with every fence post and rail as well
as many wooden homes, too.113 Familiarity with Rhode Islanders’ earlier desperation
and an experienced understanding of the value of ample fuel at the edge of winter
explains the Pennsylvania Packet’s choice to excerpt this part of a Continental soldier’s
description of the British evacuation of Newport in October 1779: “They have
demolished fortifications, and left about fourteen hundred tons of hay, four hundred and
fifty cords of firewood, six hundred cords of peat and furze, a little sea coal, and a large
quantity of straw in their magazines.” Here was captured materiel for those who love
good fires.114 In his letter to Congress dated October 27, 1779, Major General Horatio
Gates, the commander of the forces that entered Newport after the British retreat,
similarly listed the firewood, “peet,” straw, and hay captured by the Continentals. 115
While the financial and commercial ability to reach across the sea to the woods of other
colonies and states enabled supply stability and security, such supply lines were
ultimately reliant on warm weather and peaceful seas.
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The problem of timber and fuel shortages on island communities, however
isolated by stormy seas and British warships, did not remain adrift and disconnected
from continental considerations. The case of Captain Thomas Jenkins of Nantucket, an
island off the coast of Massachusetts, and his cargo of whale oil is instructive. Like
nearby Block Island, and the greater Boston area, Nantucket’s natural forests were
quickly cut down by the early European inhabitants, leaving them reliant on mainland
imports for wood for fires and lumber for construction. In the early winter of 1775,
Jenkins carried a cargo of whale oil to Philadelphia which he hoped to sell and
“purchase a necessary cargo of provisions and fuel for necessary use of the
inhabitants” of Nantucket.116 Philadelphians, however, prevented Jenkins from selling
his cargo; perhaps out of fear that Jenkins’s either was an agent of the British or any
commodities he purchased in Philadelphia would be captured by the British. On
Monday, December 11, 1775, Jenkins petitioned the Continental Congress meeting in
Philadelphia for permission to sell cargo so as to resupply the shivering and starving
Nantucketers. The committee Congress had formed to consider Jenkins’s petition
discovered that the local “committee of the city and liberties of Philadelphia” had
prevented Jenkins from selling any of his cargo on Philadelphia’s wharfs out of concern
about where his loyalties resided. Congress approved of the “vigilance and zeal” of the
local committee, despite its action being “contrary to the resolutions of Congress.” The
committee issued a series of resolutions on the matter, the first of which acknowledged
that “requires that some speedy measures be taken by the Congress, to enable the said
inhabitants to supply themselves with necessary fuel and provisions.”
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Congress, the subsequent resolutions made evident, had a peculiar concept of
“speedy.” It called on the selectmen of Sherborne on Nantucket to compile an estimate
of the “quantity of fuel, and provisions necessary” for the relief of the island’s
inhabitants. The estimate was to then be laid before at least three Justices of the Peace
in Barnstable County, Massachusetts Bay Colony, before whom the selectmen were to
verify the accuracy of their estimate by “oath or affirmation.” After this, the Justices
would be authorized to sign licenses to any Nantucket ship owner or master for the
importation to the island of fuel and provisions from the colonies north of and including
Maryland and Delaware, but not in excess of the amounts needed as estimated by the
Sherborne selectmen.
In reading the instructions proscribed within these first resolutions, Jenkins may
have worried for his Nantucket neighbors and for himself, as the cargo he still held had
yet to be addressed. But in the final resolution put forth by the committee, Jenkins
received permission to offload and sell his cargo of oil and fill his hold with the
necessary fuel or provisions. It came with a caveat: Jenkins would have to “first make
oath or affirmation before a magistrate, and give bond, that the same is, bona fide,
intended for the internal consumption of the said inhabitants, and that he will use his
utmost endeavors, that it shall not fall into the hands of the enemies of the United
Colonies.”117 Partly an attempt to use Jenkins’ sense of honor as a barrier against his
profiteering and supplying the British in Boston, the final resolution also conveyed the
expectation to Jenkins that he not let it be captured--to employ his “utmost endeavors”
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to ensure that“ it shall not fall into the hands of the enemies.”118 What Congress meant
by “utmost endeavors” is uncertain, though an imaginative reading suggests that
Congress may have expected Jenkins to scuttle his ship--and possibly doom his
Nantucket neighbors--to avoid any benefit to the British.
Island communities, having over time exhausted their domestic forest resources
and being isolated by sea and enemy warships, did not deal with the problem of fuel
scarcity alone. Philadelphians worried about fuel shortages even before the American
Revolution, and worried that British coal imports might be required to keep the city warm
in winter.119 In a pattern that would be repeated through future fuel transitions, shortage
and increasing transportation costs raised prices for fuel and for the products whose
production required fuel and increased suffering, both physical and economic.
Even in places where wood and forests were abundant and proximate, shortages
and the fear of want prompted colonial and revolutionary governments to intervene in
the fuel trade to provide for the poor and for soldiers. Sometimes social good and
military necessity were at odds. In a January 3, 1777 letter to the Council of Safety of
Pennsylvania, James Tilghman brought to light this conflict. Tilghman served as
secretary to the proprietors of the colony of Pennsylvania and was father of Tench
Tilghman, an aide to Continental Army Commander George Washington but a loyalist
himself.120 In January, Tilghman complained that the woods on the common grounds in
Philadelphia which the current proprietor of Pennsylvania “gave liberty to the overseers
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of the City to cut two hundred Cord of wood for the Poor” were being cut down by
continental soldiers.121 Tilghman had spoken to the general who advertised for
woodcutters to make cords of the woods near the city to advise him of the fact that the
woods in question were dedicated to charitable use. The general “was pleased to
assure [Tilghman] he would give no opposition to the Charity, but that he must have
wood cut for the Soldiery.” 122
For Tilghman, the question of which population the wood would be used for, the
poor or the army, distilled the question of who held political power and thus regulatory
authority. On behalf of his employer, John Penn, the Proprietor of the colony of
Pennsylvania and grandson of William Penn, Tilghman requested that the Council make
clear who controlled the resources of Penn’s woods: the proprietors or the people?123
Tilghman, perhaps recognizing the precarious place for a loyalist living and working in
the heartland of revolutionary fervor and the birthplace of independence, tread lightly.
Had the Council, by an order issued on January 1st, 1777 ordering wood to be cut from
the wood but making no mention of the proprietor who had previously permitted such
action, intentionally ignored the proprietor, or was “the order be intended to promote the
Execution of the Proprietors benevolence”? If the Council was in fact asserting superior
authority over the common wood, Tilghman requested only that they record his letter
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“on the Records of your proceedings, in order to prevent any prejudicial influences
which hereafter might be drawn from a silent acquiescence of the Proprietors and their
agents.” No response from the council is recorded but Tilghman’s letter was entered
into the council’s record.
Five days later, Tilghman wrote again to the Pennsylvania Council of Safety.
Hearing reports of “People cutting Wood off the Commons without any authority,”
Tilghman went to see for himself and found “a number of People in the Execution of this
Plunder.” “I am certain there are not less than ten or a dozen Carts and Waggons now
running in the Carriage of Wood off the Commons.”124 This was, Tilghman complained,
“so flagrant an invasion of Property” and abuse of the Proprietor’s prior benevolence to
allow wood to be cut by the city for the poor that the Council should “seize any wood
thus unlawfully cut, for the use of the Poor.” If he couldn’t successfully persuade the
Council to protect the property of the Proprietor, perhaps he could promote its use in the
manner the Proprietor had prescribed. Tilghman noted that the Proprietors had never
sought to “convert any of this wood to their own private emolument but left it for the
accommodation of the city” and especially for the use of the poor in times of scarcity.
Without protection of the property or, at the least, regulation of its consumption, the
benefits of the common wood previously controlled and parceled out by the Proprietor
“will soon be entirely lost if some stop be not put to the present depredations.” As with
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his previous letter, no response was recorded in the council records, but eight months
later, Tilghman was arrested as a prisoner of war.125
Wartime circumstances placed the poor and military at a disadvantage as
compared to the wealthy and large landowners, who had space to store and supply to
draw from abundant fuel reserves. Even the well-connected, though, fretted about the
availability and cost of firewood. On August 9, 1777, Isaac Melchor wrote Timothy
Matlack, a brewer by trade, Secretary of Pennsylvania during the Revolution and famed
penman of the first copy of the Declaration of Independence, to complain of the high
price of wood. Having purchased eleven and three quarters cords of oak wood from an
Isaac Huff at 65 shillings per cord, Melchor lamented paying a full 20 shillings more per
cord than the previous winter, the season when supplies were always dearer. Congress
or the Commonwealth had to act, Melchor stated, or else “[t]he price of wood will be Ten
pounds p. Cord next Winter.”126 That same year, John Adams lamented from
Philadelphia that his three pounds a week for lodging purchased him two meals and a
bed but included not “one drop of Liquer, or one Spark of light or fire.” Firewood and
candles were separate expenses altogether. With firewood fetching twenty dollars a
cord, between his lodging, fuel, drink, and horse feed, Adams found himself “lost in an
ocean of Expence.”127 Also in 1777, Henry Laurens remarked on the shortages in the
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continental capital: “Articles of every kind are exceedingly dear here.” 128 Laurens
provided four prices of goods to illustrate the situation: meat (“a breast of veal 55/ to 65/
our Currency), butter (“22/6 to a Dollar, meaning our currency”), horse feed and stabling
(“a Dollar per day & everything in proportion”), and firewood (“upwards of £22 a
Chord”).129 Even when fuel wood was available, its rising price caused individuals and
institutions to revisit their domestic calculus. High firewood prices in 1778--just as
Melchor feared--forced the Library Company of Philadelphia to limit their borrowing
hours to only Wednesdays and Sundays from 2 to 8 in the evening throughout the
winter months.130
Continental officials, patriots, and those behind American lines were not uniquely
affected by the fuel concerns during the Revolution; British forces experienced
deprivation equally and, at times, more severely. Fuel needs stretched British supply
lines for the basic necessities of keeping warm and making food across the Atlantic,
leaving them vulnerable to the predations of American privateers and, soon, the French
and Spanish navies. As early as January 1777, American intelligence reported that
British soldiers in Brunswick, New Jersey--having recently retreated after defeats by
resurgent Continental forces at Trenton and Princeton--were so desperate for fuel that
they began tearing down houses. Before long fewer houses remained as shelter than
had been torn down for fuel.131 While British coal mines provided some fuel to the
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British Army and Navy in North America, shipments encountered seaborne obstacles.
Around the time British soldiers were breaking New Brunswick homes into kindling, the
14-gun American privateer Sturdy Beggar captured two British ships carrying 3000
bushels (roughly 120 tons) of New Castle coal destined for British forces in New York
City under the command of Sir William Howe, commander-in-chief of the British Army in
North America.132

Prisoners and Fuel
Fuel needs factored significantly into calculations and considerations pertaining
to prisoners of war. Prisoners ate food, required clothing, and burned firewood that
could otherwise be used by the Continental Army or simply not be purchased by the
Continental Congress, which was perpetually short on funds. Agents contracted by the
British government and authorized by the Congress obtained and provided rations for
British prisoners held in colonial cities. Shortages still arose, but Congress, perhaps
conscious that American fair treatment of British prisoners bestowed some degree of
stateliness and respect as an equal and able nation-state, gave prompt attention to the
issue of prisoner victualling. Often, however, Congress issued resolutions with no
advanced instruction or structure for the victualling of prisoners, leaving it to the
Americans to figure out the need and norms of prisoner care.
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The case of Berks County, Pennsylvania is instructive. Shortly after the failed
invasion of Quebec by General Richard Montgomery in winter of 1775-1776, a number
of British prisoners and their families were sent to Reading, Pennsylvania to be jailed.
The denizens of Reading, however, were surprised and unprepared for their charges,
particularly given that they appeared after winter had already arrived. The Committee of
Safety in Pennsylvania informed the Congress of shortages of firewood and other
provisions needed by prisoners and their families, and the Reading Committee of
Correspondence to the Pennsylvania delegation in Congress wrote asking for
instructions. Since Congress had not appointed someone to manage the prisoners’
needs, the Reading Committee appointed Henry Haller, a member of the committee and
Lieutenant Colonel of the First Battalion, Berks County militia, “to provide houses, firewood, and other provisions for the party. 133 The Committee, however, was completely at
a loss for how to treat the prisoners and asked Congress for guidance: “we are totally
unacquainted with the pleasure of the honorable Congress as to the particular quantities
of provisions to be allowed these prisoners.” How warm should they be? How hungry
should they be? Are they to be treated as guests and family or as interlopers and
hostiles? On February 7, the Congress responded, directing Haller and to furnish the
prisoners with fuel and provisions--without specifying amounts or limits.134
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In the wake of the Congress’s unsatisfactory instructions, the issue of providing
prisoners with fuel persisted. On February 28, 1777, Congress’s Committee on
Prisoners requested and authorized (that both a request and an authorization were
considered necessary conveyed the still unclear authority of the Congress) that the
Berks County (Reading being its seat) committee on inspection and observation
assume the responsibility for supplying the prisoners and their kin with fire wood. 135
Later in 1777, in December, Congress again took up the issue of providing
warmth and sustenance to British prisoners, this time from North Carolina. It directed a
Mr. Benjamin Griffith to “immediately supply the prisoners from North Carolina with
provisions, clothing, and blankets, and fuel, sufficient to protect them from the
inclemency of the weather” and to prepare their lodgings for inclement weather.
Congress added that it undertook these actions to promote the good health of the
prisoners and so that “they experience that humanity which has ever marked the
conduct of this Congress to its prisoners.”136
In reality, the provisioning of prisoners was supposed to be the responsibility of
the army from which the prisoners were captured: American money would supply
Americans held prisoner by the British, and British money would buy and supply British
and Hessian soldiers held prisoner by the Americans. After the capture of British
General John Burgoyne’s army after the Battle of Saratoga in the fall of 1777, Congress
passed legislation that created a process by which American ships could sail through
the British embargo of Boston to deliver fuel for the use of British prisoners of war held
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by American forces in that city. British commander Sir Henry Clinton, however, seems
to have ignored the American arrangements for him to supply his own men. As a result,
Congress ordered that the process of making passports for fuel shipments be halted for
a time as they deliberated on the matter in the spring of 1778.137 To alleviate the burden
borne by the residents of Boston and of Massachusetts to provide for the prisoners,
Congress passed a resolution directing barracks to be built in Charlottesville, Virginia for
the Saratoga prisoners to be ready by December 15, 1779.138 Two years later in 1780,
however, some of Burgoyne’s troops remaining in Boston were still being supplied with
rations and fuel at American expense.139
Had Congress managed to regularly provide advanced notice of prisoner arrivals
and make available ample supplies, transportation issues persisted on land as well as
at sea. Even when wood was available in abundance, the means to carry it from stump
to market were often in short supply. Colonel Isaac Melcher explained this predicament
to the Pennsylvania Council of Safety in January 1777. Melcher described true difficulty
in maintaining a sufficient supply of wood: “a want of Waggons.”140 Melcher had already
been struggling with keeping unauthorized wood cutters out of the lands he, his
“overseer of Wood Cutters,” and team of woodcutters “employed by me for the Public
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Service” were authorized by Congress to use to supply the public. 141 Tasked with
supplying the public and the army, Melchor had ample supplies, he just lacked sufficient
wagons to transport it. “I have only two waggons that attend me constantly,” he
reported, and complained that hired wagons regularly “do not come out till Eleven &
sometimes Twelve [o’clock].” Melcher proposed a logical solution to the problem of
abundant wood but scarce supplies where it was needed: “Wou’d it not be much more
conducive to ye good of the service, to add six or eight more” wagons “whose business
it should be to hawl the wood cut for the Troops & do no other?”
Wartime measures taxed fuel networks in another way, too: confiscation. With
the seas controlled by British warships and desperation for fuel high in urban centers,
market conditions would have been favorable for distant farmers to transport even small
amounts of firewood for a neat profit. But the fear of losing one’s horses, oxen, and/or
wagon to threatened confiscation by one army or the other discouraged many otherwise
entrepreneurial purveyors of expensive but available firewood. The concerns about
confiscation so limited the supply of wood to Lancaster, Pennsylvania that the city’s
Council on Safety in November 1777 ultimately prohibited impressment of “wagons or
horses bringing wood or provisions” to or from the market.142
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Fueling Philadelphia
The challenge of keeping coastal and riverine communities like Philadelphia
fueled and its inhabitants warm and productive persisted after the Revolution ended,
and the importance of maintaining adequate fuel supplies for the public, be they
soldiers, congressmen, paupers--or all of the above--was clear. During the winters of
the early Republic, Philadelphians froze, particularly the poor. Population growth and
the lack of nearby timber land around the city which had been decimated by a century of
concentrated habitation and then cut faster for soldiers--American and British--during
the Revolutionary War, contributed to ongoing challenges in supplying the city with
ample and affordable fuel. From these conditions a wave of innovation rose, one that
continued the Pennsylvania tradition of energy innovation that started with Benjamin
Franklin’s improvement on the typical Philadelphia fireplace in 1744.143 The problems of
shortage and scarcity persisted, however, as evidenced by the American Philosophical
Society’s offer in 1796 of a sixty dollar prize for the inventor of a new furnace design
that would benefit the poor in particular. 144 Between 1790 and 1815, the U.S. Patent
Office granted over 53 patents for improved fireplaces and stoves; by 1845, over 800
such patents would be issued.145
But the relative savings from improved efficiency were insufficient to counteract
the increasing demand that resulted from prodigious population growth. At the time of
the first federal census in 1790, over 28,522 souls made their home in the city of
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Philadelphia, the second largest city in the United States. But an additional 25,814 lived
in the county of Philadelphia, in bustling towns like Germantown, Lower Dublin,
Moyamensing, and Northern Liberties, each of which claimed over 1,000 souls. 146
Northern Liberties alone had 9,907 residents in 1790.147 The counties surrounding
Philadelphia, the periphery regions where forests could be cut, corded, and transported
by cart to the metropole in a day or three, had their own rapidly growing populations to
account for: Chester County to the west had nearly 28,000 inhabitants; Delaware
County to the south nearly 10,000; and Montgomery County to the north over 22,000.148
That decade saw immigrants from Germany and Ireland pour into the port city in
addition to black denizens coming to Philadelphia as freemen and fugitives from
slaveholding states and the Caribbean.149 Many of these new arrivals were poor,
particularly refugees from slave societies in the American South and from revolution in
Saint Domingue (Haiti). In 1793, when black revolutionaries captured the French
colonial capital of Le Cap in June, over 2,000 refugees arrived in Philadelphia from
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Saint Domingue: 1658 white Frenchmen and 627 enslaved people.150 Despite an
outbreak of yellow fever that killed 5,000 between August and October 1793 and drove
a further 17,000 out of the city and the temporary relocation of the federal government
to New York from 1789 to 1790 followed by the permanent departure of the federal
government in 1800 to Washington on the Potomac, the region still experienced
prodigious growth during the first full decade of the Republic, and the city of
Philadelphia alone grew forty-five percent.151
To meet the fuel needs of the city and the county in the late eighteenth and early
nineteenth centuries, firewood arrived by shallops that transported firewood on the
Delaware and Schuylkill Rivers and dozens of smaller creeks and streams from points
north and south of the city from Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and Delaware forests. 152
During the winter months, when firewood was in greatest demand, fuel remained
perennially in short supply thanks to frozen waterways that cut off flow along the literal
lifelines. With kindling network frozen with the river, some wood was transported by
land. Wood transported by cart into the city was collected centrally on High Street
between Eighth Street and Center Square, where it was measured by sworn corders
and priced by them at rates set by the city. 153 The sworn corders examined the length of
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the individual pieces of wood stacked in the cord (the standard measure being eight feet
long by four feet high by four feet wide) to ensure that the average was at least four
feet. If the wood in a cord inspected did not meet the requirements for length, six inches
to the length of the cord could be added as compensation. Additionally, corders
inspected the wood to ensure that crooked branches did not lessen the density of a cord
and were empowered to make “reasonable and fair allowance” for any substantial loss
suffered from crooked wood.154
Heightened demand, increased profit potential, and unequal access to personal
fuel stores (few except the wealthy could afford to buy fuel in bulk and fewer had the
space to store the amount of wood needed for the entire winter) led communities like
Philadelphia to ban the resale of wood purchased at the city wharves from the corders
between September and March. The penalty for doing so was two dollars per cord, and
sawyers--those who sawed wood--were banned from serving as straw purchasers for
others. For inspecting and regulating the wood market, corders were paid by the city an
annual salary of $600; their deputies, $300.155 The corders became city regulators on
city payroll at the city docks on in 1807 and received their appointments from the mayor,
who also reserved the right to remove a corder for neglect of duty.
Other cities employed similar regulatory systems to ensure the quality and
consistency of the fuel wood supply to urban areas. Lancaster, Pennsylvania, for
example, relied mainly on local farmers to supply it--the largest inland city in colonial
America--with fuel. In the 1760s, a majority of freeholders in the city petitioned the
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colonial assembly for permission to remove three dams along the Conestoga Creek,
which flowed from Lancaster to the Susquehanna River, thereby connecting the city to
ample forests on the banks of the sparsely populated waterway. 156 By making the creek
navigable, residents of the city hoped to make accessible forests ten to fifteen miles
away from which cords could be transported to city for half the cost of prevailing costs of
carting wood (10 to 15 shillings per cord, depending on whether oak or hickory). 157
Unfortunately for the Lancastrians, the Assembly responded favorably to a counterpetition submitted by the mill owners and operators of the three dams, thus keeping the
Conestoga impassible and fuel prices elevated. Eventually, the city implemented an
inspection system that imposed a sales tax of six pence per cord: “paid by the Farmer if
the Wood be deficient, if a Good Cord by the Purchaser.” If the supply could not be
augmented by transportation improvements, the quality could at least be ensured.
In addition to measuring and inspecting the wood coming into the city by water
and over land, city corders were responsible for delivering all fees they collected as well
as a list of items landed and by whom on the wharfs to the city treasurer on a weekly
basis. The treasurer, then, compiled a monthly report of revenues for the mayor.158 For
each cord of wood, corders collected eight cents for storage on the wharves, payable by
the seller, and six cents for inspection and cording (measuring and stacking), payable
by the buyer. City corders did not charge additional fees for selling wood landed on
public wharfs, but when the inspected wood landed on private docks, they were entitled
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to charge an additional eight cents per cord. This was in part, probably, because
corders had to leave their stations at the public wharves to inspect at private ones, also
adding complexity to the challenge of regulating centrally for quality and to ensure fair
markets for all wood being brought into the city. Philadelphia had first hired cord
inspectors in 1706, suggesting issues with both supply and quality of fuel, though they
were inconsistently in place over the next century. 159 By 1807, corders were back on the
city payroll, and the wharves brought $7,820.95 into the city treasury. By 1810, wharf
revenues had risen to $10,840.47.160 Corders had no difficulty collecting the number of
cords of wood landed at the public docks on the Delaware, but the public wharves just
north of the city at Northern Liberties and in Southwark on the Delaware as well as the
Schuylkill River wharves, which connected the city with the western forests, proved
difficult to account for. Writing in 1823, Thomas Wilson estimated that the Schuylkill,
Southwark, and Northern Liberties docks brought in roughly ⅔ the cordage landed on
the public docks in the city, which in 1810 welcomed 68,691 ⅞ cords of firewood. This,
then, would mean that roughly 100,000 cords were purchased in Philadelphia in 1810,
or nearly 2 cords for each of the 53,000 residents of the city. 161
Firewood continued to be the most common home fuel into the 1830s, supplying
over two-thirds of need. This despite the Schuylkill Navigation Company having finished
its canal linking Philadelphia with the Schuylkill County coalfields above Pottsville and
the Lehigh Coal and Navigation Company having improved the Lehigh River so as to
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connect the hills holding “Lehigh Coal” with the city desperate for fuel but uninitiated in
the technique and technology of “stone coal.”

Fueling the New Republic
Within a few decades of settlement in North America, European colonists experienced
what, upon arrival, must have seemed unimaginable: fuel shortages. A dearth of
firewood for heating and cooking resulted from early overconsumption and eager
exportation; from predictably cold winters and unpredictable long winters; from the
winds of war and the responsibility to prisoners and to the poor. Despite foresight by
some and much experience both in America and carried from British shores,
communities struggled to satisfactorily and permanently solve their problems of
shortage. Regulations, inspections, strategic planning both in the establishment of
colleges and the purchase of ships to supply them with fuel worked only for so long and
only for certain classes of people.
At the dawn of the nineteenth century, battered by a series of unseasonably cold
winters and reminded again that the winds of war--in 1812, namely--had a deleterious
effect on the warmth of American homes, Americans seemed primed for a revolution in
energy. The cause of the poor rallied some to innovation, the needs of the new nation
moved others to action and investment in the infrastructure and resources of the nation.
Pennsylvania, a colony whose very name revealed what about it Englishmen saw of
great value, experienced the vanguard action of the hydrocarbon energy revolution, one
that would alter how the state’s citizens understood the meaning of the word
“commonwealth.” The advent of the age of coal began a period of lasting change for the
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Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, change that at times was influential before it was
important.
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Chapter 3

Common Wealth: Coal, Poverty, and Political Power in the Keystone State
Before the Civil War, the rise of the anthracite coal industry in Pennsylvania
ushered in a proto-industrial capitalism that established the relationship between
industry, government, and the people that would define the mineral economy and
modern capitalism. Despite anthracite possessing a much greater heat density than
wood, a development that one might have expected to lessen the problems of shortage,
regulation, and transportation that plagued early Americans, the age of anthracite still
featured some of the same challenges, as well as some new ones. Herbert Gutman has
referred to the United States between 1815 and 1843 as “a predominantly preindustrial
society.” In this period and in Pennsylvania, the United States was entering into protoindustrial capitalism where the seeds of industrial society begin to shoot up and sprout
rapidly.162 Through the lens of energy, we see that it is in antebellum Pennsylvania that
the labor, political, spatial, and economic dynamics familiar to students of the Gilded
Age have clear and distinct roots--and flowers. Despite widespread knowledge that
energy shortages affected the poor first and most, the emergence of anthracite as an
important fuel did little to ameliorate the plight of Pennsylvania paupers and in
significant ways made life harder for the “lower classes.” Pennsylvania legislators
embraced the potential of anthracite and its related transportation infrastructure to
elevate all elements of the Commonwealth’s economic situation and invested the
money in and delegated the power of the state to private corporations. When the
Gutman, “Work, Culture, and Society in Industrializing America, 1815-1919,” The
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legislature attempted to reform itself to fix the ills of a political system that came into
being in an organic economy, one in which the relationship between land and energy
was fixed and well understood, it crippled its ability to react to and influence the
direction of corporate power in the anthracite industry. The science of government failed
to adapt to the realities of the mineral economy and proto-industrial capitalism.
Despite warnings from individual coal producers of the dangers, economic and
political, of concentrated corporate power in the coal fields, politicians in Pennsylvania
embraced what they saw as the benefits of corporations, namely, the ability to
concentrate the capital necessary for immense projects privately. 163 Mechanisms for
reining in the known negatives of corporate power, particularly legislative control over
corporate charters, quickly broke down, however, and corporate power in extractive
industries grew with few restrictions from the 1820s through the Civil War. The
technology of corporate power and extractive industries vastly outpaced the ability of
government to modernize. As a result, those most vulnerable in the organic economy,
the poor, became doubly disadvantaged in the mineral regime. Work in the anthracite
industry catalyzed unionization efforts, within and across types of labor, but also
increased awareness of the benefits of a divide and conquer strategy for dealing with
agitated labor and disaffected constituents. This conflict was exacerbated by the fact
that broad aspects of policy and daily life during the antebellum period increasingly
depended on steady, cheap, and abundant anthracite coal.
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The rise of the anthracite coal industry in Pennsylvania ushered in a mineral
economy that reshaped economic, cultural, and political power dynamics and
established the rules that industrial capitalism would follow for over 100 years. Power
was used and abused and authority was surrendered and seized for the benefit of
corporate entities who, either by accident or intent, captured it.

Coal and Power: The Example of Britain
The relationship of Britain’s North American colonies with energy was shaped by
colonists’ experiences with shortage in England. Initially, the shortage of wood in Britain
made the colonies look and feel like a land where every man, regardless of his prior
station in life, could live the warm life of a king. Perceptions of endless abundance
eventually proved to be a mirage, and early North American colonies were no different.
Fuel shortages followed soon after settlement in North America. Colonists’ memories of
cold European winters wanting for fuel became reality again in America. Those
European memories also provided valuable lessons about possible solutions. Take, for
instance, coal.
Britain relied on coal as its primary source of fuel as early as 1603. The
abundance of domestic coal was a source of industrial and military strength for Britain,
and the use of coal for everyday fuel meant that the dearer and more diversely useful
wood could be employed for the construction of ships and such metallurgical processes
for which coal was as yet an unsuitable fuel. It meant that British hearths were warm, if
smoky and smelly, because coal was abundant. Fires fueled by “sea-coal” --so-called
because it came to London by sea from the Tyne River region--provided illumination in
several plays by William Shakespeare, both as actual fire and as metaphor. In Henry IV,
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Part II, the commoner hostess Quickly berates Sir John Falstaff for his broken promises
of marriage, noting the spot and moment of his proposal with great detail:
“Thou didst swear to me upon a parcel-gilt goblet,
my Dolphin chamber, at a round table, by a sea-coal fire,
Wednesday in Wheeson week.” 164
In The History of King John, the King of France draws upon coal as a metaphor to place
the blame for the late wars between France and England at the feet of the Church,
represented by Cardinal Pandolf. “Your breath first kindled the dead coal of
wars/Between this chastised kingdom and myself,” King Louis accuses the holy man.165
Coal was a part of literature because it was an important part of daily life, thus making it
an apt--and widely understood--metaphorical device.
Early American settlers also saw British “sea-coal” as a marker of national power:
military, industrial, and commercial. During the American Revolution, the Continental
Congress and colonial military forces saw great need for acquiring coal as an important
asset in the form of war materiel. As early as December 1775, the Pennsylvania
Committee of Safety in Philadelphia, responsible for military affairs in the colony that
was then hosting the Continental Congress, compiled an account of “all the Sea Cole
From the North Side of Market Street To the South Side of Vine Street.”166 The
Committee found 2,687 bushels of coal held by nineteen individuals and one
partnership, or nearly 226,000 pounds of coal, a considerable amount found within
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barely a quarter mile square.167 This makes clear that coal was already a familiar and
much desired source of fuel in Philadelphia.
Six months later, on May 31, 1776, the Marine Committee of the Continental
Congress wrote to Commodore Esek Hopkins, Commander of the Continental Navy,
and instructed him to dispatch one of the armed ships under his command and send it
to “Newberry Port” --Newburyport, Massachusetts. At Newburyport, the ship was to
escort other vessels carrying 120 “Chaldron of Coal” that had been procured by the
Congress’s agent in Massachusetts, Captain John Bradford, to Philadelphia.168 Hopkins
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ordered the commander of the sloop Providence, John Paul Jones (remembered as one
of the fathers of the United States Navy), to escort the coal carriers to Philadelphia.169
Five months after Providence was dispatched to protect coal bound for
Philadelphia, the Congress’s Marine Committee wrote to Nathaniel Falconer on October
13, 1776 with a request to find coal and send it to Philadelphia promptly. Military
necessity demanded it, as there existed in Philadelphia “great want of Coals to make
anchors and other Smith work for frigates here.”170 If Falconer should come across any
“coals fit for Smiths use” in New England, either available to be mined or that had “been
or may be taken on board some of the Prizes” (captured British ships), Congress
directed him to “purchase as many as will load two schooners or sloops and send them
to us immediately.” So pressing was the need for coal that Congress instructed
Falconer to not wait to negotiate cargo rates with merchants but to buy ships himself,
specifically “two fast Sailing Marblehead schooners or Sloops that will sail and carry
well.” If Falconer couldn’t find in New England the coal needed for Philadelphia, the
Marine Committee directed him to fill the ships with “salt, Sugars, or rum” and send
them to one Benjamin Harrison, Esquire on the James River, in Virginia, where
bituminous coal had been mined since 1758.171 Upon arrival, Falconer should direct
Harrison to “sell those goods and load the Vessel with coals immediately dispatching
the same to us.” In order to facilitate Falconer’s work, Congress forwarded him $4000
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along with letters of credit and introductions to the agents in charge of Continental
procurement in each state.
To fuel the forges of Philadelphia with the coal necessary to equip American
ships with the naval implements needed to fight, or, more realistically, outrun the British
Navy, the Continental Congress engaged its agents to be creative, to be resourceful,
and to scour the coasts of the colonies for coal. They preferred coal from Britain, well
known for its heat density and ability to produce the high heat necessary for
metallurgical work but would settle for bituminous coal from the James River which
possessed a higher percentage of impurities. Whether from Newcastle and
Newburyport or from Virginia, Congress considered coal a military necessity.
After the Revolution, early Americans saw coal as critical to the country’s future.
Early Treasury Secretaries Alexander Hamilton and Albert Gallatin recognized
American industry and infrastructure as a corollary of political and military power,
argued for coal’s broad benefits to the United States, and considered coal an important
instrument for the development of the United States.172 While the United States relied
on imported British and Nova Scotian coal as well as coal mined near the James River
outside of Richmond, Virginia to meet early demand, the War of 1812 cut off both
supplies suddenly. While anthracite coal had been discovered in the eighteenth century
in northwestern Pennsylvania and was used locally by blacksmiths when charcoal was
unavailable, the replacement of British and Virginia coals with anthracite coal proved
slow and technically difficult. Interest in coal as a domestic and industrial fuel source
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grew, however, after Jacob Cist, a Wilkes-Barre entrepreneur and investor in coal mines
in the Wyoming Valley, began aggressively marketing coal throughout Philadelphia for
household and commercial use.173 While Cist and others successfully imported
quantities of anthracite to Philadelphia during the war, the end of the conflict saw the
renewed use of Virginia bituminous and to a lesser extent, thanks to protective tariffs,
British coal. Philadelphians found anthracite coal hard to ignite and harder still to
maintain a steady flame. Cist and others, however, aggressively marketed their product
throughout the city, incentivizing blacksmiths to use it and convincing scientific
authorities to testify to its effectiveness. In truth, once adequate techniques had been
established, anthracite possessed a higher thermal content than bituminous and when
ignited, anthracite burned cleaner, more consistently, and longer. Inventors soon
marketed iron grates and cast-iron stoves that facilitated the consistent consumption of
anthracite coal. The market for anthracite, however, remained shallow and required
constant stoking itself, since the public preference for wood held a momentum that even
systemic shortages struggled to change. The aggressive marketing, numerous
advertising publications and testimonials, and routine incentivizing of blacksmiths
helped increase familiarity and comfort with the black stone.
Not only was knowledge of how to properly light and maintain an anthracite fire
an obstacle to the mineral’s adoption, so was supply. The rivers that pierce
Pennsylvania's interior--the Schuylkill, Lehigh, Susquehanna, and their various
tributaries--are inconsistently navigable. If they were to serve as highways carrying
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anthracite from mine to market, they required improvements. The incorporation by the
Pennsylvania legislature of the Schuylkill Navigation Company, which improved the
Schuylkill River between Philadelphia and Pottsville, the capital of the southern
anthracite region, and of the Lehigh Coal and Navigation Company, which improved the
Lehigh River to connect the central anthracite fields around Mauch Chunk with the
Delaware River and Philadelphia, sought to achieve this. 174

Between Heaven and Hearth: Creating an Energy Work Place
With its value to the early United States clear and the exploitation of anthracite in
northwestern Pennsylvania accelerating, the emerging mineral economy quickly began
to reorient American life, labor, and urban places of work long before anthracite gained
broad application in iron making after 1840. 175 Fuel shortages created a new class of
specialized but low-status energy workers. From carters to cord inspectors ensuring fuel
quality in urban centers, to coal miners working the earth in the hills in Schuylkill,
Lehigh, and Northampton Counties, to coal heavers unloading, sorting, and reloading
coal on wharves along the Schuylkill and Delaware Rivers, to the wood and coal
merchants and furnace operators who kept churches and public buildings warm, energy
created new divisions in the labor force.
St. Stephen’s Episcopal Church, one of the first buildings in Philadelphia to have
a coal-fired heating system built into its design, demonstrates how new energy regimes
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led to new physical and professional divisions between those who wanted to keep warm
and those who did the warming. Early innovations in church pew heating included
personal devices, like “foot-stoves”--small tin or wooden boxes with holes that held a
small number of coals or kindling for an individual’s comfort. 176 Some congregations,
including Christ Church on North Second Street (which, for a time starting in 1754, was
the tallest building in North America), relied on “cannon stoves,” so called for their
cylindrical shape, for fending off the cold. 177 When the Right Reverend Bishop White
consecrated St. Stephen’s on February 27, 1823 on Tenth Street between Market and
Chestnut, parishioners seated in the 176 pews felt warmth radiating from the cellar of
the church, where the specially designed furnace consumed “Lehigh coal,” what some
then called anthracite.178 A few blocks away from St. Stephen’s, a furnace constructed
in the cellar of St. Andrew’s Episcopal Church at Eighth and Spruce, which was
consecrated in May of the same year, apparently was not designed to burn coal, though
it was purported “to conduct warmth by tubes into every pew.”179 In both cases, St.
Stephen’s and St. Andrew’s, the participants in the service could focus on heaven
instead of the hearth. Furnaces fed by firemen in the basement liberated churchgoers
from the worldly concern of staying warm. Concern only arose if a draft or falling
temperature signaled that the hidden work of heating the building had halted or been
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interrupted. Someone had failed to do their job, though whether the blame fell on a
volunteer parishioner or a hired hand is unclear.
Some congregations continued to rely on iron stoves stoked on the same floor
as the worshippers’ pews, but even this represented a significant technological
advancement and marker of cultural change. The congregation of the First Presbyterian
Church of Philadelphia, recently rehoused in a new building at Locust and Seventh
Street by Washington Square, heated itself with six stoves--four in the church and two in
the vestibule.180 As historian Sean Patrick Adams describes, early nineteenth century
New Englanders experienced “an epic battle between stove and antistove factions in
the churches,” what a late nineteenth century writer called “the Demon of Progress and
the Angel of Conservatism.”181 Some of the most dramatic tales may have been
apocryphal testimonials to what Adams calls “tough old New England customs.” 182 Like
those churches that constructed furnaces below, congregations like First Presbyterian
that embraced the technology of cast iron stove heat found it possible to commune with
God in comfort.
But the introduction of cellar furnaces fueled by anthracite coal and constructed
below the main floor of churches reduced the maintenance required in keeping
congregations warm, presumably freeing up more hands to be folded in prayer and not
stirring embers. Rather than attend to six separate fires as was necessary at First
Presbyterian, the single (but presumably larger) “Lehigh coal” furnace at St. Stephen’s
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not only concentrated the location of heating work but, by situating it in the cellar, placed
it out of sight and mind of the parishioners.
Whether congregations hired firemen to tend their furnaces or relied on volunteer
parishioners or sextons to maintain the fires below, the new systems of heating and new
fuels for their fires required new, specialized knowledge. Mine operators like Jacob Cist
traveled from door to door in Philadelphia providing instructional literature, written
testimonials, and demonstrations of the clean, consistent burn of anthracite coal.
Though difficult to ignite, anthracite provided many benefits for consumption in the
home or public spaces.

Coal Heavers: Concentrating Labor, Catalyzing Solidarity
The growth of the anthracite industry and the expansion of the mineral economy
before the Civil War also affected the perceptions and interactions of individuals in the
“small-p” political sphere, that is to say the politics of human interaction rather than the
“big-P” politics of parties. In Killing for Coal, Thomas G. Andrews asserts that solidarity
across racial and ethnic groups formed in the late nineteenth and early twentieth
century coal mines of southern Colorado as a result of workers’ interactions with
landscape. Not only did they reshape the landscape through their labor, the miners
themselves were changed as a result of that interaction with the landscape in a space
Andrews calls the “workscape,” a “constellation of unruly and ever-unfolding
relationships--not simply land, but also air and water, bodies and organisms, as well as
the language people use to understand the world, and the lens of culture through which
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they make sense of and act on their surroundings.”183 The “workscape” in energy labor
in the early nineteenth century took place in forests and in mines, on wharves and in
front of furnaces, aboard ships carrying coal to markets and inside boiler rooms where
coal was shoveled into fires. While the labor and politics of miners is well documented
by Andrews, Grace Palladino, and others, the labor and politics of other energy workers
active in both the older organic economy and the rising mineral economy is less
known.184
Nineteenth century Americans commonly understood energy work to be some of
the most strenuous labor known to free men. To invoke coal heavers and wood
sawyers--those who cut timber, organized into saleable cords, hawked it, and
sometimes transported it on city streets--was to call on the common understanding that
loading and unloading coal wagons, barges, and ships or cutting, chopping, stacking,
carting, re-stacking, and bundling wood was hard work. A writer in the Vermont
Telegraph advocating in 1838 for better wages for women argued that “[a] woman who
goes out to wash works as hard in proportion, as a wood sawyer, or a coal heaver, but
she is not generally able to make more than half as much by a full day’s work.”185 Most
scholars of labor writing about the early mineral economy that emerged with the
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industrial exploitation of coal focus on miners, but the development of coal mining and
coal markets also gave rise to other dependent and massed forms of labor, too.
Wood sawyers and coal heavers were often mentioned together as examples of
the type of work available and characteristic of those of a lower class that shared
intense physical demands. While both were critical to the provisioning of cities with fuel,
coal heavers derived additional power from their place in the growing mineral economy
that so heavily depended on amassing the muscle power of many men to work together
to load and unload coal. Colonial cities depended on fair weather, peace between naval
powers, and being free of epidemic diseases to ensure their shipborne supplies of
firewood could safely and regularly enter their ports. Despite the inclusion of coal in a
city’s energy mix, weather remained a concern (canals and rivers did freeze, though
railroads lessened the seasonal disruption of the coal trade) as cities like Boston,
Baltimore, and Charleston still relied heavily on the coastal trade for coal deliveries.
Since coal relied heavily on intermediary workers positioned between those who did the
digging and those who did the “last mile” delivering, the power of workers like coal
heavers swelled in urban environments. In negotiations with employers, however, lower
class workers like coal heavers remained subject to such consumer and class
pressures in part because industries and the tenders of home hearths depended on
their consistent work.
Coal heavers did physical work within a proto-industrial system and expanding
mineral economy that required large numbers of men working simultaneously at the
same task to realize an economy of scale in production (in mines) or on wharves
(loading and unloading). Much of what early Americans knew of the business of coal
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and the labor involved in the coal industry came from observations from England. A
“London coal heaver” appeared as a stock character in many descriptions, commonly
characterized as strong, vulgar, lower class, fond of drink, and typically Irish. Adam
Smith, in his 1776 treatise An Inquiry into the Wealth of Nations, presumed that London
coal heavers were “the strongest men” and predominantly “from the lowest class of
people in Ireland.” Smith also believed coal heavers should be paid “four and five times
those wages” typically collected given the physical strength required and the
“unavoidable irregularity in the arrivals of coal-ships.” In 1839, the President of Amherst
College Heman Humphrey lectured on the British coal trade on the Thames in London
after a tour of England. Humphrey called the system by which the work of the heavers
was organized “one of the most oppressive and demoralizing that can possibly be
imagined” and “[n]othing short of colonial slavery, as it formerly existed in the
islands.”186 Of course, London coal heavers were not enslaved, but Humphrey’s
comparison speaks to his belief in the utter undesirability of the work: that no one would
voluntarily choose it without some extenuating circumstance, like slavery. With an
understanding of the oppression, death, and physical suffering characteristic of slavery
on the Caribbean islands and in the United States, Humphrey’s description highlighted
how the coal delivery system promoted consumption of alcohol. In Humphrey’s mind,
the work was so undesirable that only those fond of drink could bear the misery. “A
perfectly sober man stands no chance at all.” 187 Humphrey continued: “Hard drinking is
an indispensable qualification for being put upon the list of ‘constant employment;’ and
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the hardest drinkers are preferred.” The emphasis on coal heavers’ drinking appeared
often, particularly in articles about temperance, and often highlighted, if unintentionally,
the Irish ethnicity of many urban energy workers. A New York Tribune description of the
progress of temperance in Ireland stressed that “even our coal heavers are models of
temperance,” and an 1846 meeting of Irish citizens of Boston united every “orange
woman, wood sawyer, and coal heaver in the place.”188
Coal heavers used their brawn and their critical role in connecting coal mines to
coal markets to organize strikes and, in some cases, spread work stoppages to other
industries and professions. Whereas miners were geographically isolated in the
mountainous coal regions and socially isolated by the managerial practices of recruiting
immigrants to work the mines and live close to the mine itself, coal heavers lived and
worked in urban environs. Miners worked alone or in small teams at the mine face, but
heavers labored in organized “gangs, like the canal and railroad construction strikers in
rural areas,” as Sam Bass Warner points out.189 Workers in coastal cities like
Philadelphia and increasingly those connected by improved rivers and completed
canals shared information about labor conditions and created the context for the broad
solidarity that flashed for a brief moment in the mid 1830s through formal (newspapers)
and informal networks (word of mouth). Coal heavers’ professional solidarity,
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physicality, proximity to thousands of other workers, and critical role in the mineral
economy placed them at the center of antebellum free labor conflict.
Between the spring of 1835 and the fall of 1836, six thousand Philadelphia
artisans and unskilled workers went on strike for higher wages and a ten-hour day. The
Schuylkill coal heavers, mostly Irish, were at the center of the 1835-1836 “General
Strike,” having inaugurated the period with a month-long strike in 1835 for a ten-hour
working day.190 Early on, the striker coal heavers prevented a reported seventy-five
boats carrying coal from offloading on the Schuylkill docks; newspapers reported that
the ships’ hands feared any attempt to unload their cargoes would result in the
destruction of their vessels.191 The city’s mayor had the coal heaver strike leaders
arrested and fined in an effort to stamp out the spectre of solidarity early, but that drastic
action and the mayor’s apparent collaboration with employers drove other unskilled
workers to rally behind their coal-heaving brethren.192 By June of 1835, nearly every
trade joined the coal heavers, and within two weeks the coal heavers won their ten-hour
day.193 Warner describes this period of solidarity and success as “the first appearance
of the unskilled:” “[s]ailors, coal heavers, seamstresses, and firewood sawyers, all
members of traditionally exploited occupations, broke through the shell of the city’s
indifference and hostility for a moment to demand recognition by the general society.” 194
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Coal heavers led laborers in protesting unfair conditions and low compensation in
other cities, too. In March 1844, coal heavers in Richmond, Virginia struck for better
wages and “succeeded successfully in forcing all the different laborers in the vicinity to
join them.”195 Two years later, coal heavers in Bristol, Pennsylvania, a major transit port
for the Lehigh Coal and Navigation Company on the Delaware River, struck for a wage
increase and were said to be “using threats and violence to deter others from filling their
places.”196
Energy laborers were not always successful, despite the importance of their
products. Wood remained an important source of fuel, even as coal expanded its
market share--only in 1880 did coal become the predominant energy source in the
United States--but the commercial and growing industrial importance of coal weakened
the already small economic power of those engaged in the wood business. But wood
was not part of the mineral economy and wood sawyers did not experience the spatial
and labor concentration that coal workers did, nor the resulting increase in political
power that accompanied those changes. Sawyers and heavers appeared as
quintessential representatives of the lower, more vulnerable classes. A short story, “The
Strawberry-Woman,” published in the Anti-Slavery Bugle in 1847 informed readers that
while thrift was a positive quality, one should express it by “denying ourselves, not in
oppressing others.” Those who spent liberally only to try and “save a five penny piece of
a wood-sawyer, coal-heaver, or market-woman” were “disgraceful, if not dishonest.” 197
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But when sawyers and wood hawkers who worked independently in the streets sought
to emulate their coal-heaving brethren by organizing and demanding higher wages for
cutting a cord, they were, according to historian William Sullivan, met with “sneers at
their interracial organization and with disbelief that such lowly persons could expect to
be taken seriously.”198 No mechanism existed, as it did with the production and
transportation of coal, for the purveyors and providers of wood fuel to marshal sufficient
and coordinated control over the market supply to force consumers to heed their
demands. After all, if wood was not available, coal now provided an adequate
alternative. Additionally, wood sawyers and hawkers had no unifying experience in a
shared workspace as coal miners and coal heavers did. They benefited from no
concentration of labor or increased importance in the energy supply network. Wood
sawyers and hawkers remained part of an earlier economic order.
Timothy Mitchell (Carbon Democracy) explored the relationship between coal, oil,
and democracy, and he echoes Bruce Podobnik’s (Global Energy Shifts) conclusion
that the nature of coal mining, heavily reliant on manpower in the nineteenth century,
lent itself to a broader political participation and labor power. Oil, both authors note,
naturally requires less work by human muscle, thus negating much of the worker’s
opportunity to leverage his labor to political ends.199 Additionally, both Mitchell and
Podobnik describe the choice made by the oil industry to separate geographically the
extraction of oil from its refinement, thereby limiting the opportunity for crippling strikes
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and combating nationalization (in international oil fields, that is). The social differences
between coal and oil extraction are profound and possibly underexplored. Whereas coal
mines typically begot towns in which workers and their families resided for as long as
work was available in the mine, oil field work appears to have been much more
masculine and transient. Particularly after workers successfully established a well and
connected it to a pipeline (developed first in the mid-1860s for short distance
transportation near Pithole, Pennsylvania), the work required changed dramatically. Oil
flows; coal doesn’t. While coal and oil in the nineteenth century shared similar
destinations--engines, lamps, and furnaces, the laboring societies they created were
strikingly different.
Furthermore, some analysis of wood sawyers and political organization would
further elucidate the connection between energy work and democracy. The wood
sawyers agitation for better wages deserves more attention than has been granted.
Both sawyers’ status as early energy workers on whose labor the colonial and early
Republic depended and, perhaps more importantly, because Sullivan describes the
sawyers 1835 strike as an early and rare example of interracial solidarity render them a
critically important group whose experiences inform the racial, class, and a hierarchy of
types of labor that became characteristic of industrial capitalism. 200

Coal, Coasting, and Regular Work
The emerging market for anthracite coal further reshaped the geography and
stability of the laboring people treated as a “lower sort,” as historian Billy G. Smith terms
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them especially in Philadelphia. Smith describes the “laboring people” of that era as
being both skilled and unskilled, free and unfree, but defined most easily as those who
worked with their hands. “Laborers and merchant seamen belonged predominantly to
the lower ranks of the laboring classes since their material standards, status, and
occupational and economic mobility were the most restricted of all laboring people.” 201 I
have used the term “lower sort” to carry forward Smith’s way of capturing the complexity
and ever-evolving nature of the varied workers who wrung their bread not without
intellect and knowledge but certainly with the application of physical strength, agility,
and ability. Additionally, referring to the “laboring class” avoids the term “unskilled”
which discriminates for technical training and formal education and against the
knowledge and ability gained through experience and labor.202
The expansion of the anthracite trade transformed the experiences of other
workers and their families, too, particularly for sailors. The anthracite trade correlated
with a rise of coastal trade in coal between port cities and the emergence of a dedicated
community of coal trade sailors and their families, who could benefit from predictable
trade schedules and short voyages along the American Atlantic coastline. In 1800, few
merchants plied their trade domestically and most looked to foreign ports for trade and
commercial ties. By 1847, however, a majority of ships visiting New York City for
example were “coasters,” ships carrying goods, fuel, and food up and down the Atlantic
coast. Many of these vessels carried anthracite from Philadelphia to the major port cities
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of Boston, New York, and Baltimore as well as smaller but significant ones like Portland,
Maine, Newport News, Virginia, and Charleston, South Carolina. W. Jeffrey Bolster has
noted that as of 1837 nearly 16,000 sailors, black and white, worked exclusively on coal
coasters sailing from Philadelphia to other ports.203 The 1840 census reported that
93,665 people made their homes in Philadelphia, meaning that 16.9 percent of the
entire population, including women and children, of Philadelphia worked in the seagoing
coal trade.204 Since sailing was a male-dominated profession, the percentage of male
workers in Philadelphia who earned their bread sailing coal up and down the coast was
likely much higher. The demand for coal and Philadelphia’s key role in serving that
demand meant that Philadelphia's sailing community enjoyed a greater opportunity for
potential economic, familial, and geographic stability. Regular demand meant regular
routes, and regular routes meant regular work for sailors who could, thanks to the
routine, establish families and provide for them regularly in the changing port city.
Bolster notes that the regularity of coasting made that work preferred by black mariners
with families. 205
The carrying trade did not just move coal, it burned it, too. This was especially
true on western rivers where wind power was less reliable than it was on the ocean. The
development of the mineral economy transformed traffic on rivers far sooner than it
became essential to locomotive power. Few early steamboats relied exclusively on coal,
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and most of the coal used in the west was bituminous, shipped first south from
Pittsburgh to wharves on the Ohio and Mississippi and later from mines along the Ohio
River and its tributaries in Ohio, Kentucky, and Virginia (now West Virginia). By 1850,
however, coal had become common and by 1860 a predominant, if not exclusive,
steaming fuel.206 According to Louis C. Hunter and Beatrice Jones Hunter, steamboats
plying the carrying trade on the western rivers made use of both coal and wood,
depending on availability and price. Boats would use coal on the Ohio River close to
Pennsylvania and Ohio mines and take on as large a supply as river and cargo
conditions permitted for the downriver journey.207 On their way back up river, many
riverboats took on wood from slave labor plantations with frontage along the Mississippi,
which provided planters a valuable income while they forced slaves to clear land for
cotton planting.208 When steamboats reached coal depots on the lower Ohio, they
transitioned from wood to coal, a switch facilitated by the development of boilers tolerant
of either fuel.209 Travelling east across the Atlantic, too, American steamships relied on
coal to establish regular packet routes between Europe and the United States, thus
facilitating the deepening of transatlantic commercial relationships that prized
predictability.210
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Changing the Commonwealth
The rise of a new class of energy workers changed Philadelphia and
foreshadowed the shifting relationship between workers, management, and the state
that would be a central source of conflict in energy work from the mid-nineteenth
century into the twentieth century. The growth of the anthracite energy business
changed Philadelphia itself, too. Not only did the rise in anthracite production and
shipment change how Philadelphians kept warm--slowly, but surely, it reoriented the
economic outlook of the city itself. Once a bastion of merchants focused on trade with
foreign partners, Philadelphia now became a hub for the export of fuel and innovation,
both domestically and overseas. Wharves covered the banks of the Schuylkill River,
ready to offload coal from canal boats coming down from mines in Schuylkill County for
transshipment by cart, rail, or ocean-bound vessel for hearths, forges, and steam
engines. The first coal exports left Philadelphia in 1822 on four ships; 15 years later,
3225 vessels carried 325,000 tons of coal to cities up and down the eastern
seaboard.211 Long before Houston became the capital of the petrochemical capital of
the world, Philadelphia was the first fossil-fuel city.
The availability of anthracite coal in abundance also meant that Philadelphians
could plant factories wherever they could move a steam engine, freeing them from the
limited shorelines and scant waterfalls (critical for the generation of power from water
wheels) on the Schuylkill and Delaware Rivers. By 1838 Pennsylvania led the nation in
the number of steam engines and 42 businesses were engaged in the manufacture of
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steam engines in Philadelphia alone. Anthracite from the rugged interior northeast of the
city helped Philadelphia grow from its commercial roots into a manufacturing giant
destined to become “the workshop of the world.”212
Anthracite coal changed other parts of the Commonwealth, too, by enabling the
concentration of industry near labor and markets rather than near energy sources.
Previously, mills and factories required riparian locations to harness waterpower and
furnaces needed ample forests with which to produce the charcoal needed to make
iron. Access to anthracite coal in the eastern half of the state revolutionized iron and
later steel production, dramatically increasing output and reducing costs. The production
of iron, which before anthracite had been scattered across the Commonwealth like
seeds carried by a strong wind and located in dense forests, could with anthracite be
concentrated close to markets, labor, and stable fuel supplies. Thirty furnaces in the
Lehigh Valley just north of Philadelphia produced 200,000 tons of iron using 500,000
tons of coal in just 730 square miles in 1864.213 Had the furnaces demanded charcoal,
such a concentration of industry would have been impossible for industrial production
since the sites of production would have been so scattered. Coal concentrated power
and separated it from a terrarian spatial calculus. Surface acreage no long restricted
energy production.
The use of anthracite coal for the production of iron also freed up land for
purposes other than fuel production and farmers no longer had to keep precious
acreage as woodlots for eventual fuel supplies. 214 The exploitation of fossil fuels in the
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United States allowed for explosive development--economic, cultural, imperial--as
spaces for organic production could be focused on food (for domestic consumption and
export) and timber production for construction. Bob Johnson calls this a “culture of big
energy,” a companion idea to Lewis Mumford’s conceptualization of fossil fuel
economics as “carboniferous capitalism.” 215 Coal consumption increased energy
resource availability and consumption and created a new cultural and economic energy
calculus whereby humans were no longer bound by the limits of cultivatable land and
adequate woodlots.216 The rise of the mineral economy in the Lehigh Valley also
increased the region’s agricultural output. “The region’s production of grain, corn, oats,
and dairy products grew during the 1840s and 1850s. The new structural relationships
between land, energy, and society are clearly indicated by the fact that the region could
increase multiple areas of economic activity at the same time without needing to decide
between alternatives.”217
The network of canals that connected the anthracite coal fields to Philadelphia
fed an intra-urban eastern seaboard energy trade that proved highly profitable and
competitive with coal from Nova Scotia, Britain, Virginia, and Rhode Island. The
development of the bituminous fields in the western part of the state and the
development of a coking process to produce fuel for iron production in Pittsburgh
propelled that city to industrial might throughout the Ohio River Valley. Coal, anthracite
and bituminous, enabled the Pennsylvania economy to spread from Philadelphia south
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to Baltimore and north to Maine and from Pittsburgh to Cincinnati to New Orleans. As
early as the 1850s, Philadelphia exported 1.5 million tons of anthracite domestically,
and Pittsburgh likewise supplied Cincinnati, Louisville, and Wheeling with bituminous. 218
As anthracite production reached ten million tons annually by the Civil War, more and
more American cities relied on Pennsylvania labor stability, infrastructure reliability, and
production predictability for economic growth and quality of life.

Poverty and Early Energy Politics
Governmental attention to coal stemmed from military and economic concerns-how to promote the defense and economic growth of the state. But despite the early
introduction of coal into the imaginations of legislators and innovators in early America,
the issues of fuel shortage that had been a seasonal scourge in the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries persisted. Fuel shortages continued to characterize profoundly the
experiences of poor Americans, particularly during the frigid winter months in the
northeast and coastal cities where supplies of fuel wood had been insecure and often
prohibitively expensive since the early colonial period. Shortages of fuel supplies was
known to all in early America, as those not affected by shortage were nevertheless
made knowledgeable of the condition of the supply by the high prices wood demanded
in November, December, January, and February. For early American households,
especially those in the Northeast, “the need to purchase wood for heating and cooking
placed a burdensome cash demand on household budgets.”219 This burden fell hardest
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on the poor and heaviest in the winter in an age when winters were far colder than
today--Baltimore Harbor froze often in the early nineteenth century. At precisely the time
when fuel wood was critical to fend off the cold and survive the season, the prices rose
to their highest annual points, by demand and shortage.220 Advertisements for winter
fuel appeared in newspapers as early as August, of little use to anyone without the
space and the capital to buy a large amount of fuel, store it, and not use it for several
months.221
Questions about the public responsibility to the poor had lingered since the first
European colonists met to establish laws in North America. Colonial assemblies in
Plymouth (1642), Virginia (1646), Connecticut (1673) and Massachusetts (1692) agreed
that the public was responsible for poor and indigent individuals and families. Colonists
brought with them English (and in the case of New Amsterdam, Dutch) understandings
and legislation for addressing the needs of the poor. Colonial poor legislation were not
only influenced by Elizabethan laws, but in some cases they simply adopted provisions
of the law without modification. 222 The English Poor Law of 1601, established the state’s
public responsibility to care and provide for three distinct categories of dependents-“children, the able-bodied, and the impotent--” in ways tailored to their needs, abilities,
and limitations.223 Colonies created apprenticeship programs for poor and orphaned
children, workhouses for the poor who were able to labor but unable to escape from
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debt, and systems of preventing more poor from entering their cities. In Boston, the
Massachusetts colony employed an official to warn away any poor persons attempting
to disembark into Boston from ships in the harbor.224 Times of war with European
powers and Native American tribes brought hundreds of refugees into coastal cities,
which led to the first allotment of public funds in Boston to nonresidents during King
Phillip’s War.225 This, however, was exceptional. Cities and towns through the
Revolutionary period and into the early nineteenth century established boards of
overseers of the poor, who raised funds, distributed supplies, and ensured that the poor
were distributed to the locations and populations deemed responsible for them. In
Massachusetts, town councils attempted to resolve the problem of paying for the care of
the poor by going to great lengths to ascertain where impoverished and indigent
individuals “belonged,” or from what place they originated. Community leaders would
then arrange for the return of individuals to the place of origin as determined through
correspondence between communities, trading information about identifying marks and
individuals’ responses to questioning about who they were and where they themselves
said they belonged.226 In 1836 Pennsylvania law established similar processes for the
removal of the poor from the places where they burdened public funds “to the city,
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district or place where he was last legally settled, whether in or out of Pennsylvania.” 227
The responsibility of removal, as well as the legal obligation to find work or provide relief
to the poor, fell to the overseers of the poor who were elected annually in each township
in the Commonwealth after 1836.228 Pennsylvania incentivized the use of anthracite
coal in the production of iron through 1836 legislation but did not, as far as I can tell,
connect the issues of poverty and fuel legislatively. In 1854, the legislature passed and
the governor signed an act creating an asylum in Schuylkill County for ”the relief and
support during illness of all miners, laborers, and others maimed, sick, or disabled by
any cause, but not the result of any vicious indulgence.”229 It would be supported by a
tax on the coal companies. Still, poverty was considered a local problem.
Local governments were aware of the connection between poverty and fuel
costs. After a particularly inclement winter in 1817, the Pennsylvania Society for the
Promotion of Public Economy initiated a study of the poor of that Philadelphia “for the
purpose of devising measures for their present relief--as well as for preventing, in future,
the occurrence of so great an extent of misery.” 230 The Society commissioned a
committee of twelve men to investigate the causes of poverty in Philadelphia, and they
organized their report around a series of queries they posed to the destitute. The
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committee reported that the poor attributed their condition “[I]n most instances want of
employment...especially in the winter season.” The committee qualified (or corrected)
this by stating that “idleness, intemperance, and sickness are most frequently the real
causes,” a reflection of the prevailing belief that there existed a hardworking, morally
sound, worthy poor as well large segment of the poor who were penurious because they
were morally weak.231 But the report also noted that the poor respondents attributed
their condition not only to want of work but also to “the high prices of provisions and
fuel, especially the latter, as it is generally purchased by the poor in small quantities,
from grocery and liquor stores, at a very exorbitant advance upon the prime cost.” 232
While the committee’s belief that pauperism was rooted in moral weakness and alcohol
consumption--“The use of ardent spirits is probably nine cases out of ten the cause of
poverty”--their findings also highlighted the fact that the measurably high cost of fuel
and the inability to purchase more than a small amount at a time exacerbated the
condition of the poor, too.233 Want of fuel, the committee noted, led to sickness as well,
and the poor were as a whole, the committee found, quite ill. “[T]he proportion of sick is
very great,” a condition “arising chiefly from exposure to inclement weather, in
consequence of being miserably accommodated in their dwellings, without a sufficiency
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of fuel.”234 Want of fuel kept poor children out of school, too, as their families dispatched
them to work or out “begging or collecting fuel.” 235
In multiple ways, the want of fuel contributed to the conditions that caused
destitution or made it worse. Eventually, one of the means of alleviating or preventing
poverty in Philadelphia and Pennsylvania more broadly related to how fuel was
considered in terms of a person’s assets. The law came to see fuel as important a
possession as the tools of a tradesman, a family bible, children’s school books, and
food and, along with those other items, was excepted from seizure for payment of an
outstanding debt under an 1828 act.236 Pennsylvanians in the early Republic
acknowledged that preventing (or exacerbating) poverty meant protecting not only the
implements of a trade and the means of moral improvement but their ability to fend off
the cold, too.
The systems of paternalistic care for the poor common to colonial and early
Republic society, where men of means and high station in society assumed (for
altruistic reasons or to maintain social standing) positions of responsibility for those less
fortunate, seemed poorly suited for addressing the growing scale of urban poverty in the
United States. Efforts to assist the poor in this way were not limited to government but
were “public” in the sense that they were organized by citizens for inhabitants of the
same city. Fuel savings societies emerged in major coastal cities to organize bulk
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purchases and storage of wood to be distributed to the poor in times of shortage or to
be purchased by the poor at cost as needed. This was intended to address both the
immediate danger--freezing to death in winter--and the long-term risk of falling deeper
into poverty because savings had been exhausted, illness had set in, or children
dispatched to scavenge and beg all for want of affordable fuel. In Philadelphia, the Fuel
Savings Society distributed wood to the poor and in 1831, began to organize itself to
distribute anthracite coal as well. 237 As early as 1815, supporters of anthracite
advertised its advantages not just industrial and military benefits but also as a tool for
the poor and middle classes in their combat against the cold. 238
But if shortages of firewood exacerbated poverty and drove those on the margins
of subsistence into it, the growing availability of coal did little, if anything, to improve the
conditions of poor Americans. Poor Americans lived much like Bob Cratchit worked in
Charles Dickens’ A Christmas Carol: cold and shivering in front of a small fire despite an
abundance of fuel locked away in the places controlled by the privileged.239 Coal did not
feature prominently in state, congressional, or many local anti-poverty measures. The
Society found that while wood was more familiar to the poor, coal would provide much
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greater savings to them and the society. The fact that the Secretary of the Fuel Savings
Society, Lindzey Nicholson, was also a manager of the Schuylkill Navigation Company,
a key carrier of anthracite coal into the city of Philadelphia, gives us reason to be
somewhat skeptical of the organization’s benevolence and its arguments about
savings.240 Further, the poor, freezing Philadelphians dependent on charitable
assistance for survival bore not only the cost of fuel alone but the investment in the
apparatus necessary to burn anthracite as well as a place for storing it. Whereas
wealthy Americans could make a single purchase of fuel for the entire winter, having the
requisite space for storage, most poor Philadelphians purchased fuel in small amounts,
as the Pennsylvania Society for the Promotion of Public Economy found in 1817, a
practice more expensive but necessary since adequate funds for a season-long
investment were nonexistent and the space to store such an abundance was hardly
available. These factors combined to disappoint Nichols and his organization in the first
winter of anthracite distribution in 1831: they could not find enough poor people who
would accept some of the 90 tons of coal they had purchased for the charity that winter.
Adoption would take time, require familiarity and patience, but above all, ride the
coattails of industrial adoption.

“The Poor Man’s Home Still More Wretched”
If anything, the mineral economy deepened and worsened the connection
between poverty and fuel by transforming the problem of scarcity from one of based on
market price and limited supply to one largely based on protectionist-inflated price.
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While anthracite coal producers opposed state taxation vociferously and effectively, the
were equally successful in maintaining a federal tariff on foreign coal imports. Tariffs,
then as today, were used as tools of nationalist economic policies that carried profound
benefits for domestic producers and higher costs for domestic consumers. This was
particularly true of anthracite coal. Between 1824 and 1832, the growing anthracite
industry and its allies had successfully supported a tariff on foreign coal to the tune of
$1.68 per ton.241 Between 1842 and 1846, the tariff on imported coal rose to $1.75 per
ton.242 Even when new legislation weakened strong tariff regimes, the interests of
anthracite coal in Pennsylvania often prevailed. In the Walker 1846 (named for
Democratic Secretary of the Treasury Robert J. Walker), tariffs on many raw materials
decreased or were eliminated entirely, but coal remained in the second highest tier of
the highest protective tariffs, 30 percent.243 Opponents of the 1846 tariff act condemned
the rate on coal (iron also received what many considered undue protections) called it
“a favor or a bribe to Pennsylvania” for the Commonwealth’s support of the act, which, it
turned out, the act did not need to pass.244 Notably, the majority of the Pennsylvania
Democratic delegation opposed the Walker Tariff in part because manufacturing
interests had vociferously opposed any reduction in protectionism, a reduction that
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would come as a stark betrayal of the Pennsylvanians who had elected Democrats in
1844 under the banner of “Polk, Dallas (the Pennsylvanian Vice Presidential candidate)
and the Tariff of 1842,” That 1842 act, also known as the Black Tariff, was a strong and
favorable measure for manufacturers and raw material men alike. 245
Some, however, considered fuel policy in human terms--tariffs affected not only
businesses and corporate entities but also individuals, however they represented the
interests of industry. The freezing poor in Washington, the fuel shortages that had
plagued the poor in American cities throughout the 18th century, fuel shortages made
worse by weather, war, and the decimation of proximal forests and woodlots, demanded
more than just a call for aid and a response by Congress. But legislative actions, in
Pennsylvania and in Congress, did not--and were not designed to--benefit the poor.
Tariffs might protect domestic industry from increased competition, but they also
inevitably raised domestic prices, both for the locally-produced good and for the
imported one.
While coal producers advocated strongly for a federal protective tariff to guard
against cheap imports of Nova Scotia and Newcastle coal, others argued that tariffs hurt
the most vulnerable consumers of coal, the poor of the seaboard cities. One month after
Pennsylvania experienced one of the coldest January months then recorded-- -6
degrees in Philadelphia on January 5 and -24 degrees on the same day in Pottsville in
the anthracite regions, New York Congressman Charles Ferris argued in 1835 that the
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duty on foreign coal was “one of the most odious, oppressive, and unequal taxes ever
imposed by a free Government on a free people, under similar circumstances.” 246
Ferris’s speech emerged not only from his concern for the poor but from his
animosity towards consolidated power in the hands of capitalists. While “the benefit of
the tax extends to the whole community, it is paid by a part only” --those inhabitants of
the Atlantic cities whose warmth and very survival in winter depended on the
affordability of fuel. Ferris opined on the experiences of the poor in cities like New York,
describing how “Many suffer from cold and hunger during our long winters, rejoiced if
they can gather a few chips, saw dust, or tanners’ bark after being ground and used for
tanning purposes, to kindle a smoldering fire over which to warm themselves, their
wives and little ones.” Ferris claimed that if only Americans saw the condition of the
poor as he did, known well those “who have been called upon to visit the abodes of
poverty and wretchedness,” they would realize the true cost of tariffs on foreign coal, a
cost measured in shivers, misery, and icy suffering. The duty on coal, Ferris proclaimed,
only made “the poor man’s home still more wretched.”247
Furthermore, Ferris warned that the benefits wrought by any tariff on foreign coal
would be realized by the few and the wealthy only. He warned that the difference
between the price of coal and the price of coal with a tariff would flow into the pockets of
“the speculators in coal, mostly consisting of the large incorporated coal companies,
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principally formed of city capitalists, and non-residents of the coal-producing States,” not
even to the workers whose labor drew the valuable mineral from the earth.248 The next
year, on December 12, 1836, Massachusetts Representative John Quincy Adams
introduced a petition from constituents from South Brainerd requesting the lifting of the
duty on foreign coal.249 A week later, on December 19, 1836, Massachusetts Senator
Daniel Webster presented a pair of petitions from citizens of Boston requesting a
reduction of the import duties on coal.250 Webster argued that since the duty on coal
was of a protectionist nature and “was one of the first articles brought forward, after the
establishment of this Government,” it should be incorporated into a general system of
economic protection or, alternatively, repealed altogether. Thanks to the duty, Webster
contended that the price of coal was now twice what it was when the tariff was first
imposed. This was inappropriate, he argued, since “Coal was a necessary of life” now
and given that “the present price of fuel in the larger cities” was almost prohibitively
expensive and thus, discouraged wider use. Webster’s comments on the cost of coal
and his proposal that tariffs on coal be incorporated into a broader protectionist system
or eliminated altogether is striking given his strong support of a high tariff from the late
1820s onward.251 While the duty was nominally intended to protect domestic producers
of coal from unfair foreign competition, the actual consequences, as Ferris, Quincy
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Adams, and Webster showed, were far more complicated and, in fact, detrimental to the
poor consumers of coal living in coastal cities.
Popular opinion framed the tariff as these members of Congress did, too. In 1854
The New York Evening Post described the first tariff on coal, enacted in 1824, as one
“for the benefit of the capitalists.” 252 The poor, the paper lamented, suffered the most
from protectionist actions against coal imports which benefited only the owner,
“capitalist” class.253 “For eight years the poor in our large towns have shivered in the
winter months over their scanty fires, while the mountains of Pennsylvania were full of
coal, and all that was needed to secure a supply of cheap coal on our wharves, from
foreign countries was the simple repeal of a clause on our revenue laws which only a
handful of persons in the United States were desirous to retain.” The Evening Post and
the St. Louis Dispatch (for which tariffs on sugar was a major issue) connected the
issues of tariffs and expenses borne by the poor with popular sovereignty and slavery,
arguing that the tariff, like slavery in Kansas and Nebraska, should be decided by the
people and that representatives would do well to remember them. “Give the Eastern
States cheap fuel, and take cheap sugar for the West.”254 Commenting on both the coal
tax and sugar tariff, The National Era in Washington, D.C. saw free trade as an issue to
unite East and West in the United States, a common cause that will mightily aid in
bringing about other important changes.”255
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Anthracite Corporations: “An Odious Aristocracy”
Not only did the duty harm more people than it helped, according to Ferris, it
illuminated the concerning accumulation of economic and political power among the
owners and operators of coal businesses. Ferris was hardly alone in his concerns. In
1834, a Pennsylvania Senate report solicited input from coal producers on the current
conditions and future direction of their industry, who had themselves petitioned the
legislature to commission such a study. A committee chaired by Senator Samuel Jones
Packer of Northampton County, part of the coal region, conducted interviews with coal
operators and compiled a reflection on the significance of anthracite on the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania just 14 years after the first anthracite shipments arrived
in Philadelphia from the Lehigh Coal and Navigation Company.256 The report had two
parts: first, a summary of the committee’s findings about the development and effects of
the coal trade and its present and future benefits to the Commonwealth writ large and
second, a compilation of testimony given by coal operators working as individuals or in
small partnerships and by representatives of companies incorporated by the legislature
with permissions to mine coal and raise capital through stock offerings.
Already during its short existence, the anthracite trade had provided “profitable
employment for numerous and various classes of the community” and imbued the
region with “a spirit of improvement” manifested by railroads and canals that “promote
the convenience and prosperity of the people. The nascent industry and its material
object had “raised up in our formerly barren and uninhabited districts, an intelligent and
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permanent population” and brought to barren mountain lands unsuitable to farming and
subsistence “sites for flourishing and populous villages.”257
Anthracite and its supporters, the committee believed, brought jobs and value to
previously empty wastelands, men and money that, when matched with infrastructure
investments, subdued the “wilderness” and ensured “the wild animal was driven
back.”258 Private individuals intending to mine in family enterprise, joint stock
companies, and already-wealthy “capitalists” purchased lands formerly considered not
worth their cost in taxes. Speculation thrived, but the number of companies and
individuals pouring capital into the region, making internal improvements to facilitate the
transportation of coal to markets, and the number of entities extracting coal limited the
ability of any one or group of individuals to sway the price of coal by withholding
production or transportation of the valuable mineral. Neither monopolist nor speculator
could dull the opportunity for the eager entrepreneur or avid republican. As the report
predicted, “[t]his mineral is happily too vast, and the facilities for transporting it to market
too numerous and diversified to be grasped by the hand of the one or the other.” Time
would show that this optimism was misplaced, but in the moment, the coal business
appeared the perfect republican vehicle for American social and economic mobility.
“So long as the wealth, the enterprize, the intelligence, and the patriotism
of our citizens cannot be concentrated in the few, but are equally
distributed among the many, and equality of rights continues to form a
fundamental principle of our government, it must remain as their common
heritage, constituting a large portion of the present wealth of the State,
and her principal strength in after ages.”259
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Anthracite meant political and commercial power for Pennsylvania as a political
entity and its people. Rich in both anthracite and bituminous deposits, the state’s
mineral wealth could “now exert an influence upon every other branch of trade, and
afford the means of rearing and permanently supporting, on this side of the Atlantic, all
the mechanic arts and handicraft of the world.”260 Proponents of coal saw their future
not only as the energy supplier of the industrializing world, but as the workshop of the
world itself. In a nod to trade competition with Britain, the Senate report promised that
coal would unlock the secrets of manufacturing success and steal the mantle of
manufacturing center of the world for Penn’s Woods from the British Isles. Further, the
authors articulated a belief that anthracite wealth rendered Pennsylvania’s economic
and political future certain and secure regardless of the future state of the Union. “[I]f
ever that unhappy day should arrive when this Union shall be severed into
fragments...Pennsylvania will have less cause than any other state to dread the
separation; for, relying not alone on her reserved rights, but her native resources...she
will have it in her power to exact tribute from all the other states or empires.” 261 Fossil
fuel wealth rendered all other concerns moot, including constitutional and sovereign
ones.
The report also expounded on the need to regulate the business of mining,
transporting, and selling coal carefully, lest too great power be allotted to a single
company or individual. “It will readily be admitted, that any legislation calculated to
affect, either immediately or remotely, an interest thus important, and yet in its infancy,
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ought to be guarded with peculiar care; and that grants of perpetuity, or privileges
having a tendency to a monopoly of an article that must soon become the staple
product of the State, ought only be conferred in obedience to the clearest and most
irresistible demands of public policy and paramount necessity.” 262 In other words, the
committee foresaw great benefits to supporting the coal trade in Pennsylvania that
would spread beyond the extractive industry, but also believed that such support should
prioritize the benefit of the state and its inhabitants, not the industry alone. Privileges
should be permitted only to the extent that the recipients meet the demands of the
public good.
The Senate committee articulated the increasingly popular political belief the path
to the public good lay the exploitation of the state’s mineral wealth. Competition was a
positive power and regulatory force on its own. It was, “the grand alembick in which the
health of trade is purified and preserved.” If competition were allowed to continue
“unfettered and unrestrained; uncontrolled by injudicious legislaitve [sic] enactments, it
will, as in all other cases, produce uniformity, regularity, and certainty; and a safe
guaranty for the investment of capital and the expenditure of labour.” 263 This free market
argument presages the laissez-faire economics of the late 19th century and the
prophesies of free-market apostles in the late 20th and early 21st century. However
optimistic the senate was in 1834 about the coal market self-regulating, subsequent
decades demonstrate that the interests in concentration and monopoly under the mantle
of “efficiency” proved more powerful.
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This belief did not go unchallenged. Operators themselves recognized the
promise of the anthracite industry and the peril it posed in the form of monopoly control
and the political consequences of the consolidation of such vast economic power as
existed in the form of control over anthracite lands. Of the several coal companies and
operators interviewed by the committee, the question of incorporation and privileges
bestowed by Commonwealth charter loomed large and was generally representative of
other political and economic issues concerning anthracite. Incorporated companies,
perhaps predictably, warned of the danger of monopoly control that would be certain
without incorporation, while individual coal operators cautioned that corporations
themselves posed the greater threat of centralized economic control. The Lehigh Coal
and Navigation Company, chartered in 1822 (and a combination of two older
companies), was unique among early corporations in Pennsylvania in that it was entitled
to perform two separate but interrelated tasks: mine coal and transport it. Other early
entities, like the Schuylkill Navigation Company which carried coal from the mines north
of Pottsville to markets in Philadelphia, were barred under the conditions of their
charters from, if mining, transporting or if transporting, from mining. The Lehigh Coal
and Navigation Company told the Packer Committee that if “the coal business was
confined to individuals exclusively, it would necessarily fall into the hands of large
capitalists, as in England.” 264 Such a scenario would mean the control of anthracite
production by individuals who lacked sufficient capital to maintain production and pay
regular wages to workers in cash, as no protections of incorporation would allow for any
extension credit or funds raised by stock offerings. Incorporated companies, thus,
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provided financial stability, employment stability, and production stability, since they had
access to varied avenues of capital.
Some individual producers, like recent English immigrant James Wilde of
Pottsville, agreed. Having worked in the coal trade in both England and Schuylkill
County, Wilde opined that “individual coal dealers have not been injuriously affected by
the operations of incorporated coal companies.” Rather, he saw a benefit to
corporations in the coal business growing over time, especially since the corporations
were among the most influential marketers of coal and technology to consumers.
“Companies have been pioneers to extend the use of this new article of fuel, into
general use, Wilde concluded.265
Not all were so persuaded. William Wagner, an independent coal operator at the
Diamond Colliery, told the committee that incorporated coal companies “have a
tendency to depress individual enterprize, wherever it comes in contact with the
extended radiations of power, the financial arrangements being so readily accomplished
by companies as at once to bear down the facilities of individuals.” The biggest
advantage of a corporation over an individual that Wagner experienced was the
success of the former in obtaining better rates on loans and for longer terms. Jacob
Serrill agreed, contending that “[i]ndividual coal dealers are injured by the long credits
given to the companies,” credits he considered undeserved since the companies were
“not being individually responsible.” 266 In Wagner’s opinion, however, individuals
managed the business of mining at a far lower cost than corporations since “the whole
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[individual] operation is carried on without an agent, with a fat salary at every turn, and
at the very point a lavish waste of materials.”267 Already in 1834 Wagner foretold the
new challenges of management without ownership articulated by scholars like Alfred
Chandler who in The Visible Hand describes the rise of a managerial class of workers
who possess loyalty towards a company they, in most cases, did not own or inherit. F.B.
Nichols, a Pottsville coal dealer, agreed with Wagner that corporations were
“detrimental to the public good” for the reason that they were not as efficient as
individuals and because of the “general waste and extravagance of mere agents.”268
Further, corporations’ concerns about stock prices led them to “boasting and promises
in their annual reports” that “deterred dealers from making contracts early in the season,
thereby depriving the individuals of the use of so much capital and employment in the
best part of the year.” Corporations, Nichols lamented, brought a financialization to coal
that swallowed up much of the available capital based on their stock reports and
because of anticipation of forthcoming stock reports, leaving individuals with insufficient
or unpredictable access to the necessary borrowing ability to ensure production,
employment, and success.269
More than anything, Pottsville independent producer Volney Palmer informed the
committee, corporations destabilized the market for coal through machinations “for the
purpose of raising their stock.” 270 Coal corporations would increase freight rates and
wages to influence production and availability of anthracite stocks, ensuring that during
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different seasons and in various reports they would “make a display of a large quantity
of coal for the purpose of raising their stock.” 271 Any benefits to civilization or society
were rendered moot by corporations that made a habit of “discharging their hands in the
winter season, which causes much distress by depriving them of the daily employment
upon which they depend for daily support, and who in some instances, with their
dependent families, become chargeable upon the community of individual coal dealers
and others for subsistence.” Not only were coal companies manipulating coal values
and supplies to benefit their stock price, they were manufacturing poverty. Unless the
legislature ceased granting charters to particular companies, individual capitalists would
be unable to complete with companies “who not only have exclusive privileges, but
whose object is not to make a profit by a fair and regular business, but to speculate in
stock.”272
As for the committee’s initial assertion that anthracite brought the benefits of
“civilization and society” to the mountain regions, Colonel Krebs, a member of a
committee of independent producers based in Pottsville, disagreed. Incorporated
companies did no such thing, having “rarely furnished the district with a permanent
resident,” “making no provision for [the region’s] cultivation and improvement,” and
allowing the profits derived from the extraction of anthracite to be “sent out of the region
as dividends to be expended to enrich distant places, and perhaps foreign states.” 273
Samuel Lewis protested that “[n]o institutions, literary, moral or religious, have been
originated or mainly supported by any of the companies,” who instead strove to ensure
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that “every dollar that can be drawn from us is taken with avidity.” Furthermore, the
affairs of most coal companies were “generally managed by a distant board of directors,
many of whom are ignorant of the wants and capabilities of the country the operate
in.”274 A dozen Pottsville producers agreed, noting that incorporations had “added but
little to our improvements, or to our institutions social, religious or literary.” 275 Coal
companies were like “the Irish absentee landlord,” Krebs lamented, who “impoverish the
country by expending the revenues drawn from it in foreign places.”
Together, the two parts of the Packer report were discordant. One celebrated the
anthracite boom, the other lamented the effect of incorporated companies and the
impoverishment of independent coal operators and workers. Incorporation certainly
facilitated the capital necessary to engage in massive extractive enterprises, but
according to the independent men it also destabilized the region and extracted not only
coal but the wealth and profits derived from it. The money used to purchase anthracite
for hearths and furnaces in Boston, New York, and Philadelphia improved Boston, New
York, and Philadelphia, the home cities of the owners and investors in corporation. It did
not flow back into the anthracite hills of northeastern Pennsylvania.
Coal corporations, according to most operators interviewed by the Packer
committee, provided little positive benefit to the people and region where anthracite was
found exclusively. A second warning resided in the testimony of the operators, one that
connected the potential for monopolistic economic power to exert undue political
influence. Independent producer Samuel Lewis warned that if corporations were
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permitted to grow large and exercise “controul [sic] of large masses of ignorant men,
without any provision for their education,” those men might “readily be used to controul
the freedom of elections, and to consolidate their own power. A group of twelve
Pottsville producers agreed, warning “[w]e do not believe putting a district of country
under the control of an incorporated company will produce either independence of
character or freedom of thought or action in its inhabitants.” Rather, they feared, when
workers “are dependent on one source alone for bread, they will soon become so for
their opinions, too.”276
Lindzey Nicholson, secretary of the Philadelphia Fuel Society, had hoped
anthracite might assuage the suffering of the power. The Packer Committee looked at
the anthracite industry with hope for the economic and political future of Pennsylvania
and its residents even while recording the warnings of consolidating economic and
political power in the hands of corporations. Anthracite reshaped American politics and
Pennsylvania politics and ushered in an industrial age. But, contrary to the excessively
optimistic hopes of its most vociferous supporters, it also exacerbated the suffering of
individuals. In urban areas, anthracite tariffs increased the cost and availability of fuel so
that anthracite would have little competition and high prices. In rural ones, the business
of extracting anthracite coal quickly corporatized and increasingly distant managers and
company directors decided, based on stock prices and financial reports, when workers
would labor and when they would be out of work, their families and selves left to the
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benevolence of community for subsistence and survival. The consolidation of economic
power in the hands of coal corporations brought poverty and the first winds of modern
capitalism. Independent producers fashioned themselves as paragons of a mineral form
of agrarian republicanism, small producers “as competent to do this as to keep a supply
of flour, sugar, cotton, or any other merchandize.”277 Corporations challenged and
transformed the meaning of “public benefit” related to the abundance of anthracite
within Pennsylvania and the Commonwealth’s monopoly over its supply. “The effect of
incorporated companies,” Volney Palmer argued, “may be compared to the dominion of
despotism and tyranny, usurping the rights and trampling upon the liberties of the
people.” Corporations were not elements of a democratic society where the values of
republicanism and individualism reigned; instead, they represented an “odious
aristocracy,” one poised to seize economic and political power and subvert the very
thing they were granted privilege to do: the public interest.278 In this sense, the
anthracite industry on the eve of the 1840s is a study in contrasts. Its supporters
proclaimed it represented a new age of prosperity for Pennsylvanians one and all; its
detractors blamed the corporations increasingly controlling its production for poverty,
suffering, and the demise of liberty.
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Coal, Political Power, and New Counties
This fear of consolidation of political power around the means of extraction came
to fruition in another way in the early 1840s, as anthracite-rich districts began agitating
to secede from their current county governments and form their own, distinct political
units with the county-level power to tax, judge, and arrest and access to increased
representation in the legislature, since representatives and senators were elected from
districts comprised of one or more whole counties. In the anthracite coal regions, new
county formation around mining communities increased in the late 1830s and early
1840s, as Commonwealth support of the anthracite industry increased in the form of
legislative incentives for anthracite-burning iron producers. Legislators carved Monroe
County out of parts of Pike and Northampton County, on the northeastern edge of the
middle coal field, in 1836.279 The next year, at least four bills were introduced to create
at minimum two new counties out of existing ones in the middle coal field. The Columbia
Democrat hypothesized that such “movements are only intended for political effect” by
dividing the heart of Democratic political power, but the divisions also sought to
consolidate the political power of the coal region around its economic hubs.280 At a
meeting to advocate for a new county in Columbia County in January 1839, a group of
citizens articulated the benefits of a new political subunit. “When we take all things into
consideration, the sudden rise of property of every description, the immediate
improvement of roads, together with the resources which must sooner or later arise to
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the section of the country to be embraced by the contemplated new county, which
would be brought into immediate service and use, in case we succeed.” The economic
and infrastructure needs demanded by the anticipation of industrial growth required a
new county, the meeting attendees agreed. The region possessed a wealth of
anthracite coal and iron ore and boasted a booming grain belt as well as access to
waterways advantageous for power production; “to bring all these into immediate and
profitable use, we must be a new county.” 281
The following month, a writer reasoned in The Columbia Democrat that the
natural resources within the bounds of the proposed new county, identified now as
“Jackson,” justified its creation on the grounds that while other regions produced more
currently in less territory, the full exploitation of the full region within Jackson would
render any comparison moot. “Smaller portions, more fully developed, may, at this
moment, present more invitations to the spe[c]ulative man; but extend their territory to
the same limits of the proposed county of Jackson, and what can they boast that we do
not possess; or what inducements can they offer to the real capitalist, equal to those of
this valley.” Jackson’s existence, the writer offered, could be justified by its mineral
wealth and industrial potential. 282
Not all agreed. A meeting of Democrats in late February opposed the creation of
a new county of Jackson out of the northern section of Columbia on the grounds that it
would unfairly exclude those residing in the more agricultural southern portion of the
country from the economic benefits--anthracite--of those townships in the north which
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were then still part of the county as a whole. “We are democrats,” they proclaimed, “and
as such, we go for that great cardinal principal of our creed, ‘equal rights and a fair
division of the spoils.’” 283 Elected representatives who came out in support of the new
county of Jackson were accused of disloyalty to the whole county and abandonment of
their entire constituency for some small “junto” with limited interests.284 Opponents to
the new county saw it as an attempt to severe the anthracite region of the county and
consolidate the economic and political power in the hands of a few undemocratic
“capitalists.” Ultimately, and perhaps thanks to the divisions within the Democrats of the
region, the legislature did not create a new county of Jackson in 1839.
But by the start of 1841, the new county rush resumed, with five new county bills
offered by the end of January of that year. One proposed to create a new county called
“Marion” in the southern anthracite field from parts of Dauphin, Schuylkill, and
Northumberland Counties bordering the Susquehanna River and stretching to the heart
of the coal region.285 Over the next decade, the anthracite regions gave birth to four new
counties (though Marion was not one). Luzerne County gave up its northern section to
form Wyoming County northwest of Scranton, the capital of the northern anthracite field
for much of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, in 1842.286 In 1843, Carbon County
formed from parts of Northampton and Monroe Counties, thereby incorporating the
heart of the middle coal field in a single political unit. 287 Sullivan County formed from the
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eastern section of Lycoming County in 1849, and Montour County followed in 1850,
splitting from Columbia County between the North and West Branches of the
Susquehanna River.288 Other counties formed in the west and northwest parts of the
Commonwealth in the 1840s and 1850s, creating new political divisions as populations
grew and extraction--of bituminous coal, of timber, and of iron ore--increased. But
nowhere was the concentration of new counties so dense, in time and space, than in
the anthracite region.
Even in places where counties did not split into two parts, divisions existed, with
opponents fearful of higher taxes and the removal of the existing county’s business
districts.289 In the electoral season of 1842, the Democrats of Columbia County held two
separate conventions and ran two tickets opposed on the new county issue.290 In
Columbia County, division ran alongside the issue of “removal,” or relocation of the
county seat from Danville, in the southern end of the county, to Bloomsburg, just over
nine miles distant but firmly home to the removal/anti-division Democrats. Relocation to
Bloomsburg, Dansville supporters argued, would result in a windfall for speculators
there, who would be able to extract from the county increased fees for newly valuable
lands on which a county jail, courthouse, and offices would need to be built.291 The
election in 1842 in Columbia County, not for or against a person or party but for or
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against removal of the county seat from Danville to Bloomsburg and for or against a
new county, became for many “one of the most important elections that has ever taken
place in Columbia County, as upon results depends its future prosperity.” 292 A large
meeting of citizens in Briercreek Township characterized the party for division as “a few
reckless speculators to cut and carve up the county merely for the advancement of their
own personal interest, regardless of the injury that the people may receive by the set.”
They themselves, opposed to division and for removal to Bloomsburg, were “the
labouring class” whose candidate, Daniel Snyder, “the good old farmer” was “the poor
man’s friend.” Separation of the county, they argued, would privilege those who owned
the mines and allow them to, as the independent operators who testified to the Packer
Committee feared, consolidate political and economic power in a collection of corporate
entities.
In the election, Danville voters supported the division candidate 514 to 3.
Bloomsburg voters, firmly in the “removal camp,” supported anti-division candidate
Snyder 370 to 3. In the entire district, Snyder and the removal prevailed.293 But the
issue of division did not recede into the shadows for long. By April 1843, the division bill
had proceeded through the State Senate, only to encounter vociferous opposition. The
Columbia Democrat called Senator Samuel F. Headley, who shepherded the bill to
create Madison County through Senate, “as politically disgraced for his treachery, as
ever Benedict Arnold was by his traitorism of the American cause.”294 Some were ready
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to carry their opposition further than simply furious printed attacks. In Mifflin Township,
Columbia County, a “very large number of citizens” voiced their opposition and pledged
“ourselves, to the citizens of the other portion of Columbia county, intended to be
included in Madison county [Jackson, it seems, had been dropped], that we will resist by
force if necessary.”295 When the bill to create a new county reached the house, it died a
quick death, thanks in part to the leadership of the anti-division candidate, Daniel
Snyder. Seven years later, however, Danville became the county seat of a new county,
Montour.
That the issue of county creation would elicit such excited emotions may seem
surprising, but in the hands of county officials resided significant power in antebellum
Pennsylvania. New county formation initiated the deliberations about where that new
power would be seated and whether current political power and industrial, agricultural,
and population centers within existing counties would be diluted or removed. In an era
where the federal government was yet “light and inconspicuous” and the capital of
Harrisburg centrally located but inconsistently integrated with the Commonwealth’s
regional transportation networks, citizens experienced power, justice, and the limits of
liberty through interactions with their county and local officials.
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arenas over taxation, representation, and the physical location of the seat of power.
Danville and Bloomsburg were not the only towns struggling to be the locus of local
authority; Schuylkill County shifted its county seat from agricultural Orwigsville to
Pottsville, the capital of the southern anthracite field and passageway for capital and
coal between Philadelphia and the extractive interior. Physical proximity to local political
authority mattered greatly to antebellum Pennsylvanians, and the expansion of the
mineral economy in some cases increased the distance between people and power
and, in others, concentrated political and economic power quickly and influentially.

Between Common Wealth and Commonweal: Controlling the Legislature
The rapid growth of the population of the United States spurred by domestic
reproduction and increasing immigration meant that anonymity, especially in larger
Atlantic coastal cities, became more possible, especially for individuals who came from
someplace else. This also meant that the relationship between individuals and the state
began to shift from a personal connection to an impersonal one. Claims to rights based
on surnames and social familiarity gave way to assertions based on citizenship, a
vaguely defined concept in the early nineteenth century that was clearer on who was
excluded from certain rights and privileges (namely, women and enslaved individuals)
rather than who had legitimate claim to them. Faced with an inability to adequately and
agilely protect and promote individual rights in a liberal form of government,
Pennsylvania adopted a stance of permissiveness and embraced a broadly constructed
a definition of public benefit that could be easily pushed close to the interests of
industry. This concept of the common good focused less on the rights of the individual
and more on the broad if ephemeral benefits that flowed from industrial growth.
123

The increasingly impersonal nature of governance meant that large problems,
including those of fuel shortages and poverty, required broad solutions that
encapsulated many diverse situations but fit individual conditions imperfectly. After the
Revolution, Pennsylvania’s legislative process rested firmly on the tradition of petitioning
governing bodies for individual recourse--widows requested pensions from state and
federal bodies based on the service of veteran husbands, landowners and industrialists
requested permission to expand their roads and water access and nature of their
business, and communities pleaded with state legislatures to remove the polling station
from one individuals’ abode and relocate it to a more desirable (political, social, or
geographic) place.297 Although legislators accepted their instructions from petitioners
whose concerns were largely local, broader solutions became increasingly
necessary.298
The transformation of the legislature’s understanding of its responsibility to the
people was best conveyed by Representative William J. Duane of Philadelphia in 1810
when he argued in the pages of the Philadelphia newspaper Aurora that the purpose of
government was to “diffuse the greatest happiness possible among the whole people. 299
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For Duane and others, providing for the happiness of all Pennsylvanians was a
measure best achieved by endowing private entities with the public support for and
legislative authority to build and improve internal infrastructure (making rivers navigable
and constructing canals and later railroads) and develop the extractive and industrial
enterprises considered necessary for the broad enjoyment of Pennsylvania’s natural
bounties. In the decade after Duane conceptualized the purpose of government
liberally--and contrary to republican notions of government-- Pennsylvania’s direct aid
and investments in internal improvements within the Commonwealth rose year after
year. In 1809, the Commonwealth provided $21,076 in direct aid for the construction of
bridges, canals, and roads. In the next ten years, Pennsylvania averaged about the
same amount in direct aid ($199,052 total from 1810 to 1819), but investments in
private companies increased from zero dollars in 1809 to $259,678 in 1819, with
$334,109 being invested the previous year.300 Part of the argument for increasing the
investments of the Commonwealth in private companies stemmed from one against
taxation as well as from the belief that returns on the public investment would
adequately fill the public coffers. As Governor Simon Snyder argued in his annual
message in 1809, investments in enterprises that held a public benefit for the state also
meant “a permanent annual revenue may be ensured, adequate to all the ordinary
expenses of government, and every needful internal improvement, without imposing any
taxes on the people for these purposes.”301 By 1834, public investments in bank,
turnpike and bridge, and canal and navigation stock companies had grown to over $5
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million dollars from which the Commonwealth earned dividends totally $152,509.67 in
1834 and was estimated at $165,000 for 1835.302 For context, the entire expenditures
for 1834 totaled $1,614,816.91, of which over $1.2 million was interest payments (some
it from on canal and railroad debt) and salaries of toll collectors and lock keepers on the
Canal. Less than $600,000 went to “ordinary expenses of Government, including
appropriations.”303
To demonstrate how fully the state embraced investment as an alternative to
taxation, consider its financial situation after the Panic of 1837 and its default on $34
million in bonds. In 1843, Pennsylvania still held substantial (if not particularly
remunerative) investments in canal, bridge, turnpike, and railroad companies. In 1843,
Governor David Rittenhouse Porter reported that the state still held $2,108,700 in bank
stocks, $2,836,262.45 in turnpike and bridge company stocks, and $842,778.66 in canal
and navigation company stocks.304 That same year, the State Treasurer reported
dividends totaling $1,339.50 from seven different turnpike companies; $17,821.49 from
fifteen bridge and navigation companies; and $1,395,411.08 from the sale of stocks
held by the Commonwealth.305
The reliance on public investment in and the empowerment of private entities to
construct infrastructure for the public good gained support even as the Commonwealth
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pursued a plan for direct ownership and maintenance of public infrastructure to compete
with the Erie Canal in New York. Supporters imagined the Pennsylvania Canal,
including the Main Line series of canals and portages designed to unite the
Commonwealth by linking Pittsburgh and Philadelphia via an artificial waterway, a
Keystone State answer to the Erie Canal which had been completed in 1825 entirely
with public funds. The massive Pennsylvania project ultimately suffered from poor
timing, coming after the Erie Canal already captured much of the commercial traffic
between the Eastern Seaboard and the Great Lakes and shortly before the first railroad
tracks carried the transportation revolution forward. It became an expensive, inefficient,
and ineffective albatross, accounting for over thirty million dollars of the
Commonwealth’s debt and comprising a similar amount of its assets. 306
The success of anthracite coal in Pennsylvania stemmed in large part to political
conditions in the Commonwealth, conditions that had also allowed for the large and
public investment into the canal system without the study, foresight, and planning, not to
mention financing, that characterized the Erie project. In a body politic with diversity of
economic interests and regional rivalries, anthracite interests provided balance in such
a way that all sought to improve the political economy of the state generally. Coal
stimulated industrial production and canals brought agricultural communities closer to
markets. Early canals were also democratic in ways that later railroads were not: so
long as one could afford the tolls levied by canal companies, one could transport
products aboard whatever vessel available to markets. The anthracite coal producers
received broad support within the legislature as early as the 1820s, too, due to the fact
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that anthracite could only be found in Pennsylvania, a source of “inexhaustible wealth,”
according to Governor John Andrew Schulz. 307 As innovations continued in regards to
the industrial uses of anthracite coal, the state and its inhabitants profited from its
extraction, transportation to markets in Philadelphia (and after the completion of the
Delaware and Hudson canal from Honesdale to the Hudson River in the mid-1820s,
New York), shipping from Philadelphia to American ports from Baltimore to Maine.
Governors as well as the legislature saw the extraction of anthracite coal as a boon for
the entire commonwealth.308 It surely did not hurt that the commonwealth profited in
more direct ways from the success of the anthracite industry and its coal canals: it was
an early stockholder in the Schuylkill Navigation Company.
The anthracite coal industry not only benefited from the endorsement of the
Commonwealth; it also shaped the Commonwealth. When in the late 1820s the
Pennsylvania Canal’s expensive construction and underwhelming success generated
budget shortfalls for the Commonwealth and prompted Governor George Wolf to call for
an increase in taxes on industries including coal, backlash ensued from the coal
industry. Coal operators protested that any tax would make their product too expensive
in ports along the Eastern Seaboard as compared to competing types from Rhode
Island, Nova Scotia, and Virginia. Bituminous coal operators, located mainly in the
southwestern part of the state, also opposed new taxation since their markets in
Pittsburgh and further down the Ohio River in Cincinnati and Louisville would seek
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alternate fuel sources in the face of higher coal prices. Public outcry against the tax
proposals, which also targeted the wealthy in addition to coal, prevented their passage
and defeated Governor Wolf in his bid for reelection in 1835. 309
Opponents to the new taxation succeeded in part by fusing the economic future
of coal (particularly anthracite due to the commonwealth’s monopoly on it) and of
Pennsylvania broadly. It was at this time in the 1830s that “anthracite coal became
ingrained in the politics of the Keystone State.” 310 Subsequently, legislators provided
incentives for the use of anthracite for industrial purposes. The commonwealth offered
charters to iron manufacturers that promised to utilize anthracite instead of charcoal, a
significant development not only because of the clear endorsement but also because by
doing so, the legislature loosened its hold on who could obtain a charter. Instead of
maintaining sufficient political connections, one’s embrace of anthracite would be
sufficient to obtain state support. The legislature’s investment, financial and political, in
coal and its infrastructure reflected the widespread belief that coal would promote the
state’s interests and strengthen its centrality for the national economy. Pennsylvania
coal helped industrialize neighboring states like New Jersey and promoted the growth of
distant metropolises like Chicago until sufficient infrastructure could be constructed
between the city and the Southern Illinois coalfields.311
The Panic of 1837 crippled the credit of Pennsylvania, forcing it to default on $34
million in issued bonds (the majority of which were held by foreign investors) in 1842
and initiated a process by which the Commonwealth unwound its investments of public
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money in private corporations and eventually, in 1859, sold off the last pieces of the
Pennsylvania Canal network. Governor David Rittenhouse Porter provided a fairly clear
narrative of the Commonwealth’s financial situation and how it arrived there in his
January 4, 1843 message to the legislature. His attempts to find a buyer for parts of the
state canal system failed, as “the amount of money necessary for the purchase of any
considerable portion of our improvements, is far greater than any citizens of our country
are able to raise for that purpose.” The only parties with the capital to buy a constructed
and unprofitable canal, Porter lamented, were foreign capitalists, a situation Porter
considered “dangerous to the public interest.”312 For a time, coal shipments kept the
state infrastructure afloat, or at least prevented a more catastrophic sinking. In 1837, the
year of the Panic that resulted in Pennsylvania’s default on $34 million in bonds, coal
and iron ore that the Pennsylvania Canal transported more of than the year before--one
million tons of anthracite increased the Canal’s overall traffic by twenty percent in that
depression year.313 Pennsylvania’s financial fragility and the pain it caused investors in
its bonds became world-famous, and prompted William Wordsworth, the English
romantic poet whose own family suffered significant losses stemming from
Pennsylvania investments, to write an angry poem titled “To the Pennsylvanians.”
All who revere the memory of Penn
Grieve for the land on whose wild woods his name
Was fondly grafted with a virtuous aim,
Renounced, abandoned by degenerate Men
For state-dishonor black as ever came
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To upper air from Mammon’s loathsome den.314
Political Changes
In the same year as the financial crisis in 1837 shifted Pennsylvania’s long-term
financial and economic development strategies, the Commonwealth inaugurated a
Constitutional Convention to update and reform its system of governance for the first
time since 1790. One of the major aims of the convention was to correct an imbalance
between executive and legislative power and specifically to limit the power of the
governor over the appointment of state officers and judges and “sweeping control over
the patronage.315 The Constitution of 1790 had granted vast powers of appointment to
the supreme executive of the Commonwealth, which included the appointment of all
“officers, whose officers are established by this Constitution, or shall be established by
law” as well as all judges “[u]ntil it shall be otherwise directed by law.” 316 The 1790
Constitution also gave the governor the power to remove any member of the
Commonwealth’s Supreme Court and Courts of Common Pleas “for any reasonable
cause, which shall not be sufficient ground of impeachment” and “on the address of two
thirds of each branch of the legislature.” 317 While the 1790 Constitution had addressed
some of the inadequacies of the 1776 document-- “was hastily prepared amid great
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excitement of the Revolution and was far from being adequate”--by strengthening the
power of the executive, but the pendulum soon swung back against the primacy of a
powerful governor in state politics. 318 Under the 1838 constitution, gubernatorial
appointments of state officers would be subject to Senate approval, and no governor
could serve more than two three-year terms in any nine year period of time, a reduction
of one term from the Constitution of 1790. That said, the 1838 Constitution did not
specify how certain offices would be filled, which had the immediate result of leaving
untouched the governor’s authority to fill many vacancies, including on the supreme
court, in the absence of legislation specifically establishing another process.319 Not until
1850 would the legislature succeed in pushing through an amendment specifying that
judges on the supreme court, the courts of common pleas, and other judges be elected
by the voters of the Commonwealth.320 The Constitution of 1838 had left much to be
resolved by legislation, just as the legislature’s ability to pass broad and complex
legislation to better the lives of all inhabitants of the Commonwealth was being severely
curtailed by the processes of proto-industrialization and reactionary term limits.
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The Constitution of 1838 placed new restrictions on the legislature, namely, its
powers of incorporation and specifically out of concern about profligate banking
charters, though the language included broadly considered all forms of incorporation.
Any charter application sent to the legislature had to be advertised for six months so
that the public would not be caught unaware of public power being granted to private
entities.321 Additionally, no charter would be granted for longer than twenty-five years
and each charter issued by the legislature must include “a clause reserving in the
legislature the power to alter, revoke or annul the same whenever in their opinion it may
be injurious to the citizens of the Commonwealth.”
Furthermore, the 1838 Constitution forbade any legislation that would “create,
renew, or extend the charter of more than one corporation.” Over the next decade and a
half the legislature would slowly push through limited general incorporation laws for
entities in specific and limited industries, though many would still prefer the broad
powers available from the passage of special legislation.322 In 1836 the legislature had
permitted iron manufacturers to incorporate without legislative approval so long as the
firm used anthracite coal though that liberty was restricted to entities that operated
within certain counties.323 In the late 1840s and early 1850s, the legislature on an
almost annual basis made it easier for agricultural businesses to incorporate, but while
each iteration expanded the types of businesses that could generally incorporate, the
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legislation excluded several coal counties (Luzerne, Lehigh, Northumberland,
Northampton, and Schuylkill) until 1854, Schuylkill County for many more years.324

A Commonwealth of Separate Laws
This habit of carving exemptions for particular regions or counties in which
specific industries were dominant persisted beyond the Civil War, most notably in the
creation of the 1869 Mine Safety Law, which was limited in application to Schuylkill
County. Seven months after the Mine Safety Law passed, the worst mining disaster in
Pennsylvania history occurred in Avondale, Luzerne County in which 110 miners died.
After the Avondale Disaster the legislature passed the 1870 Ventilation Act which
expanded the Mine Safety Act beyond Schuylkill County. Prior to 1869, miners had
advocated for safety legislation, but operators successfully opposed it on the basis of
cost, a cost not overcome politically until Avondale. In 1869, Luzerne County Senator
Samuel G. Turner opposed the Mine Safety Law. In 1870, he himself sponsored
legislation to improve safety conditions in anthracite mines.325
Even after general incorporation laws were opened to coal companies, many
preferred special legislation charters since they could be tailored by those forming or
reforming the corporation and pushed through the legislature by allies, elected and
lobbyists. When general incorporation statutes were expanded to include mining entities
in the 1850s, companies organized to operate in the eastern (anthracite) part of the
Commonwealth did so more often under the general incorporation law, while western
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(bituminous) companies did so by special legislation.326 But, as independent producers
in the anthracite region told the Packer Committee in the early 183os, corporate power
had already become established long before general incorporation laws came into
effect.
The reduction of executive power and legislature’s control over--and ability to
unduly influenced over--incorporation authority came, in hindsight, at a bad time. Over
the next thirty years, the majority of legislative business conducted by the House and
Senate in Pennsylvania pertained to corporate charters and “private legislation” relating
to the interests of one person, corporation, or section of the state. Many of these new
corporations were connected to the coal business--mining coal, carrying it on railroads,
using it to power factories and fuel foundries, drawing on its availability and the need for
steam engines to harness its power. Not only would the number of bills passed by the
Pennsylvania legislature increase from 191 in 1830 to 725 by 1860, but the percentage
of “special” legislation--pertaining to a limited area or one company--increased upwards
of 90 percent.327
General incorporation laws alone, however, would “not ‘depoliticize’ the
corporation in Pennsylvania.” Instead, they provided an option for the legislature to
wield its power more surgically, targeting certain areas for development and to reduce
unproductive competition in others. The sheer number of private charters granted over
the years between 1836 and 1874, when a new Commonwealth constitution was
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adopted, combined with gubernatorial objects to private charters and legislators
admissions about not reading the proposed charters before them (see the next chapter)
suggests that the effect of the general incorporation law was limited and that many
entities saw greater advantage in getting a special charter than in the restrictive and
regulated general charters.328 Not until the 1870s, after the adoption of a new
constitution that banned incorporation by special legislation, would general
incorporations overtake special legislation incorporations, but as students of the
Pennsylvania Railroad and Standard Oil Company know well, the damage to
independent operators and entrepreneurial republicanism was done.329 Even with the
prohibition on special legislation charters, the political power of corporations to mold the
law as they saw fit persisted. While the constitution of 1874 seemed to limit the ability of
the Pennsylvania Railroad to do business in any realm other than operating a railroad (it
had expanded its tentacles widely since incorporation in 1846), the Railroad simply
pushed through a new general incorporation law under which it was no longer
considered a restricted “railroad corporation” but instead a broadly empowered “forprofit” corporation.330
At almost the same moment that the economy of the Commonwealth was taking
on a greater extractive, industrial identity, the mechanisms for authorizing that growth
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were explicitly limited. The technology of the era--increasing demand for coal driven by
manufacturing and transportation (both in the construction of ships and railways and the
means of motive power, for steamships and for locomotives by the late 1860s)-exceeded the legislative capacity to keep up with both regulation and wise public
authorization of private entities. The inability of the legislature to organize itself
effectively to meet easily anticipated needs--in the 1830s alone it had approved 420
corporate charters, nearly 300 more than it authorized in the 1820s--opened its
members to external pressures.331 The multitude of proposed legislation meant that
legislators simply could not read every new bill that came up for a vote, leaving them to
rely on others, lobbyists and supporters of the bills, to convey their significance or to
communicate what position to take.332 Within months of the 1838 constitution’s adoption
by statewide vote--by a margin of barely 1200 votes out of over 225,000 cast--Governor
Joseph Ritner already saw need to call on the legislature to address the shortcomings
of the constitution. While it made certain executive appointments subject to Senate
confirmation, it made no mention of how other key offices were to be filled, thus
requiring the legislature to determine by statute how county officials, associate judges,
and justices of the peace were to be selected and how many were to serve in each
county.333 The legislative body had successfully weakened the power of the executive,
but was it up to the tasks that now fell to it?
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To make matters worse, an increasingly large number of legislators were
inexperienced in state politics thanks to term limits imposed by county and local political
conventions. As a result, the legislature in Harrisburg increasingly relied on a growing
class of geographically, politically, and socially connected professional politicos whose
advocacy for private corporations before the legislature raised the perils of unrestricted
lobbying before the Civil War.334 Harry Demarest Lloyd wrote in 1881 that oil titan John
D. Rockefeller controlled the Pennsylvania legislature to such an extent that his
Standard Oil Company “had done everything with the Pennsylvania legislature, except
refine it.”335 But as early as 1838, corporate interests, carried forward by the rapid rise of
the mineral economy, the transportation revolution, and the awakening of industrial
capitalism, were poised to surge over and seize the legislature’s ability to regulate itself
and its own work, much less that of corporations and individuals. At first, these
corporate interests seeking the approval of the public to undertake projects by private
means for the public good were mostly bridge, toll road, canal companies and banks
(the 1838 Constitution’s section about incorporation (Article I, Section XXV) was actually
titled “Bank incorporations how obtained”).336 Soon they included railroads, coal
companies, oil companies, and massive iron and steel companies, most incorporated
under the understanding that the exchange of exclusive right to perform some specific
work in a clearly defined area to some private entity would achieve a public goal.
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Conclusion
From the first barks piloted down the Delaware and Schuylkill Rivers to
Philadelphia, the mineral economy brought new urgency to the question of whether the
interests of the Commonwealth resided most effectively with those articulated by
individuals or with those advocated by corporate and industrial interests. Anthony
Joseph argues that the Pennsylvania legislature in the early nineteenth century moved
rapidly from a liberal orientation to an embrace of liberality.337 I argue that this shift was
advanced in no small part by the identification of anthracite coal by legislators,
governors, and those active in the extractive industry as a broad benefit to
Pennsylvania, and a source of political and economic power. Evidence of this
philosophical shift in the Commonwealth’s role in the lives of its citizenships and of the
early influence of industrial interests was reflected in how clearly manufacturers and
industry articulated what they wanted from the legislature. While in the early 1830s the
Packer Report found concern amongst the owners and operators of mines and
manufactories about the consolidation of economic power in the hands of a few at the
expense of individuals, by the end of that decade owners and operators of
Pennsylvania’s industrial might argued that the interests of industry were most
representative of the interests of the individual. In his annual message to the legislature
in 1839, Governor David Rittenhouse Porter argued that the mineral resources of the
state, coal and iron mainly, “are more valuable, as sources of wealth and employment,
than mines of the precious metals are in countries where they are found.” The
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Commonwealth, Porter proclaimed, depended mightily on the benefits of coal and its
producers.
“They furnish investments for large amounts of capital--give constant
employment to numerous operatives; and under ordinary circumstances, with
prudent management, yield a certain and regular profit to all engaged in the
business. They pay a larger proportion of the tolls upon our public improvements,
and constitute the most important share of our freight for those engaged in
transportation upon our canals and rail roads, as well as for numerous vessels
engaged in the coasting trade.”338
A year later, Porter promised that there was not “in Pennsylvania a single class of
citizens who will not share directly in the advantages” of the Pennsylvania’s common
mineral wealth. Yes, he acknowledged, the owners and operators would be first to
benefit, “but the farmer, the mechanic, the merchant, and every other citizen, will feel
immediately, the salutary impulse which will be communicated to his own peculiar
business.”339 Coal would be the tide that lifted all boats.
Porter’s formulation, that the success of industry would promote the prosperity of
all, echoed across the decade in an 1849 Memorial to the House and Senate of
Pennsylvania from iron manufacturers, an industry closely tied to the anthracite trade
since the late 1830s, when the legislature provided for free incorporation to ironmakers
that used anthracite coal (in 1836) and after the Welsh method of making iron with
Anthracite came into common use (by 1840). In their petition, the iron manufacturers
asked for legislation specifically to relieve their industry in the form of a protective tariff
and grounded their plea in the language of mutual benefit and community. “We cannot
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ask any legislation for our advantage unless it be, if not equally for the benefit, at least
not injurious to the rest of the community.” 340
The iron manufacturers of Pennsylvania argued that industry stood “first in the
natural order, and should be the first care of the legislator.” 341 “Commerce is merely an
agency” of industry and should be treated as such: “kept to the lowest point consistent
with efficiency.” Whereas merchants promoted what the iron manufacturers called the
“‘Let us alone’ policy” --that is to say laissez faire, manufacturers asked for what their
counterparts “in all countries, asked for:” active protection from British market dumping
with tariffs. But the interests and profits of manufacturers alone were not the sole
benefits of special legislation. “[A]n ample supply of iron” was, they claimed,
“indispensable to national progress and national welfare.” What is good for industry is
good for Americans.342
The iron men argued that tariffs to protect domestic industry was the common
good. “[I]f the foreign iron is introduced at the point designated [i.e. the tariff-affected
price], it not only works no injury, but produces positive public good, as to revenue and
prices, and also to the increased consumption of iron.” 343 More revenue, better prices,
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and more demand: together the “positive public good.” The ironmakers were clear in
their belief--or perhaps their argument--that what was good for the iron industry would
be good for other sectors and individuals. The Pennsylvania iron manufacturers
resolved that prosperity and demand in the iron industry was beneficial to farmers, since
iron forges employed dozens if not hundreds of workers, all of whom ate. By the eve of
the Civil War, Pennsylvania politicians and industry allies framed support for the mineral
economy in the language of mutual benefit. The experiences of the poor, however, and
the creation of new energy labor divisions reveal that the benefits of the mineral
economy as experienced by the individual were significant yet mixed. Shortages
persisted and the increased importance of “lower sort” laborers to the efficient and
timely provisioning of cities with coal did not consistently produce long-term economic
and political gains for workers.
The advent of the mineral energy economy transformed the state, society, and
diverse industries across Pennsylvania throughout the nineteenth century and
profoundly altered the way inhabitants related to the landscape. Coal and oil booms
generated rampant land speculation, raising prices per acre into the thousands of
dollars only to drop to a few cents in a matter of months. The value of land no longer
depended on its apparent characteristics but on its commodified value. Additionally,
through the transformation of republicanism from an embrace of pastoral ideals to awe
inspired by machinery and industrial might, land (and to an extent, people) on a distant
hilltop could justifiably be sacrificed for the sake of social and economic progress on a
city street far away. The rise of the mineral economy in Pennsylvania hid many of the
real costs associated with mid-nineteenth century modernity, the transportation
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revolution, and the market economy. Coal gas and kerosene light could be considered
“clean” despite the ecological devastation wrought by their extraction. Likewise, the
urban idea of progress and the social and economic opportunities available in the
illuminated city stood in stark contrast to the damp darkness of anthracite mines and the
marginality of coal heavers, wood sawyers, and their families. While the mineral
economy advanced the political economy and transformed society in Pennsylvania, it
did so with both positive and profoundly detrimental effects. It doubly disadvantaged
Pennsylvanians among the lower and poorer classes. First, fuel prices, long a passage
into poverty and a barrier to stability, remained high thanks to the tariff. Second, despite
the skill and specialized knowledge involved in energy work, the advent of anthracite,
while unique in Pennsylvania, carried with it stereotypes and presumptions about
energy workers that had originated in Britain. While energy work was increasingly
essential as the mineral economy assumed a greater place of importance in all
American economic activity, it remained the domain of immigrants, the poor, and lower
sorts.
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Chapter 4

Oil and Anthracite in the Civil War Era

Energy and Modern War
The Civil War, like previous American conflicts, was an energy war. It required
food for armies and for civilians.344 The shortage or abundance of food determined the
movement of armies and was as much a part of the strategic calculus of the war as the
defenses around Washington and Richmond or the importance of Vicksburg. In April
1863, one third of the Confederate Army of Northern Virginia decamped to Norfolk,
Virginia, because supplies had become too dear in the area around Fredericksburg,
where over 200,000 soldiers had been camped since November. This left the Army of
Northern Virginia perilously outnumbered at the outset of the Battle of Chancellorsville.
Armies marched on their stomachs and civilians suffered from food and fuel shortages
when the armies were nearby. The war required hundreds of thousands of horses and
mules to carry cavalrymen, to pull wagons of supplies and wounded men, and to
maneuver cannon and caisson into and out of battle. These animals required energy in
the form of food or forage supplied amply and predictably by the very army they served.
The war required fuel for foundries, forges, and factories where workers turned out
cannon, rifles, pistols, sabers, shells, and cartridges; wove the cloth they sewed into
hats, packs, shirts, jackets, pants, coats, blankets, and bandages; manufactured
gunpowder, canned preserved food, and packaged everything for transportation to the
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armies. In this way, the Civil War was similar to the US-Mexican War, the War of 1812,
and the Revolutionary War--armies needed food, animals, weapons, and supplies.
But the scale of the conflict--the sheer number of soldiers engaged, the total
number of wounded, maimed, and dead, the size of the armies that moved like locusts
across farms and fields, the total number of ships, horses, cannons, rifles, rounds,
combined with the fact that civil wars by nature are cannibalistic--nations consume and
destroy themselves to prosecute and deny the enemy, respectively--meant that the Civil
War was also different from previous American conflicts.
Historians of the Civil War era have rarely focused on the energy implications of
the conflict, and historians of energy have seen little reason to devote much attention to
the Civil War. In Another Civil War, Grace Palladino discusses how coal demand during
the war contributed to increased labor conflict in the anthracite regions and activated the
force of the state on the side of management. In Coal & Empire, Peter Shulman
discusses the importance of the Navy’s Bureau of Engineering to the postwar expansion
of the American empire in part by securing a steady supply of naval coal and by
establishing strategic coaling ports throughout the spheres of American naval influence.
By and large, however, energy is absent from histories of the Civil War--James
McPherson makes just two passing references to coal and a single mention of
anthracite in The Battle Cry of Freedom.345 Even books on technology and engineering
during the Civil War like Thomas F. Army’s Engineering Victory: How Technology Won
the Civil War and Benjamin Bacon’s Sinews of War: How Technology, Industry, and
Transportation Won the Civil War are largely silent--there is no mention of coal,
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anthracite, or fuel in their indexes--on energy issues.346 William G. Thomas’s excellent
book on railroads in the Civil War, The Iron Way, does not discuss fuel except to note
that former slaves worked cutting wood for fuel and rail ties for the War Department in
1861 and 1862 in Virginia, in no small part because they had done that work as slaves
for the Orange and Alexandria; the Richmond, Fredericksburg, & Potomac; and the
Norfolk and Petersburg Railroads subsequently controlled by the Federal
government.347
That is not to say that fossil fuels did not matter in the Civil War. While they were
not essential to the outcome, they were influential in the determination of its geographic
scope. Coal mattered greatly to maintaining the naval blockade (for the Union) and
breaking it (for the Confederacy). The importance of coal to the Northern war effort
influenced the struggle for wages and rights in the Pennsylvania coal fields. In addition,
the rapid growth of the petroleum industry and the sheer volume of oil produced by
Pennsylvania wells fueled the imaginations of inventors, abolitionists, and capitalists
who eagerly sought new products to export abroad that could replace in volume and
value cotton exports. Energy also mattered in diplomacy, as Canadian blacksmiths want
of Pennsylvania anthracite coal compelled British concessions to officially restrict coal
purchases by rebel raiding vessels. Energy mattered as American trade with Europe
sank as cotton exports declined after secession and Northern capitalists, suddenly
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excluded from profiting from the fruits of slave labor in Southern fields looked for
opportunity to innovate with, exploit, and export the products of Pennsylvania mines and
wells.
Fossil fuels were not essential, but they were influential. They were not decisive
in determining victory or defeat, but they did contribute to the scope of the war. The war,
too, foreshadowed the future importance of fossil fuel access during wartime in the age
of the mineral economy. The dearth of southern mines and of experienced miners, the
reluctance of slaveholders to lease their human property to do the dangerous work of
mining, and the demands of forges, factories, and blockade runners placed the
Confederacy at a disadvantage, one that increased the difficulty of prosecuting the war
but was not a fatal flaw.348
Though the civil war introduced and foreshadowed many of the traits that would
become familiar features of twentieth century conflict--mass death, technologies for
mass killing, and strategic decisions designed to achieve military and political ends
through intentional suffering of noncombatants--the civil war was not a modern war
because it was not a conflict decided by control of and access to fossil fuel resources.
Historians like Mark Grimsley have argued that the Civil War’s modernity resides in its
identity as the first war in which manufacturing and mass politics factored into the
outcome, as well as in how Union attacks on civilians and property in Confederatecontrolled territory previewed the Allied aerial assaults on Axis-occupied civilians,
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infrastructure, and territory.349 Grimsley himself notes, however, that “the erosion of the
barrier between combatant and noncombatant” was itself common aspect of warfare
prior to the mid-eighteenth century.350 In other words, the respect for civilians and
civilian property, at least in an intra-European context, was itself novel on the eve of the
Civil War. Much of the conversation about the modernity of the Civil War lies in its
comparison to World War I and World War II. Characteristics of those conflicts that are
seen in studies of the American Civil War thus become markers of the latter’s
modernity. In this regard, it seems striking that consumption, production, control, and
targeting of energy resources is not one of the criteria considered when contemplating
the markers of modern war.
While the scale of the Civil War was far greater than earlier American conflicts
and its scope far wider both in terms of the aims of the conflict and the geographic
bounds of it (from the port of Bahia in Brazil to Glorieta Pass, New Mexico), too, the
Civil War yet has far more in common with earlier conflicts of the 18th and 19th
centuries than with those of the twentieth. The main reason for the Civil War’s distinct
pre-modernity lies in its combatants and strategists relationship with and understanding
of fossil fuels. Its most concrete elements of modernity are in its use of railroads, a
technology inseparably tied to the expanding use of coal both to build rails and engines
and to propel the latter.351 The campaigns considered most modern by military
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historians—Sheridan’s Valley Campaign in 1864 and Sherman’s march through Georgia
and South Carolina in 1864 and 1865–both reinforce their position in a thoroughly premodern conflict in that they targeted the most important fuel to the economies and
armies they opposed—food.352
In the Civil War, armies fought to capture food and strategic territory and to break
the will and ability to fight of enemy soldiers and populations. They did not target
woodlots, forests, coal mines, or oil fields with one exception. On May 9, 1863,
Confederate cavalry destroyed oil wells, drilling equipment, and an estimated 150,000
barrels of petroleum at Burning Springs, West Virginia (also referred to as “Oil Town”)
on the Kanawha River. Confederate General William Jones showed no strategic intent
in the destruction of the oil. His rationale for destroying the wells and burning the
petroleum stemmed from the fact that the property had been “appropriated either by the
Federal Government or Northern men.”353 We might consider the Napoleonic Wars to
be in some ways more modern than the American Civil War for the reason that French
and Prussian armies both targeted strategic coal fields in the Saar region along the
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French-German border.354 In War I, German armies targeted French collieries at the
start of the conflict as a way to break French industrial strength and thus weaken its
military resilience. French armies counterattacked to retake mines, both to reacquire the
fuel and to deny it to the enemy. Petroleum was critical to British and American control
of the seas, thereby limiting--after the Battle of Jutland in 1916--the naval side of the
war to coastal areas. For the Imperial Germany in World War I, “[c]oal was the lifeblood
of the German war effort,” and supplying it was the most difficult problem the Kaiser’s
forces faced after supplying adequate manpower to the front. 355 In World War II, as
Painter, Toprani, Overy, and others have pointed out, strategic control of oil supplies
was critical to operational and tactical success. The Allies had oil in abundance, the
Axis did not. The German invasion of the Soviet Union failed to capture the Soviet oil
fields in the Caucuses near Baku, and thus, as early as 1943, placed the technologically
superior German military at a distinct disadvantage. Faster planes and bigger tanks only
matter if they can move.
The American Civil War included many features missing in the US-Mexican War,
regarded by many as a harbinger of the American conflict. The Civil War brought the
minaé ball, the ironclads, the repeating rifle, the sheer number of casualties, the mass
production of canned, pasteurized foods, systems of modern accounting, a new cultural
understanding of industrial scale death—but it was not a modern war because access to
and control of fossil fuels was not a critical strategic factor to the war’s outcome. To the
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argument that the Northern states already possessed an industrial economy dependent
on coal and increasingly oil for daily and economic life, thus rendering the war a fossil
fueled one, one might respond that the South lacked petroleum and thus kerosene and
suffered a perpetual shortage of coal yet managed to fight for four years, albeit with
declining effectiveness related to insufficient supplies in the later years. 356 The scale of
the civil war was the product of overwhelmingly organic processes. While the mineral
economy was ascendant, it was not central to the war as it would be in thoroughly
modern conflicts where the targets, tactics, and strategy were intrinsically tied to fossil
fuel supply, access, and production considerations.357

Pennsylvania’s Energy Regions in the Civil War Era
By the 1860s, the oil regions in northwestern Pennsylvania and the anthracite
coal fields that stretched northeast from the Susquehanna River in Dauphin County up
through the Wyoming Valley near the Commonwealth’s border with New York still had
much in common. They remained rugged, rural, and connected to the outside world by
few navigable rivers or good roads.358 One writer described the oil region in 1860, a
year after Drake’s discovery, as “as near out of the world, and yet in it, as one well can
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be.” If the reader had “ever follow[ed] a fox circuit among the mountains and vales, over
hedges, under brambles, through brooks and over bluffs,” they would “be able perhaps
to gather something of an idea of the nature of a trip” to the oil region.359 Like the
Appalachian and Allegheny highlands across the northern half of Pennsylvania, the oil
regions and the anthracite fields had long been isolated from the more populous areas
of the state. As Robert Sandow writes of these mountainous regions of Pennsylvania,
“the environment placed considerable obstacles in the path of economic progress.” 360
Before the realization that the state held great wealth beneath the surface, land was
cheap because it was densely forested and difficult to farm. Coal and petroleum
transformed how the land was valued by the people who lived on it and those who
sought to exploit what was beneath it. The decades-long development of the anthracite
coal industry and the far more rapid expansion of the oil industry in Pennsylvania took
place in the context of a rapidly industrializing yet still predominantly rural and
agricultural--economically and socially--state. Pennsylvania forests that were once
cleared slowly and by necessity by small farmers, often immigrants who with few other
options occupied the cheapest and least agriculturally valuable lands, were brought
quickly into a growing market economy.361 What Sandow writes of the timber regions in
north-central Pennsylvania was also true of the oil and anthracite regions: industrial
development “dramatically increased the number of wageworkers in the region,” at once
providing an outlet for men for whom an agricultural future was bleak (small family farms
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could only be divided between so many sons) and at the same time transforming
economic and social networks that had long relied on the familial ties. These ties had
been key to “sustaining community members through hard times.” 362 But the arrival of
newcomers, immigrants and capitalists, complicated these familial methods of economic
survival and added to the complexity of the tastes of strangers and the distant demands
of markets in other states and even other countries. In short, the arrival of industrial
capitalism in the rural resource regions of Pennsylvania increased the opportunities for
men to rise above their socioeconomic station, but it also increased the heights from
which they could--and many would--fall.
This economic and social transformation was made more severe and sudden by
the geographic isolation of the oil and anthracite regions. The anthracite region (three
bands of coal beds stretching roughly from southwest to northeast) was bisected by
rivers that were either not navigable, only seasonally so, and largely inhospitable to
commercial use. At the end of the 1850s, the oil regions occupied a space that major
and minor railroad lines seemed eager to avoid--the nearest railroad station to Titusville
and Drake’s well was at Corry, more than 16 miles distant over rough dirt roads--and
the state canal system, which was intended to bring every Pennsylvanian within a few
miles by wagon of the market economy, forgot the region. While the Allegheny River
was navigable between Pittsburgh and Oil City, oil had to be first transported down Oil
Creek. This was challenging: Oil Creek was only navigable when a series of upstream
freshets constructed for mills released water sequentially to allow boats filled with oil
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barrels to ride the wave of water down to Oil City, risking the destruction of boat and
cargo on the banks, bridges, and rocks that interrupted the creek.
But as the Oil Creek Railroad connected Titusville with Corry in the early 1860s
and after the Schuylkill Canal, Lehigh Canal, Pennsylvania Canal system, and the
Delaware and Hudson Canals pierced the oil regions shortly before coal railroad
construction made Schuylkill County in the heart of anthracite country one of the most
densely railroaded places in the world, infrastructure and extraction reshaped the
regions. The laying of tracks and the digging of canals contributed to the formation what
Christopher Jones has called “landscapes of intensification,” or places where the
intersection of infrastructure and energy production combined to create new or more
densely populated centers of habitation and commerce.363
The Civil War arrived in the oil and anthracite regions in different forms and with
different outcomes. The tremendous demand for anthracite coal by the United States
government to prosecute the war and its need for manpower transformed the conflict
between labor and management in the coal regions from a local struggle to one with
national implications. Owners characterized uncooperative laborers and miners (miners
possessed more specialized skills and thus drew a higher wage than laborers, who
could, eventually, become miners) who went on strike for higher wages during the war
as politically and opposed to the Union and subversive allies of secessionists. This
brought the force of the federal government in the form of the Union Army and threats of
conscription against miners whose actions reflected not sympathy for the South but the
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intensity of their own struggle. Workers grew to see the conscription acts and their
enforcement as a plot by Republican elites to counteract labor complaints about wages
and the company store system. As such, the roots of conflict in the Civil War coal fields
of Pennsylvania was nestled in class conflict, not Confederate sympathies.364
Economic elites’ ability to marshal the power to use violence of the federal
government against workers as a wedge to implement a new labor regime was a lasting
legacy of the Civil War in coal country. While the demand for coal during the war
presented opportunities for workers with legitimate grievances about conditions and
wages, the effective framing of their positions as anti-Union by owners and managers
proved decisive and lasting.365 Anthracite coal miners initiated strikes in January 1863,
November 1863, and April 1864 that slowed or shut down production, and each time
federal troops arrived to restart coal mining operations and suppress union organizing
sentiments.366 The Department of the Susquehanna, the military division responsible for
the administration of all military matters between Philadelphia and Pittsburgh, created a
new division, the Lehigh District, “specifically to enforce lawfulness with bayonets” in the
anthracite region.367 As Kevin Kenny does in Making Sense of the Molly Maguires,
Palladino also highlights the significance of Republicanism in the characterization of
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coal workers and laborers as un-American due to their inability to climb the economic
ladder in adherence with Free Labor ideology. 368
The oil regions experienced a different war. Home to fewer immigrants toiling for
meager wages but the destination of thousands of native-born white men from across
the North who flooded the once-quiet rural communities of Venango and Crawford
Counties and speculated small fortunes trying to make larger ones, northwestern
Pennsylvania experienced little disruption in the way of direct military events. Petroleum
drilling reportedly stopped when the Army of Northern Virginia entered Pennsylvania at
the end of June 1863 but resumed when it became clear that Confederate interests lay
elsewhere in the Commonwealth. 369 The weather, conflict with teamsters, fire, and New
York and Liverpool markets exerted far more influence on oilmen than the war or
service in it. According to Ida Tarbell, the war’s end, however, changed the region
dramatically, as veterans looking to begin their postwar lives with wages accumulated
from years of service flowed from battlefields to oil fields. Tarbell estimated that after the
war, “this little corner of Pennsylvania absorbed a larger portion of men probably than
any other spot in the United States,” in no small part because war service sometimes
was rewarded in stock.370 Many invested in companies headed, at least nominally, by
former officers who also entered into the oil business. As Tarbell writes, “the name of a
general was the most popular and persuasive argument in the country,” one that
contributed to the flow of legitimate capital and fraudulent companies and increased the
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stakes of inevitable and cyclical busts.371 By 1865, the oil companies chartered in New
York--nearly 1000 others were chartered in Pennsylvania in 1864 and 1865, though
some may have been fraudulent--claimed collectively $350,000,000 in capital. 372 The
likelihood of fraud demands caution when attempting to establish the actual size and
value of the industry, but the high estimates and the wide reporting on them does
indicate the national enthusiasm and excitement for the new industry and its potential.
During the Civil War, anthracite coal and petroleum as war materiel and export
products helped establish the bounds of the conflict, limiting the bounds in the Atlantic
by fueling the Union blockade of Southern ports and by impeding Confederates ability to
obtain coal for naval and industrial purposes. Petroleum, too, helped determine the
scope of the war, specifically thanks to its availability in the shops and lumberyards of
Columbia, Pennsylvania, on the shores of the Susquehanna and its flammability and
difficulty extinguishing once ignited on the Columbia Bridge. Petroleum seemed to many
to be a providential provision destined to save the Union through trade surpluses and
experienced little if any disruption due to military action or labor strife. The anthracite
region, as Kenney and Palladino illustrate in their respective works, experienced a wave
of labor conflict related to the war that presaged the interactions of the state on the side
of capital in the postwar period, but the coal that flowed from that region was an
invaluable military and strategic resource to the Union, far more than petroleum.
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Anthracite and Diplomacy in the Civil War
Whereas the potential for the American petroleum trade—a Pennsylvania trade,
in actuality, as no other state rivaled the commonwealth’s production until the 1890s--to
grow rapidly in international markets sparked hope for some, the anthracite coal trade—
based almost entirely in Pennsylvania--already delivered significant diplomatic benefits.
Petroleum would not win the war, but Americans nevertheless saw it as an important
tool and form of wealth alongside coal. The United States government believed coal
possessed greater actual value both as war materiel and as diplomatic leverage. The
Federal Government leveraged Canadian iron manufacturers’ reliance on anthracite
coal to limit British support for Confederate raiding vessels and blockade runners
seeking fuel, particularly given the fact that anthracite burns with little smoke, therefore
granting ships carrying it the elements of surprise and stealth as well as greater
efficiency. Those burning coal with higher levels of impurities, like bituminous coal,
emitted columns of heavy black smoke, visible even at night.373 Sometime before April
1862, President Lincoln became aware, according to Secretary of State William
Seward, “that anthracite coal was being shipped from some of the ports of the United
States to southern ports within and to other southern ports without the United States for
the purpose of supplying fuel to piratical vessels which were engaged in depredating on
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the national commerce.”374 Lincoln responded on April 14, 1862, by directing the
Treasury Department, which oversaw customs agents, to “[c]lear no vessel with
anthracite coal for foreign ports nor for home ports south of Delaware bay until
otherwise instructed.” Cutting off all foreign commerce in anthracite coal likely elicited
complaints from anthracite mine operators and merchants, since on May 18 the
Treasury Secretary modified Lincoln’s instruction to “apply only to ports north of Cape
St. Roque, on the eastern coast of South America [just below the Equator], and west of
the fifteenth degree of longitude east.”375 This meant that no anthracite coal could be
exported to any port in the North or Central America, as well as South America’s
northern ports.
The prohibition of North American exports in particular caused industrial
challenges for Canadian manufacturers, particularly those in the iron and railroad
businesses who relied on imported “Lehigh coal” from Pennsylvania. 376 By March 1864,
Canadian iron foundries and others reliant on American coal had suffered sufficiently for
the British ambassador to the United States Lord Lyons to write to Secretary of State
Seward protesting that the export ban was “entailing not only great inconvenience, but
serious positive loss on a good many people in Canada.” Further, Lord Lyons noted, the
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British government “believed that it may be made apparent to the United States
government that no military object is gained” by withholding anthracite coal from
Canada.377 Acknowledging the origins of the prohibitions, Lyons sought to allay
American fears that anthracite in Canada would reach Confederate ships by pointing
out that the places where Canadian industry used anthracite coal were “so remote from
the sea as to preclude the probability, if not the possibility, of any intercourse with the
enemies of the United States.” 378 The timing mattered. Unlike in 1862, by 1864 the
British government had no inclination or plan to grant diplomatic recognition of the
Confederate government. Lyons interest in lifting the coal ban reflected, in part, how
Britain’s strategic calculus had changed between 1862 and 1864, as the Union cause
now flew simultaneously the banners of emancipation and preservation of the union. 379
On March 18, 1864, Seward responded promptly, three days after receiving
Lyons’s memorandum. Seward defended the anthracite export ban by first assuring
Lyons that this trade restriction (as well as a ban on exported livestock also addressed
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in the correspondence) emerged out of the exigencies of war entirely and “had not been
occasioned by any unfriendly sprit [sic] towards her Majesty’s government, or towards
British subjects.”380 The ban on anthracite and livestock exports were simply responses
to the “extraordinary demand” for fuel and food by Union military forces and were
measures to avoid problems of and related to scarcity. But the anthracite ban, Seward
noted, also rested on additional justifications. The government’s policy on anthracite
had been influenced significantly by “the notorious fact that fuel of that character
[anthracite producing little smoke] is, for obvious reasons, preferred by blockaderunners, who, before the restriction went into effect, were in the habit of supplying
themselves with the article at those ports of her Majesty’s possessions near us.”381
Blockade runners preferred to burn anthracite in their boiler rooms because it generated
so little smoke, allowing the low-profile, gray-painted ships equipped with short lowermasts and telescoping smoke funnels to steam past Union ships with little to give them
away unless they were within a few hundred yards of a watchful Union lookout. 382
Seward’s words are backed up by the reports of the consular officer at Bahia,
Brazil and in Bermuda, both of whom observed Confederate agents obtaining coal for
Confederate ships in British ports.383 Confederate ships took on coal so easily and often
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in Bermuda that the Consul, Frederick B. Wells, begged for U.S. naval vessels to patrol
the port. His own efforts to prevent the sale of coal to Confederates having been in vain,
Wells reported that “I can only now fold my hands, and hope and pray...” 384 The ban on
anthracite remained.
Lyons wrote to Seward again on June 27, 1864, restating in stronger language
that Canadian interests were suffering “serious losses” at the “very serious
inconvenience” of the anthracite export ban. Unlike his March note, Lyons’s protest was
now accompanied by a proposal, one authorized by the governor general of Canada:
would the United States permit the export of anthracite to the Canadian interior, by rail,
if the government of Canada “prohibit[ed] the exportation of anthracite coal from any
port in the province?”385 Such an arrangement would, Lyon argued, preserve “a
valuable trade...both to the United States and to Canada, without any risk being
incurred of the coal’s being used to the prejudice of the United States by their enemies.”
Seward assured Lyons that the issue would “receive attention.” 386 Despite having
previously defended the ban because of both tactical and supply grounds, Seward and
the United States accepted the British plan for a Canadian re-export ban. On July 30,
1864, Seward sent to Lyons a copy of an order by President Lincoln dated the same
day modifying the 1862 anthracite export ban to permit the commerce in coal between
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the United States and Canada “except by sea” and “so long as the Canadian
government shall prevent the exportation or use of the article in sea-going vessels.”387
Four days later on August 3, 1864, Lyons provided Seward a copy of the proclamation
by the Attorney General of Canada, John McDonald, that would “prohibit the exportation
from our province of Canada of anthracite coal” on the grounds that the governor
general had recently determined that “anthracite coal may be converted into or made
useful in increasing the quantity of military or naval stores” and thus should be
considered war materiel banned for export alongside arms, ammunition, and naval
stores.388
The negotiations over the trade in anthracite coal between the American
Secretary of State and the British ambassador emphasize the realization through the
war of the military and economic importance of the international anthracite to the
strategic interests of Canada and the strategic and tactical interests of the United
States. The need for anthracite coal in Canadian manufacturing created an opening for
the United States to leverage its energy wealth to tilt the scales of British neutrality
towards the interests of the federal government. Confederate blockade-runners could
steam into British ports in the Atlantic and Caribbean under coal power, but they could
steam out only with the coal--anthracite or any other kind, as the Canadian prohibition
on re-exporting coal was strictly enforced and extended to Welsh coals, too, which
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Confederate blockade runners preferred if they could not access anthracite--they
carried into port.389

Coal, Union Blockading, and Confederate Raiders
On the eve of the Civil War, the United States lagged behind European navies
both in size and the speed with which new technologies were adopted.390 Th United
States Navy had introduced the first naval steamship in 1815 with the Fulton and the
first screw-propelled warship in 1843 with the USS Princeton, but it still commissioned
wood-and-sail warships as late as 1853.391 While American naval vessels sailed into
foreign ports under steam power in the 1840s and 1850s, like those under the
command of Matthew Perry in the Mexican War in 1847 and into Tokyo Bay in 1852, not
until steam engines grew more efficient and the need for larger, more powerful ships to
carry the larger, more powerful naval guns became essential did the number steam
ships grow quickly.392 As efficiency did improve, the United States Navy moved rapidly
into the steam age, though with a smaller fleet—42 ships on the eve of the Civil War—
than most European powers.393 Between 1854 and 1859, the United States Navy
introduced 24 new steam-powered ships. During the Civil War, the navy grew to more
than 600 ships, the vast majority of those being converted merchant vessels whose
boilers made them useful to enforcing the blockade of Confederate ports and
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transporting Union troops along the Atlantic, Gulf coast, and river systems of the
southern United States.394 In the 1850s, in order to ensure adequate supplies and
technological superiority for its steamers, the Navy opened bituminous and anthracite
coal bureaus to experiment with, purchase, and supply ships with coal from Maryland
and Pennsylvania, respectively. Strong lobbying by the Pennsylvania coal industry and
its allies in the Congress helped ensure that during the rapid expansion of steam power
in the Navy during the Civil War, anthracite became the coal of preference.395
At the outset of the war, Union naval officers quickly realized the need for reliable
supplies of coal to ensure the security of the Union and to guarantee the successful
prosecution of the war in the Southern states. But the navy and the government, while
realizing the scope of the problem, struggled initially to develop an effective system for
supplying the naval steamships that would protect Washington, carry troops, and
effectively blockade ports in seceding states. Until late 1861, when sufficient coaling
stations could be established between Hampton Roads and the Florida Keys by capture
and occupation on the Confederate coast, “the blockade was really a paper one,” in the
words of historian William N. Still, Jr. 396
On May 10, 1861, Commander G.J. Pendergrast, commander of the Home
Squadron and writing from Fortress Monroe, petitioned the Navy to send a ship filled
with coal to supply his warships with ample fuel to implement effectively the blockade of
Confederate-controlled ports. The wharves at Fortress Monroe were too small and too
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vulnerable--“only one of the wharves, and that an exposed one, has depth of water
enough to admit of a vessel coming alongside; neither has it a crane” --to serve as onshore coaling depots. Additionally, the commander wrote, loading the docks with coal
would make it difficulty “to land supplies and munitions of war in haste;” Confederate
forces were, after all, just across the water. Pendergrast recommended that the “the
receiving ship Allegheny be filled with coal and towed here and anchored with good
substantial moorings” so that US Navy vessels could draw their coal directly from it. 397
Three days later, John Lenthall, chief of the Navy’s Bureau of Construction and
Repair, wrote to Pendergrast to inform him that “2,000 tons of coal for the use of the
vessels of the Navy have been shipped to the commanding officer of Fortress Monroe.”
However, as Pendergrast had alluded to in his letter requesting the coal, Fortress
Monroe lacked the space to store the fuel. In the immediate, Lenthall reported that the
coal might be piled on the shore beneath the guns of the fortress until “the purchase of
a couple of vessels that will contain about 1,000 tons each” could be completed by the
Navy. Even without proper storage, it was essential that some coal be stored at Fortress
Monroe, Lenthall wrote. Between Monroe and Key West “there can be no other depot” -that early in the war, the Navy would have to supply the blockading ships from the very
edges of the line.398
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Writing from the U.S.S. Union just off Aquia Creek in the Potomac 40 miles south
of Washington in November 1861, Lieutenant A.D. Harrell recommended to the
commander of the Potomac Flotilla (then protecting Washington, D.C. and protecting
Union vessels from Confederate attacks from Virginia) that “some means should be
adopted by which we could receive a regular supply of coal.” 399 Harrell’s second division
of the flotilla required approximately 100 tons of coal a week but no coal vessels then-in November 1861--were then present in the Potomac. If a sufficient supply could be
made available, Harrell reported that he could dispatch the supply ship USS Baltimore
to transport coal between the Washington Navy Yard and his squadron regularly.
Uncertainty about the condition of the country led commanders of US Navy
vessels to make expensive decisions based on the information they had: namely, that
several southern states had seceded and seized US military and governmental
installations. After learning that the USS Powhatan and USS Pocahontas had been
directed by the commander of the Home Squadron to take on coal at Havana rather
than drawing their supply from US Navy stores specifically maintained for the squadron
in Key West, Secretary of the Navy Gideon Welles demanded an explanation.400 G.J.
Pendergrast, the Flag-Officer commanding the Home Squadron, replied that “[i]n the
present unhappy state of the country it was doubtful whether a United States ship would
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be allowed to touch at Key West without encountering some difficulties.” 401 Given the
choice between losing two warships to the rebels or paying a higher price for coal in
Spanish port, Welles acknowledged the wisdom in Pendergrast’s orders. “Your
reasons,” Welles responded, “are satisfactory to the Department.”402 Eventually, with
the capture of territory on the coasts of Georgia, North Carolina, and Florida, Union
steamers operating the blockade could rely on coaling stations closer to their patrol
sectors, but still, difficulty abounded. By 1863, the four blockading squadrons that
patrolled stretching from Virginia down the Atlantic coast and around Florida into the
Gulf of Mexico to Texas together consumed 3,000 tons of anthracite coal each week,
meaning any disruption to the regular supply of fuel from the coal fields of Pennsylvania
could spell disaster.403
Welles realized early in the war that coal was a vital element to the Confederate
War effort and that any effective blockade of Confederate-held ports demanded
attention to this reality. Coal powered Confederate ships (though many transitioned to
wood because of coal shortages as early as 1861 thanks to both insufficient Southern
mines and the success of the blockade) and fueled Confederate forges and factories
that could turn out rifles, cannon, gunpowder, and shot.404 “The seizure of coal that may
be passing into the possession of the insurrectionists,” Welles wrote to the commander
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of the Home Squadron, G.J. Pendergrast, “is essentially important.” 405 “In these days,
when steam is an element of war as well as navigation, it should be an especial object
to exclude fuel from their ports,” Welles instructed the commander. But Pendergrast
seemed to need little education as to how to implement the blockade. One day after
Welles penned his communique, Pendergrast informed the Federal commander of
Fortress Monroe, Virginia, that his squadron had already seized two schooners carrying
wood and three laden with coal bound for Virginia ports. 406 The Home Squadron
captured the schooner Cambridge, carrying 108 tons of coal from Baltimore to Norfolk,
on April 28. On May 1, it captured the schooner Sarah and Mary, carrying 75 tons of
coal from Alexandria to Norfolk, VA. On May 2, it captured the schooner Carrie carrying
147 tons of coal from Richmond to Fredericksburg, VA. After Pendergrast’s letter, the
squadron seized several more ships bearing coal: the schooner Elite with 3905 bushels
of coal, bound for Norfolk from Petersburg; the schooner Mary and Virginia with 117
tons of coal, bound for Petersburg from Alexandria.
Seward’s diplomatic efforts to cut off Confederate access to Pennsylvania
anthracite throughout the North Atlantic combined with British neutrality, which officially
limited both Union and Confederate ships’ ability to buy coal in British ports, placed a
great burden on Confederate naval actions and complicated rebel raiders’ attempts to
interdict Union shipping in two main ways. First, it forced Confederate ships to seek
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resupply from the Confederacy rather than any port open to them with ample coal
stocks for sale. Take the example of the CSS Florida. In June 1864, an “injurious shake
and jerk in the propeller screw” as diagnosed by chief engineer Charles W. Quinn
required the ship to request permission to use the dry docks in the British colony of the
Bahamas. Writing to Vice-Admiral Sir James Hope and Lieutenant-Governor of
Bermuda Colonel William Munro, the commander of the Florida, Lieutenant Charles
Manigault Morris requested permission to take on “coal and provisions” at St. George
but also to “proceed to her Majesty’s dockyard at Inland Island” to repair the
propeller.407 Morris’s request was complicated by the actions of the CSS raider
Alabama, which months earlier had burned the British flagged ship Martaban, concerns
about which Vice-Admiral Hope outlined in a confidential memo to Morris. Hope
conditioned permission for the Florida’s repairs on Morris’s “written assurance of his
intentions to forbear from any act of the like description until he has received special
instructions in regard to the question from his Government”--repair your ship until you
confirm with your government that the actions of the Alabama to attack a neutral vessel
were not condoned by the policy of the Confederate States. The following day, June 21,
Morris replied: “it has always been my intention, and now is my intention, to allow all
neutral vessels (i.e., vessels producing legal papers), to pass, and that such are my
instructions from my government.”408 Hope and Munro gave permission for the Florida
to remain for five days, during which time Munro informed Morris of the British
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government’s neutrality policy in regards to coal by sending an excerpt from a circular
dispatch by the secretary of the colonies outlining Her Majesty’s neutrality policy in the
realm of coal supplies. Coal would be provided “in no greater quantity than may be
necessary to carry such vessel to the nearest port of her own country, without reference
to the question whether the ports of that country are or are not under blockade.”409 The
Florida could remain in Bermuda for the necessary repairs, but it could not refuel
sufficiently to continue its mission.
By removing British ports as a practical refueling station, Confederate ships had
less reason to visit them, favoring other means of stocking up on coal supplies,
including by capture and direct resupply from the Confederacy itself. But the limited
welcome at British ports spelled trouble not only for Confederate boilers, but for the
ships themselves. British ports had a Royal Navy engineers who could in a pinch assist
with diagnosing hull, propulsion, and boilers problems that slowed down or held up
Confederate ships. When the Morris of the CSS Florida asked permission to dock in
Bermuda in June 1864, he also requested “to have the opinion of any engineer from her
Majesty’s service.” 410
The limited station in Bermuda also challenged the logistics of resupplying and
restaffing the Florida from the Confederacy. Orders were slow to arrive, and five days
was a short amount of time to inform the Confederate Secretary of the Navy of the
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Florida’s location and duration in Bermuda, issue orders to new crewmembers to make
their way to Bermuda to meet up with the Florida, and for those crewmembers to
escape the Federal blockade and arrive in Bermuda and enter service on the Florida.
When the Florida put to sea again on June 27, its welcome having run out, Lieutenant
Morris informed Confederate Secretary of the Navy S.R. Mallory that he had made
arrangements for any late arriving officers to be sent out from Bermuda to the Florida,
which Morris planned to keep nearby the port for a few days. Such a strategy had a
limited window of effectiveness, however, as Morris found just one day later. Writing
again to Secretary of the Navy Mallory, Morris reported despite three ships having
recently arrived in Bermuda from Wilmington, “Second Assistant Engineer Charles H.
Collier has not yet made his appearance, and I will be obliged to proceed on my cruise
without him.” The reason for Morris’s impatience stemmed from the British position of
coal neutrality and was ironic, given the meaning of the tardy engineer’s name. “I am
consuming too much coal in waiting off her for him.” 411
The closure of British ports to Confederate coaling altered the strategy and ability
of Confederate raiders. In July 1864, the Florida managed to seize the bark Greenland
carrying 900 tons of Anthracite coal from Philadelphia to New Orleans, but the engineer
reported that anthracite “was of no use for our furnaces.”412 After capturing and burning
several more barks and sinking a new propeller steamship out of Philadelphia, the
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Electric Spark on July 9 (Morris wanted to send it to Wilmington to be repurposed as a
Confederate blockade runner but had no engineers or crew able to operate the new
ship’s boilers), the Florida headed out to sea, away from the coast, from the war, and
from Caribbean British ports.413 “I have not a sufficient supply of coal to return to the
coast,” Morris wrote in his report of the Florida’s cruise from July 2 to July 13,
continuing, “I am now standing across the Atlantic with the intention of coaling either at
the Canary or Cape Verde Islands.”414
Three months later, the Florida steamed into Bahia, Brazil to take on more coal,
having only 25 tons remaining--”most of which was dust.” 415 While the commander and
several officers of the Florida took shore leave in a hotel in Bahia in the early morning
hours of October 7, 1864, the USS Wachusett under cover of darkness rammed the
Florida, fired on her crew, and towed the Confederate raider out to sea and all the way
to the Federal naval base at Newport News, Virginia where she sank.416 For this attack,
the commander of the USS Wachusett Napoleon Collins was court martialed and
convicted of violating the sovereign territorial rights of Brazil by attacking the Florida.
Collins entered a guilty plea, though contested that he had violated neutral Brazilian
territorial jurisdiction “unlawfully” and asserted in his defense that “the capture of the
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Florida was for the public good.” The court martial sentenced Collins to be dismissed
from the Navy, but his punishment was set aside by Secretary of the Navy Gideon
Welles, perhaps influenced by the celebrated reputation achieved by Collins’ actions. 417
The same summer, the Confederate Cruiser Tallahassee encountered similar
problems with refueling in British ports. After burning 16 ships and scuttling 10 off the
New England coast between August 11 and August 18, 1864, the Tallahassee set off
for the British port of Halifax, Nova Scotia, to take on more coal, having had its supply
dwindle to just 40 tons.418 The commander of the Tallahassee, John Taylor Wood,
called on the lieutenant-governor of the province, Sir Richard McDonnell and met with
British Admiral Sir James Hope, who happened to be in Halifax. Wood later claimed that
neither Wood nor Hope objected to his stated plan to remain for two to three days in
order to take as much coal as he could carry, though he recalled later that Hope had
been “offensive:” “on being shown into his cabin he did not rise from his seat, nor shake
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hands, nor offer me a seat.”419 As Taylor began taking on coal and provisions,
Lieutenant-Governor McDonnell and Admiral Hope began furtively ascertaining how
much coal the Tallahassee needed to reach Wilmington, NC. Hope sent three engineers
to the Confederate ship to inspect the engines and twin-screw propulsion system,
ostensibly to learn about the new system but in actuality to determine how much coal
the Tallahassee arrived with and how much it consumed during routine operations. With
this information, Hope and McDonnell estimated the amount of coal Wood and his crew
required to reach Wilmington, the closest Confederate port.420
The British determined that the Tallahassee needed a minimum of 100 tons to
reach Wilmington, meaning the ship needed 60 tons from Halifax to reach that
threshold. But the Tallahassee had already been in port longer than it would take to load
60 tons of coal. Realizing this, Lieutenant Governor McDonnell demanded that Wood
remove from the Tallahassee all coal loaded after the ship had been in port for 24 hours
and all coal beyond the 100-ton minimum. That afternoon, August 19, Wood’s engineer
reported that the Tallahassee had only 80 tons on board.421 This came as a great relief
to McDonnell, who felt he could not now be accused of violating the limitation on
supplying American combatants with fuel to operate. But neither Wood nor McDonnell
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were acquainted with the truth. Whether the engineer lied or was himself uninformed is
unclear, but in reality, by the time of McDonnell’s request to offload excess coal on
August 19, the Tallahassee had already taken on 120 tons--fully double what McDonnell
thought he was permitting. Wood gave credit to the Confederate agent in Halifax, a Mr.
Wier, for affecting the deception and making the warship ready to capture, burn, and
scuttle again.422
Even with Wier’s work, the restrictions placed by the British officials on the
Confederate raider’s time in port and the British engineers’ effective estimates of how
much coal the Tallahassee needed severely limited the raider’s effectiveness. The 160
tons of coal Wood left Halifax with were insufficient for another fortnight of roaming
interdiction of Yankee shipping. “Had I procured the coal needed,” Wood reported, “I
intended to have struck the coast at the capes of the Delaware and followed it down to
Cape Fear; but I had only coal enough to reach Wilmington on the night of the 26th.” 423
The threat of cutting off British Canada from American coal choked off Confederate
coaling options, stretched supply lines across the Atlantic, and decreased the time ships
like the Tallahassee could spent in active operations. Coal enabled Confederates to
chase down slow American-flagged merchant ships, but it also restricted their freedom:
where they could raid, for how long, and even when. The absence of accessible
Confederate ports from which raiders could resupply easily complicated the
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Confederate Navy’s movement and limited the ability of raiders to bring prizes into
harbor. Cargo that could not be carried in a small safe--watches, government bonds,
gold coin, and paper notes--had to be destroyed, including thousands of tons of coal.
Therein lay a conundrum of the Confederate naval war. It was reliant on coal,
both to fuel raiders and propel blockade runners swiftly and smokelessly through the
gaps in the Federal fleet as well as to supply the forges, foundries, armories, and
manufactories the Confederacy needed to sustain its war effort. It encountered
thousands of tons of coal shipped coastally by Federal forces and American merchants,
but more often than not could not use it, lacking both foreign ports of its own and unable
to run the slow barks bearing coal back through the blockade and into Confederate
ports. So they burned it or sank the ships that carried it in cargo at sea, wastefully,
taking some from the boilers and bunkers of captured ships. 424
Union efforts to constrain Confederate coaling were not always successful and
British cooperation in such efforts were not always unequivocal. Banned from supplying
Confederate vessels in British ports, some British ships undertook the process of
coaling Confederates at sea, a far more difficult way of completing a task already
laborious and time consuming when done on land. The U.S. Consul Thomas F. Wilson
in Bahia feared that British coal ships like the Berbice were offloading their cargos in
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Bahia for the eventual use of “some of the pirate.”425 Wilson wrote again in January
1864 of the British ship Berbice supplying Confederate raiders by unloading coal on
shore under consignment to merchants not usually in the coal business but with a
record of commerce with Confederate ships.426 In another case, the British ship Annette
carrying coal from London to Hong Kong, put in to port at Bahia, ostensibly for engine
repairs. After communicating with suspected Confederate agents, the captain of the
Annette attempted to put to sea immediately, only to be stopped by the Bahia port
mandate that ships remain for no less than 24 hours. Wilson suspected that the Annette
intended to meet a Confederate raider at sea to offload part or all of her cargo of coal
having obtained from the Confederate agents the details of the rendezvous. Wilson
justified his suspicions by noting that when the Confederate raider Alabama accidentally
left one or two crew members in Bahia in May 1863, they immediately boarded the
Annette, the implication being that the crew knew the two ships would shortly meet
again.427
American naval vessels had less trouble resupplying, even when they were
unwelcomed in British ports in the same way--as belligerents--as Confederate ships.
Access to Union controlled open-water ports was a critical factor in keeping American
warships on the waves and in pursuit of Confederate raiders across the oceans. In
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Bermuda, starting in 1862, American ships resupplied from the U.S.S. National Guard,
which anchored in Turtle Harbor with 2,000 tons of coal on the instructions of Secretary
of the Navy Welles. Welles keenly understood the importance of keeping a supply
available and maintaining ships stocks at a high level at all times so that when word of
the presence of a Confederate raider could be accurately ascertained, US ships could
descend en masse. Welles sent specific instructions to the West India squadron for how
to manage the supply of coal and presence of the National Guard:
“When the present cargo of the National Guard is sufficiently discharged,
transfer to her the coal that may be remaining in any chartered vessel at
Turtle Harbor, thus avoiding the detention of vessels having small
quantities of coal on board [consolidate supply in a central location,
freeing up other ships for other duties].
“Be particular to fill up the naval vessels arriving for a supply, from the
colliers, so that parts of loads may not remain, or more than can be
immediately taken on board the National Guard, which must be kept full in
this way.
“Advise the Bureau of Equipment, by every opportunity, of the arrival of
the colliers; also furnish the bureau with estimates of the quantity of coal
required for the steamers of the squadron, and a statement of the quantity
the Guard can contain in addition to that which she may have on board.
“When a coal vessel arrives, endorse the date on her bill of lading, and
make a similar endorsement of the date of her discharge, stating the
quantity of coal delivered and the number of days, if any, for which
demurrage is to be allowed. Furnish a copy of this certificate with the
Bureau of Equipment.”428
While Confederate Raiders failed to sufficiently disrupt American trade and the
functionality of the Union Blockade to alter the outcome of the Civil War, the
Confederate navy succeeded in shaping American trade patterns for decades to come.
Before the Civil War, the United States, despite maintaining a trade deficit overall,
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mitigated this by accumulating offsetting profits from the carrying trade, which American
ships dominated in and out of American ports. But during the Civil War and as a result
of the predations of Confederate vessels in the Atlantic against U.S.-flagged vessels,
American vessels incurred higher insurance rates than German and British competitors,
leading to higher overall shipping costs. As a result, Europeans exporting goods to the
United States found cheaper rates on European vessels, especially when shipping to
secondary and tertiary European ports, which left American ships to struggle to find
sufficient cargos for the transatlantic return to North America.429

Coaling the Army
In 1862, the U.S. Navy implemented standardized methods and means of
provisioning the blockading fleet with sufficient coal. The Navy established a new
bureau, that of Equipment and Recruiting, and headquartered it in Philadelphia and
close to the city’s coal wharves. Situated in the city closest to the anthracite fields, the
Bureau of Equipment and Recruiting contracted with private vessels to carry coal to
naval stations and ships in the Atlantic and Caribbean and offered insurance of $50,000
per ship to ship owners wary of Confederate raiders to sweeten the deal.430 Private
ships carried over 130,000 tons of coal to federal vessels for steaming each year of the
war. Labor conflict in the coal regions and the potential threat of Confederate attacks on
the anthracite mines and transportation infrastructure generated consistent cause for
concern despite rising production and routine acquisition. In June 1863, Darius Couch,
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commander of the Department of the Susquehanna and tasked with defending
Pennsylvania from the Confederate invasion that summer, initially thought one third of
the Confederate army was moving “in the direction of the coal mines” in northeastern
Pennsylvania.431 Upon learning that the Confederate Army had entered Pennsylvania
that summer, Admiral Samuel Francis Dupont, then in command of the Southern
Blockading Squadron stretching from Virginia to the Florida Keys (for a few more days-he was soon to be relieved of his command of on July 5, 1863), shuddered, knowing
that any disruption of the anthracite coal fields would spell disaster for the Union navy,
then consuming 3,000 tons of anthracite coal each week.432 “[I]f the rebels now raiding
in Pennsylvania knew it, they would destroy the Reading Railroad and cut off every
squadron from its coal, which would be virtually destroying them.” 433 On July 2, 1863, a
Richmond newspaper expressed hope that Couch’s fear (unknown to the paper, of
course) would be realized. If they could defeat the Union army, Confederate forces
might next target the coal fields and depart Pennsylvania having defeated not only a
major Union army but by also eliminating the North’s critically important source of
mineral wealth. They could then return to the South and “leave the heart of
Pennsylvania on fire, never to be quenched until a river is turned into the [coal] pits, or
the vast supply of coal is reduced to ashes.”434 Both Union army and naval officers as
well as the Southern public knew how vital Pennsylvania coal was to the Union war
effort.
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The Union Army also depended significantly on coal for military operations,
namely for use in transport vessels essential to moving troops, horses, guns, and
materiel during amphibious operations in Virginia, the Carolinas, and on the Gulf Coast.
Tyler, Stone and Company, a major coal merchant based in Philadelphia, served as the
Union Army’s main supplier of coal and provisioned the Navy, too. 435 As the Navy also
encountered, the logistics of supplying a large military force with fuel requiring transport
over multiple rail and water transportation systems with multiple stages of loading and
unloading and paying for everything in a timely manner presented challenges. The
company complained to the Quartermaster General Montgomery Meigs in 1863 that the
delay in payment from the government for coal delivered had forced them to “sell a
batch of vouchers at a discount of 8 percent.” If similar delays continued, Union forces
would have to get their coal from someone--and somewhere--else.436 Tyler, Stone and
Company also delivered coal to Union forces in North Carolina and at Fortress Monroe,
keeping naval troop carriers and supply ships moving and maintaining the readiness of
the Potomac squadron, then protecting the capital city, as well as US vessels chasing
Confederate raiders across the Atlantic. 437
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Union quartermasters were critical to fueling, feeding, equipping, and
transporting the army and its supplies wherever needed. As Mark Wilson writes,
“quartermasters were the chief managers of the business of war.” 438 Just as the Navy
based its Bureau of Equipment and Recruiting in Philadelphia close to the coal fields,
the Quartermaster’s Department also maintained its headquarters in Philadelphia. On
July 1, 1862, the War Department had less than 1000 tons of coal on hand. Over the
course of the following year, the department purchased 130,820 tons and captured a
further 15,477 tons from Confederates. It consumed 82,779 tons of that coal through
naval operations, supplying US arsenals, loss, and sale between July 1, 1862 and July
1, 1863.439 The following year, the War Department centralized the purchase and
distribution of coal for steam transports in the Philadelphia headquarters under an
assistant quartermaster, Captain A. Boyd. By the end of fiscal year 1864, Captain Boyd
had organized the shipment of 255,376 tons of anthracite coal from Philadelphia to
Union depots and US transport ships at a cost of $8,050,010.440 The coal distributed by
Boyd also made its way to most of the 208 ships chartered by the United States in
1863-1864.441
The Quartermaster’s department purchased and distributed wood as well as
coal, though in much smaller amounts. Wood could be and was foraged by the armies
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in the field, turning fences, forests, and homes into kindling for cooking and cold nights.
As Megan Kate Nelson describes in her book Ruin Nation, “Union and Confederate
soldiers turned forests into ruins.” 442
The armies derived their fuel from their immediate surroundings, whether by their
own labor or by contract purchases from locals, especially if the armies were stationary
long enough to engage in regular commerce. Typically, however, as the Secretary of
War’s 1865 report phrased it, “Troops in the field have supplied themselves with fuel
from the forests in which they have operated.”443
Coal, on the other hand, had to be centrally purchased, transported, and
distributed, requiring the Quartermaster’s officers to adapt methods of acquisition,
storage, and distribution developed for corn, oats, hay, straw, uniforms, and animals, for
the anthracite coal transported by canal, river, and railroad out of the mountains of
eastern Pennsylvania. In four years, the quartermasters at the depot at Washington
alone received over 900 million pounds of coal, approximately 1,620,910 tons, and
distributed back out nearly 878 million pounds.444 And yet, more certainly was
purchased, distributed, and consumed. After 1865, the Pennsylvania anthracite industry
was producing over 12 million tons annually, with production spurred by both wartime
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demand.445 Colonel S.L. Brown wrote to Quartermaster General Meigs in October 30,
1865, this enumeration “does not cover the full consumption, as many contracts,
especially for straw, wood, and coal, call for deliveries ‘as required;’ hence, quantities
purchased under these contracts are not included.”446 Of the corn, oats, hay, straw,
wood, and coal not delivered “as required,” coal accounted for 12.6 percent of all
expenditures, nearly $13.8 million, and almost five times as much as the Washington
depot spent on wood.447 By 1865, still twenty years before it would surpass wood as the
primary fuel source in the United States, coal had already become king in the War
Department.
Ships were a different matter. The department obtained fuel for steamers by
contracts entered into primarily in Pittsburgh and Philadelphia. In the fiscal year ending
July 1, 1865, the War Department spent over $10 million on fuel on 832,452 tons of coal
($8.3 million) and 336,169 cords of wood ($1.6 million).448 Large ocean-going vessels
like the “fleet of powerful propellers, vessels of 900 to 1,100 tons, swift and staunch”
operating off the Carolinas, burned from 12 to 16 tons of coal daily to maintain a speed
of 8 to 10 knots.449
The records of the Quartermaster’s Department on the movement of troops after
the war gives a sense of what was required, in terms of energy, to move an army by
water. In late May 1865, the Army of the Tennessee along with a number of men
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discharged from other units departed Washington after the Grand Review march
through Washington and travelled by the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad to Parkersburg,
West Virginia where they were to board steamers on the Ohio River to complete their
transits to Louisville, St. Louis, Lawrenceburg (Indiana), Camp Denison (Ohio), or
Cincinnati. Over the course of forty days between May 27 and July 6, 1865, 96,796 men
and 9,896 horses made the journey west to Parkersburg and downriver. To reach Ohio,
Missouri, and Indiana by water, the soldiers boarded 92 steamboats (which averaged
17 days of work, at $175 a day) which collectively worked 1,601 days. Each vessel
consumed an average of 200 bushels (approximately six tons) of bituminous coal (likely
purchased at Pittsburgh) daily and together they burned 320,200 bushels or about
9,606 tons of coal.450
In areas where operations required cooperation between the Navy and Army, the
shared demand for anthracite to fuel both troop transports and warships could place the
Army and Navy in conflict, sometimes to such a degree that it threatened tactical
considerations. In January 1865, for example, after the failed first assault on Fort Fisher,
North Carolina, the Confederate fortress protecting the last open Confederate Atlantic
port at Wilmington, General Benjamin Butler seized much of the Navy’s reserve
anthracite stores at Beaufort, North Carolina, to fuel his troop transports home.
Complicating the Army’s requisitioning, confusion in communications between North
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Carolina and the headquarters of the Navy’s Bureau of Equipment, responsible for
acquiring and distributing anthracite to the blockading squadrons, resulted in no
additional coal being sent on to Beaufort. 451 When the news that warships were so low
on coal as to be anchored “on an open coast, with protection only from the northwest
winds, and with a southeast gale blowing at least once a week” reached Philadelphia,
supplies were rushed to Beaufort.452 The Navy also re-seized what the Army had taken,
citing the provision that “necessity knows no law.”453 While the shortage was quickly
remedied and ultimately affected operations only minimally, it meant that coaling the
warships now took place amidst heavy gales, storms the supply ships had to ride out,
with the loss of many anchors and chains and significant damage reported, though no
losses, man or vessel. The second attack on Fort Fisher could commence.

Oil in Abundance, the Mother of Invention
The complex relationship between supply, demand, and technology in the
creation of markets for fossil fuels can be clearly seen in the origins of both the
anthracite and petroleum industries. Before the Civil War, the development of the
anthracite coal industry demonstrated that the relationship between supply and demand
went two ways and that demand did not always emerge first. Christopher Jones argues
that the transition from an organic to a mineral economy did not occur because of
demand for new fuel sources. Instead, Jones posits that the supply created the market.
Of course, inanimate anthracite did not itself construct the market. Philadelphia
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merchants did that, as John Majewski points out. Anthracite, or “stone coal” as it was
known to many in Early Republican Philadelphia, was not altogether unfamiliar but it
was largely unwanted. Anthracite was difficult to ignite and it was not until iron
manufacturers experienced shortages of bituminous coal supplies during the War of
1812 (bituminous being imported from England or transported coastally from Virginia)
and adequate technologies for more easily burning coal (in the form of iron stoves and
grates that improved airflow) did a market for anthracite emerge, though consumers still
required ample demonstrations of proper lighting techniques.454 During the Civil War,
this idea that supply plus innovation created demand found further supporting evidence
with petroleum.
The abundance of petroleum in the early 1860s triggered a boom in petroleumbased products and solutions to health, financial, industrial, and home problems. The
discovery of large quantities of petroleum in Pennsylvania and the development of new
and improving techniques for retrieving it in prodigious amounts propelled chemists,
inventors, and quacks to search for and market new uses for this “rock oil.” A report of
tanners using petroleum to dress leather appeared one week, a promise from an
employee in the Surgeon General’s office that petroleum could be combined with coal
dust debris to produce bricks of fuel that was at the same time cheap, easy to use, and
of a higher quality than anthracite coal. 455 English sailors reportedly burned petroleum in
ships’ boilers--”the oil occupies less space, is cleaner, requires fewer persons to handle
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it, and preserves the iron of ships better than coal.” 456 While English mariners had not
adopted petroleum widely as fuel in the mid-1860s, the description was nevertheless
prescient, since the Royal Navy would, in 50 years, famously and influentially transition
from coal to oil for many of the same reasons.457 Petroleum also transformed the
sensory experience, particularly through sight, for mid-century Americans. In addition to
kerosene and fuel oil, petroleum begot a new range of colors and expanded the
availability of existing synthetic colors through new refining processes. The Humboldt
refinery near Plummer became well-known for the paints it produced, including
“Humboldt blue,” a “bright and fixed cerulean blue, perhaps a shade darker, but still as
brilliant.”458 Another color, “azuline,” a light blue described by Englishwoman’s Domestic
Magazine in December 1861 as then being “the most fashionable colour in silks,”
reminded chemists of indigo for its resistance to fading in bright light. 459 The “famous
and popular color ‘magenta,’” developed first in the late 1850s by French chemist
François-Emmanuel Verguin, could also be derived from petroleum, rendering
exclusive, European, and elite color pallets accessible and affordable to a growing mass
market.
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Americans were introduced to petroleum not only as a material that made those
who found it fabulously wealthy (or appeared to--Edwin Drake died a poor man in 1880
save an annual pension of $1,500 approved by the Pennsylvania legislature in 1873 for
his service, by discovery and successful drilling, to the Commonwealth) but as a
substance that would change their lives, too. 460 Inventions related to petroleum were
marketed as the transformative products and American, or as the makers of Morrill’s
Petroleum Stove (“IT COOKS, WASHES AND IRONS WITHOUT COAL, WOOD, OR
GAS!”) described their product, “One of the Most Brilliant Triumphs of American
Genius.”461 Petroleum fuel meant a better, cleaner, healthier life and for those who
“value[d] their time or money, or the health, comfort, and convenience of themselves,
wives, and families, must eventually buy these stoves” and join in the petroleum
revolution.
According to its promoters, there was little petroleum could not do. An Indiana
newspaper told its rural readers in 1859 that “if we can believe the reports,” petroleum
“will illuminate, lubricate, make candles and cure most
diseases from which humanity suffers. There will be little use
hereafter for the whale, the hog and the grave digger. Let the
world rejoice, and let all pork packers and doctors take
warning.”462
Petroleum, it seemed, was poised to revolutionize life and eradicate death.
Reports appeared in Northern newspapers extolling new discoveries of oil across the
world--Russia, Burma, Persia, “the Island of Samos,” and throughout the country, from
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Colorado and California to Crawford County, Indiana.463 In 1864 Frank Leslie’s Weekly
reported that if petroleum’s supporters were to be believed, “every inch of the country,
from Maine to Louisiana, is to be bored for oil, and in less than a year our rivers will flow
with it, and we shall eat, drink and wear petroleum.”464 German tanners replaced fish oil
with petroleum to dress leather, “with great success.”465 An employee in the surgeon
general’s office announced his discovery that combining petroleum with coal dust
produced a more intense heat and more efficient fuel than anthracite, and at a lower
cost. This hydrocarbon combination would, according to “[c]ompetent judges,” “cause a
material revolution in the prices of coal.” 466 Those who failed “to be warned and prepare
for the revolution that is approaching,” ushered in my petroleum and its multitudinous
uses-- “‘great relief’” from asthma,” “one of the best materials for illuminating purposes,”
“an excellent lubricator,” produces “beautiful white candles,” “cures consumption or
miner diseases” as well as a fuel source, tanner’s aid--would, one paper proclaimed,
“have nobody to blame but themselves.”467 The future would indeed be an age of oil, but
its reality would be more complicated and less satisfying.
If nothing else, Edwin Drake had good timing. The prevalence of petroleum at
time when the common, cheap illuminants rapidly became unavailable helped
accelerate its adoption. Secession cut off Northern customers from turpentine, derived
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from North Carolina pine trees, an important component (along with alcohol) of the
popular and inexpensive lighting fluid camphene, one of the many available but
inadequate lighting liquids that were available and affordable.468 Petroleum’s
appearance as a new, valuable, diversely useful, and abundant product seemed to
some to be providential given the loss of cotton and turpentine. “It seems so strange
that at the very moment when the people were to be deprived” of cheap illuminants, a
writer in Frank Leslie’s Weekly reflected, “that a new material should be discovered in
such abundance and immediately turned to that use” and that “when cotton was lost to
use as a source of national wealth, petroleum should at once spring up to supply that
wealth.”469 J.H.A. Bone, writing in 1865, recalled that the petroleum grew up “when we
were struggling to maintain our existence at enormous cost, when the balance of trade
with Europe was against us, and the shipment of gold were draining the life-blood of our
commerce.”470 Above all, Bone saw petroleum’s greatest value in its ability to slow the
export of specie out of the United States, a contribution to the Union “effected by the
employment of superabundant capital” rendered such by the attempted secession of the
cotton-producing states.

Optimism and the Oil Trade
The popular belief in petroleum as a substance able to solve all problems helped
fuel the unrealistically optimistic outlook for the reconstruction of American foreign trade
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without cotton during the Civil War. In 1860, cotton accounted for 60 percent of all
American merchandise exports worth $192 million, some eight times more than forty
years earlier.471 After the outbreak of the war, cotton exports plummeted. Secession cut
off Northern shipping from the carrying trade of Southern cotton to Europe. In 1860, 3.8
million bales of cotton were exported to Europe; in 1862, the amount was negligible.
British imports of American cotton declined by 96 percent by 1862, and French imports
declined from 600,000 bales in 1860 to barely 4,000 in 1863.472 Furthermore, despite
cotton exports, the United States ran a deficit in terms of the merchandise trade even
before the Civil War, according to economist Robert Lipsey. The significance of this had
been lessened by the fact that “the U.S. merchant fleet earned much more than the U.S.
paid to foreigners for freight shipments”--in other words, American ships dominated the
carrying trade into and out of American ports, but the outbreak of the Civil War ended
these favorable conditions. By the 1880s, according to Lipset, the United States “had
become a net importer of shipping services,” a significant result of the actions of the
Confederate raiders that prowled shipping lanes in the Atlantic Ocean to attack
American-flagged ships throughout the war.473
Oil exports came to be seen as issue of national necessity. With the plummet of
cotton exports, and thus the decline in American access to international specie
payments for such cotton, the United States realized a major loss in trade revenue at
the exact time national spending to put down the rebellion needed to increase. Perhaps
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for this reason President Lincoln appointed as Consul for the United States mission in
Antwerp, Belgium, an oil man from Emlenton, A.W. Crawford. Crawford was former
state legislator and assumed his new role as diplomat and promoter of Pennsylvania oil
with zeal. Upon arriving in Belgium in October 1861, Crawford wrote to the State
Department in Washington that he considered part of his duty in Europe the promotion
of petroleum as an illuminant on the continent: “I deem it part of my duty to intimate that
some of the numerous oil springs of the Allegheny and Kanawha (then part of Virginia)
valleys may profitably let their lights shine in this direction.” 474 Crawford quickly
arranged for a shipment of 40 barrels of oil already refined to the Antwerp firm of
Schmitz & Son.475 Crawford promoted American petroleum as a superior illuminating
liquid, better in clarity, brightness, smoke, and quality of light than the rapeseed oil then
in common use in Europe. By 1862, Crawford’s proselytizing had begun to pay off:
1,500,000 gallons of American petroleum arrived in Antwerp that year. By 1864, an
estimated 25,000,000 gallons with a value of $10,000,000 was being exported to foreign
markets from the United States.476 Many other American consuls across Europe
emulated Crawford’s advocacy on behalf of the petroleum industry, importing kerosene
and lamps at their own expense, performing public demonstrations, and distributing
samples to stimulate the market for American petroleum products and related
technologies.477 When A.J. Stevens arrived in Leghorn, Italy in 1861 to serve as consul,
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he found that few people there had knowledge of what Stevens said was called the
“Yankee invention,” petroleum, an “ article which is destined to give light to the world.” 478
Like Crawford, Stevens brought to his diplomatic station petroleum lamps and samples
of oil to be burned in them to demonstrate the new American export to Italian
merchants. By 1865, Stevens considered his efforts successful and estimated that the
Leghorn petroleum market could be valued at $400,000 annually. 479
By 1863, New York emerged as the leading exporter of petroleum to foreign
ports. In the first fifty days of that year, ships carried over 3,300,000 gallons of
petroleum out of New York; Boston and Philadelphia exported 443,000 and 333,000
gallons, respectively.480 But oil also departed from Baltimore (153,000 gallons) and
Portland, Maine (48,000 gallons), demonstrating the dispersal of American refining
capacity across the Eastern seaboard. For that year, 1863, the industry exported
202,000 barrels of crude oil and 505,000 barrels of refined products, almost all
kerosene, a total of nearly 30 million gallons of petroleum, crude and refined.481 1864
and 1865 saw 777,000 barrels and 746,000 barrels exported, respectively, and the
amount of refined product climbed from 544,000 barrels to 609,000 barrels. In 1866,
fully 84 percent of all exported petroleum was refined, but more importantly, the total
amount exported more than doubled to 1,416,000 barrels of refined, or 59,472,000
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gallons.482 The New York World reported that not only were cities as far away as
Moscow and St. Petersburg “lit with petroleum exported from this country,” but
petroleum was in “great measure taking the place of gold for the purchase of European
goods and settlement of foreign claims.” 483 More than almost all other industries in the
United States, the coal and petroleum industries relied on foreign markets for growth
and exports comprised a considerable share of production in the decades after the war
(more than 50 percent of coal and petroleum output between 1869 and 1879), a trend
that relied on the establishment of foreign markets and demand stimulated, for
petroleum particularly, during the Civil War years.484 Even in their early days, the
mineral economy was a global business.
To many Americans, that business was both lucrative, growing, and in service to
modernity. Petroleum importers in European ports exhausted their supplies quickly and
turned a healthy profit once the knowledge about the quality of petroleum created
demand that exceeded supply.485 The American consul in Paris, John Bigelow, reported
in 1864 that American petroleum imports had decimated the French whale oil business,
which, while small (eight whaling ships operated out of France in 1856 and only one in
1862, according to Bigelow), shared the fate of whaling fleets wherever petroleum
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markets grew.486 While most American trade suffered or stagnated during the war in
many ports according to consular reports, the economic reports from American
diplomats were optimistic about the future of petroleum.487
Moreover, petroleum manifested itself in foreign ports as the beacon of America,
illuminating the world figuratively and literally. In Hamburg, American consul J.H.
Anderson considered American petroleum imports a great service done for the German
people. In 1865 he wrote “[i]n a country where tallow, wax, common oil, and other
substances, used for dispelling the darkness of the long winter evenings and the gloom
of the short winter days of this climate, are so very dear, it is hard to imagine how the
common people got along before petroleum was discovered.” Petroleum, then,
represented Americans’ “last and noblest gift is largely contributing to the enlightenment
of the German public.” 488 In a way, this “gift” accompanied a simultaneous but
uncoordinated Federal effort to convince European audiences of the righteousness of
the Union cause less because of the inherent illegality of secession but because of the
moral clarity that came with supporting “the ideals of human equality and liberty against
those of aristocracy and slavery.”489 Perhaps unintentionally, then, the statement of
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Professor Éduard Laboulaye of the Collége de France in Paris about how “the world is a
solarity, and the cause of American is a cause of Liberty” carried a double meaning. So
long as democracy, the rule of law, and self-governance prevailed in America, he
proclaimed, “liberty will cast her rays over Europe like an illuminating pharos.”490
Petroleum didn’t fuel European perceptions of the Civil War, but by creating new
markets with better illuminants, it helped clarify them.
In addition to advertisers, diplomats, and oil producers, some antislavery writers
also expressed rampant optimism about the potential of petroleum during the Civil War.
They began to characterize petroleum as a potential, inevitable, or even foregone
replacement for cotton as the primary product of American trade. Like Crawford and
other consuls, they conceptualized petroleum as a diplomatic as well as an economic
tool for the war effort and against slavery. The National Anti-Slavery Standard described
petroleum as a Union asset against British merchants who had seized on the American
conflict to capture the carrying trade and against Confederate raiders with whom they
collaborate. In the short term, the Standard argued that petroleum served an important
diplomatic and financial purpose--it was “quite literally the oil we pour upon the troubled
waters of foreign intervention, paying our debts abroad and enriching the national
treasury.” Furthermore, petroleum’s wartime value as a diplomatic tool and export
commodity portended a postwar role in the nation’s economic growth. While “[t]he
inventive genius of the land has been thoroughly taxed by the necessities of war,” it had
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also “produced discoveries which will shine in the coronet of peace.”491 A new American
future might, the Standard suggested, be floated on a sea of oil.
In petroleum, the disparate streams of Republican support--abolitionists and
antislavery advocates, capitalists and industrialists--merged to form a mighty stream of
postwar economic potential. The business of petroleum rewarded those with initiative,
access to capital, and a spirit of invention. Northerners familiar with the rhetoric of free
labor perceived the business of petroleum as ideally suited for a nation no longer held
back by the slave power. With petroleum, individuals could make a fortune with some
hard work and luck. The rapid rise of the petroleum markets and the explosive growth in
the oil regions created a cascade of shortages, meaning teamsters, carpenters, barrel
makers, drillers, boatmen, railroad workers, bankers, and barmen could find wage labor
abundant, lucrative, and a stepping stone to wealth, power, and prestige. The rhetoric of
Republicanism and free labor that seemed an ill-fit to the realities facing coal miners,
factory workers, and urban artisans now seemed tailor-made for the oil business. Here,
a man could begin as a laborer, invest in a well or refinery operation, and make a
fortune.
Some saw mineral exploitation and free labor as the key to reconstruction of
Southern wealth after the end of slavery. An 1864 pamphlet on the “debt and resources
of our country, present and prospective” quoted the editor of the New York Express to
cast the future of the South and the wealth of the nation in terms of free labor and the
mineral economy. On the one hand, editor James Brooks argued that “South Carolina
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would be the wealthiest State in the Union” if only it would “Substitute skilful [sic],
intelligent, interested free labor for unskilled, ignorant, and uninterested slave labor.”492
After the abolition of slavery, the editor continued, the “undeveloped natural resources
of the Southern States” would be available to enrich the South and the nation. Implicit in
Brooks’ calculation that mineral wealth could rebuild the South and the Union with free
labor is the dismissal of former slaves as “unskiled [sic], ignorant, and uninterested.”
Brooks lamentation of slavery, like many anti-slavery Northerners, lay not in opposition
to the subjugation of human beings but the disappointment of underutilized economic
potential (available in free labor systems).
Others, like William E. Dodge, argued that the war was a net positive in
economic terms. Among other “great interests--very great interests--that have received
a stimulus from this war, from which they will never recede,” Dodge highlighted the
“development of our mineral productions” as “evidence of material prosperity.” 493 As
was common with promoters of American mineral wealth, Dodge compared the
country’s resources and strength to that of Britain, noting that the “great underlying
wealth of England, which has given permanency to its wealth, has been its great iron
and coal interests.” The United States, Dodge contended, was just beginning to realize
that resource wealth meant power if labor and capital could be effectively leveraged to
extract it. “The public mind is beginning to realize their value--with a supply entirely
inexhaustible and beyond any country in the world, it only requires capital and skill to
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enable us to compete successfully anywhere.” The Civil War, Dodge proclaimed, “has
given the most wonderful impetus to all the mineral interests of this country.” 494 Not only
was the war good for the mineral economy, but it was evidence of divine preference.
Petroleum was “evidence of God’s Providence as remarkable as any we have noticed,”
Dodge preached, literal “wealth which has suddenly sprung up from the bowels of the
earth where it has apparently been kept for ages to meet the crisis.” 495
For this reason, antislavery writers and Republican orators came to use the rise
of the petroleum industry as evidence of an instrument to ensure the death of King
Cotton and slavery in general. This was not only because of the ways that petroleum
work seemed to embody the ideals of free labor and entrepreneurial republicanism but
also because of its growing potential as an export product. Petroleum and the
technologies that emerged from its rapid and wide exploitation joined the ranks of other
technologies and systems that affected the security and viability of slavery. Some, like
the railroad (for escape) and the telegraph (for reporting escape) were used intentionally
by abolitionists and slaves and slaveholders and slavecatchers, respectively, to attack
or defend slavery by facilitating or inhibiting escape attempts by former slaves.496
Petroleum, however, went a step further than communication and transportation
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technologies, at least in the eyes of abolitionists and anti-slavery supporters. Some felt
that petroleum and the war’s effect on the cotton trade together posed a threat to
cotton’s importance to northern bankers, exporters, and capitalists by presenting a new
venue for investment.
Slaveholders and the system of slavery had displayed resilience in the face of
previous technological changes to survive, thrive, and spread and it is possible that
slavery may have spread to the eventual Southern oil fields, had it survived the Civil
War. The turpentine industry, which provided an important feedstock to the nascent
industrial chemical business, naval stores for export, and illumination (turpentine and
alcohol were combined to make the inexpensive lighting liquid called camphene)
employed slave labor to harvest turpentine in the Carolinas. The history of petroleum in
the twentieth century is in part the story of caste labor--local workers struggled in
dangerous, manual, and poorly compensated work, eastern and southern European
workers served as middle- and low-level management, and American and British
citizens serving as executive managers and engineers.497 Petroleum in America may
have taken a similar course had slavery survived until the prodigious petroleum wells of
Louisiana and Texas were discovered in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century.
But slavery in the American South survived in part from ample and available credit from
the North, credit that, with the rise of the Pennsylvania petroleum industry, could be
dispatched quickly and in conjunction with railroad, port infrastructure enhancement,
and global trade investments. The rise of petroleum did not directly contribute to the
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downfall of slavery, but it did present another option for capital to be invested during the
four years of the Civil War and beyond.
In 1864, the Cleveland Morning Leader, hometown newspaper of the rising
refinery magnate John D. Rockefeller, proclaimed that in just five years the oil business
had “taken position among the leading articles of commerce of the world, “which has
dethroned King Cotton and placed King Petroleum upon his throne as the chief article of
American export to this day.” 498 In fact, this optimism outpaced reality. Exports of
petroleum grew rapidly during the war years but always paled in comparison to the
magnitude and value of pre-war cotton exports. In that final full year before the war,
cotton worth $192 million left American ports destined for foreign looms.499 In the final
year of the war, 1865, American petroleum producers and refiners exported 609,000
barrels of refined oil, worth between just $9,566,172 (if paid for with gold) and
$15,027,075 (if paid for with currency).500 1866 was a better year for refined petroleum
exports--refined worth between $17,889,177 and $25,275,600 (New York prices) left
American ports--but still less than 13 percent (at most) the value of cotton exports in
1860. Cotton’s crown may have slipped, but Petroleum did not seize its throne.
Not everyone shared the optimism of entrepreneurs, railroad executives, oil
merchants, and opponents of slavery about the prospect of petroleum serving as a
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curative for all that ailed the American economy as it approached the war’s end in 1865.
Some, like Edward Everett, expressed disdain for the rosy perception of petroleum as a
solution to slavery, trade deficits, sticky gears, dim rooms, and the whole range of
physical ailments. Everett, the celebrated orator, former Massachusetts governor, and
American diplomat, derided petroleum and its advocates in his final speech before his
death on January 15, 1865. Those who promised petroleum would replace cotton,
Everett argued, were “more frank than wise”--their exaltations of petroleum’s abolitionist
character and role as a cotton substitute represented “a confession that we have
destroyed the cotton crop.”501 Petroleum represented “but a drop compared to the
hundreds of millions of dollars of value in cotton,” Everett lamented, accurately
capturing the wide disparity between cotton exports before the war and petroleum
exports during and even immediately after the war. The real cost of the sectional
conflict, Everett proclaimed, would be the death of American trade, a penalty that would
not be realized fully until the guns fell silent. Then, Everett prophesied, “when ships are
rotting at our wharves, when one ships arrives at our port where twenty used to,” the
economic cost of the war on the United States would be seen and felt. For Everett, the
addition of petroleum and the liberation of slaves--referring to the war as “this free negro
crusade,” the “silliest, stupidest, and most expensive of all, for the purpose of destroying
the basis of [the United States’] commercial supremacy”--could not justify the loss of the
cotton trade. Petroleum had its breathless promoters who promised its potential to cure
any ill, physical or economic, and its pessimistic detractors who, like Everett, were
unable to look beyond the wars destructive effect on engines of national wealth like
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international cotton trade to see any silver lining in emancipation or be ready to interpret
the oily sheen that spilled increasingly often on docks and decks in American ports as
the harbinger of a future foundation of American economic and military prosperity.

Funding the War Effort: Taxing the Petroleum Industry
The cost of preserving the Union led to the introduction of the first income tax in
American history as well as the levying new taxes, tariffs, and licensure fees across the
nation. The 1862 Revenue Bill signed by Abraham Lincoln in July 1 of that year
provided for the creation of an internal revenue commissioner and staff as well as a
range of duties imposed on familiar and new products. The rapid growth of the
petroleum industry and the growing demand for kerosene and other distilled illuminants
provided an opportunity to standardize taxation on a new product before consumers and
producers grew too comfortable with existing prices. The Revenue Bill established a 10
cent duty on every gallon of “coal illuminating oil, refined, produced by the distillation of
coal, asphaltum, shale, peat, petroleum, or rock oil.” 502 Perhaps alluding to the lack of
understanding of the differences between coal oil and petroleum-derived illuminants, the
legislation established a separate duty of eight cents per gallon on “such oil refined and
produced by the distillation of coal exclusively.” Refining petroleum was considerably
easier than producing coal oil--the phrase “squeezing blood from a stone” comes to
mind--but it required a steady and abundant supply, which Drake’s discovery in 1859
provided. The market for coal oil dried up quickly as petroleum-derivative kerosene
flooded onto illuminant markets, likely to the disappointment of a few mine owners. Most
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coal oil refineries, of which by 1859 there were at least eight in New York, six in Boston,
and four large entities in Pittsburgh, transitioned to refining petroleum by 1862. 503 By
1863, upwards of 300 petroleum refineries operated in the United States. 504
The 1862 tax may have seemed more of an inconvenience and even an
insignificant amount to Congress when oil averaged $8.15 a barrel in 1863, but oilmen
likely remembered both the halcyon days of $20 a barrel oil in 1859 and the dark nights
when a barrel of oil brought no more than 52 cents in 1861.505 As the price per barrel
rose to over eight dollars in 1864, the original duty on refined petroleum seemed, for the
moment, to insufficiently draft the value of the petroleum boom into the service of the
Union. But when Congress in 1864 passed a dollar-per-barrel tax on crude oil produced,
the oil regions, which began to see prices fall at the end of 1864, grew concerned about
the ability of the region to continue to profit from its abundant production, since the cost
of land and the constant shortage of supplies increased all prices. Between the ten
cents per gallon on refined (considering 42 gallons in a standard barrel, over $4.20 per
barrel, but that didn’t account for waste, evaporation, and other losses) and a dollar a
barrel on crude, the tax on oil threatened to make up the majority of its market price.

The Strategic Influence of Oil on the Gettysburg Campaign
The breathtaking promises about the fabulous benefits of petroleum were not
born out by success in the military theater nor did taxation of the industry successfully
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fund the war effort in any considerable degree. Oil did, however, have some meaningful,
if indirect, influences over the course of the Civil War. For one, petroleum’s association
with Ulysses S. Grant may have boosted kerosene lamp sales and accelerated adoption
of the new illuminant. Union officers were said to adopt kerosene lamps in their tents
and staff quarters after learning that General Ulysses S. Grant wrote his orders by the
light of such a lamp.506
More concretely, petroleum influenced the direction of the Gettysburg campaign,
limiting the scope of the campaign while not determining its outcome. It did so in part
because of its prevalence, even just a few years after first appearing on markets, crude
and refined, in abundance. It did so, too, because it was flammable and because the
familiar means of dousing a fire--pouring water on it--were insufficient to putting out a
petroleum fire.507 After the Confederate victory at Chancellorsville, Virginia, in early May
1863, Lee moved his army north into Maryland and, by mid-June, Pennsylvania. Before
Confederate forces reached Maryland, however, a detachment of Confederate cavalry
under General William Jones destroyed oil works on the Kanawha River near Burning
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Springs (or Oil Town), West Virginia. Jones’s destruction of an estimated 150,000
barrels of petroleum may have been the first military attack on an oil installation, but
Confederates displayed no appreciation of any strategic or tactical value in the
petroleum stocks. Destruction of federal property was the order of the day, though
Jones and others marveled as the burning oil reached the river “and the whole stream
became a sheet of fire,” a scene Jones described as one “of magnificence that might
well carry joy to every patriotic heart.” 508 However impressive the fires were to Jones—
his estimate of 150,000 barrels of oil destroyed is almost certainly inflated by several
factors—the Kanawha Valley produced a fraction of the petroleum that flowed out of Oil
Creek in Pennsylvania. Any attack on Federal strategic fuel production would have to
strike in Pennsylvania.
Confederate divisions spread across the south-central Pennsylvania counties of
York, Franklin, Adams, and Cumberland, requisitioning worthless Confederate script or
demanding ransom in the form of horses, supplies, fodder, food, and cash. After burning
Congressman and longtime abolitionist and advocate for racial equality Thaddeus
Stevens’s iron forge at Caledonia in Adams County, west of Gettysburg, Jubal Early
took his division some 45 miles east to York and demanded the city fathers hand over
“28,000 pounds of baked bread, 3,500 pounds of sugar, 1,650 pounds of coffee, 32,000
pounds of beef or 21,000 of pork, 2,000 pairs of shoes” and $100,000 cash.509 Despite
receiving just 1,500 pairs of shoes and $28,000, Early left York intact and on June 28,
1863, dispatched troops under the command of John B. Gordon to the Susquehanna
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River town of Wrightsville 12 miles distant “to march thorough and proceed to Columbia
Bridge, and secure it at both ends, if possible.” 510 The covered, two-level Columbia
Bridge stitched across twenty-seven stone piers the eastern and western halves of
Pennsylvania together across the Susquehanna, which sliced through the state from
Maryland to New York. The bridge, which at over one mile and a quarter in length was
the longest covered bridge in North America at the time, carried foot (and a canal towpath), wagon, and railroad traffic from the farms, orchards, factories, and foundries of
south-central Pennsylvania to Harrisburg, Lancaster, Philadelphia and markets beyond
in the eastern half of the state.511
Control of the bridge at Wrightsville would give Confederate forces a range of
options. Early saw the Columbia Bridge as the gateway to attack Harrisburg from the
rear as other Confederate divisions assaulted the capital city from across the river.512
Across the Susquehanna, Early could wage the sort of war against infrastructure that
William Tecumseh Sherman and Phillip Sheridan would carry out against the heart of
the Confederacy in Georgia and South Carolina and Virginia, respectively, in 1864. “I
had determined,” Early later wrote,
“if I could get possession of the Columbia Bridge, to cross
my division over the Susquehanna, and cut the Philadelphia
Central Railroad, march upon Lancaster, lay that town under
contribution, and then attach Harrisburg in the rear while it should
be attacked in front by the rest of the corps, relying, in the worst
contingency that might happen, upon being able to mount my
division from the immense number of horses that had been run
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across the river, and then move to the west, destroying railroads
and canals.”513
Such an attack would also threaten Camp Curtin, the largest federal camp in the
Civil War where 300,000 newly enlisted Union soldiers mustered into the army. An
attack on Harrisburg would also disrupt or destroy much of the North’s east-west
railroad transportation, since Harrisburg was the site of one of the Pennsylvania
Railroad’s main depots, and also squeeze Maryland, since Baltimore (and thus
Washington) relied on the Penn Central and Northern Central Railroads that reached
south from Harrisburg (the former on the eastern side of the Susquehanna and the latter
on the western) for consistent connection to the West since the Baltimore & Ohio
Railroad had been subject to frequent disruption by Confederate raids.
From the eastern bank of the Susquehanna, Confederates could not only
threaten Harrisburg but Philadelphia as well. Gordon imagined as much while looking
east across the river toward Lancaster from the heights above Wrightsville on the
western shore. If Confederate control of the Columbia Bridge, Gordon thought, the flat
farmland of Lancaster County would allow Confederate columns to “pass rapidly
through Lancaster in the direction of Philadelphia.”514 Not only did control of the bridge
mean access to Philadelphia, Confederate access to Lancaster County meant southern
soldiers potentially could capture the rich agricultural bounty of the farms there as well
as the food and livestock hurried across the bridge by refugees and farmers fleeing the
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Confederate advance into south central Pennsylvania on the western bank of the
Susquehanna.515
Secretary of War Edwin Stanton was sufficiently concerned about the possibility
of an advance on Philadelphia that he wrote to Major General Napoleon Jackson
Tecumseh Dana, commander of the emergency troops in Philadelphia, to remind him
that it was “very important that machinery for manufacturing arms should not fall into the
hands of the enemy.”516 “In case of imminent danger to the works of Alfred Jenks &
Son,” which, Stanton reminded, was a major arms manufacturer for the government,
Dana was hereby “authorized and directed to impress steam tugs, barges, or any
description of vessel to remove the gun-manufacturing machines beyond the reach of
the enemy.” A Confederate crossing of the Susquehanna could initiate such an
evacuation and thereby impede the government’s ability to obtain guns and other war
material produced in Philadelphia, not to mention the anthracite coal that transited
Philadelphia wharves on its way from the Pennsylvania coal fields to US navy warships,
transports, and foundries. Stanton’s predecessor and Pennsylvanian Simon Cameron,
whose estate in Mount Joy lay just six miles from the Columbia Bridge, wrote to Lincoln
bearing a similar warning about what potential disaster could befall the Union if
Confederates crossed the Susquehanna. Writing on June 29, 1863, Cameron warned
that unless the Union Army of the Potomac under Major General George Meade
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attacked within 48 hours, “Lee will cross the Susquehanna River,” an act that would “put
our armies on the defensive of that line,” a condition with consequences Cameron
presumed Lincoln clearly understood: “you will readily comprehend the disastrous
results that must follow to the country.” 517 Perhaps providentially but certainly
coincidentally, by the end of Cameron’s 48 hours deadline advanced elements of the
Army of the Potomac and the Army of Northern Virginia were engaged at Gettysburg.
As Gordon’s troops approached Wrightsville, the few Union forces defending the
bridge amounted to a cobbled-together assortment of Pennsylvania Emergency Militia
soldiers, volunteers from the York military hospital, some Maryland militia, and a group
free black volunteers.518 Colonel Frick, the commanding officer defending the crossing,
received orders from the headquarters of the Department of the Susquehanna
(responsible for the military administration of the central part of the state) to make sure
to “have sufficient combustible materials taken over to the west end of the public
bridge”--to Wrightsville--to be “placed, under the direction of General Smith, in such
places that the bridge, if necessary, can be fired at a moment’s notice.” The Assistant
Adjutant-General behind the orders, Major John Schultze, advised that “[c]ombustible
materials of any kind can be used” but that “[t]urpentine, tar, shavings, &c. would be the
best.”519 Carpenters were then already at work weakening one of the spans of the
bridge so as to hasten its destruction if necessary, removing key beams from the fourth
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westernmost span (each span was approximately 200 feet long) and loading gunpowder
into the remaining timbers to be detonated at the last moment. 520 At 7:30 PM on June
28, as the last Union forces defending Wrightsville were captured or had retreated back
across to the bridge to Columbia, Colonel Frick of the 27th Pennsylvania Emergency
Militia ordered the detonation of the fourth span. “Every charge was perfect and
effective,” Robert Crane, a Columbia railroad official and organizer of the carpenters,
later reported, yet the bridge span failed to collapse.521 Under fire from Confederate
cannon, Frick ordered the entire bridge burned, feeling “it to be my duty, in order to
prevent the enemy from crossing the river and marching on to Harrisburg in the rear,
destroying on his route, railroads, and bridges, to order the bridge to be set on fire.” 522
To preserve the infrastructure necessary for the Union to supply soldiers with food and
fodder, to fuel ships and transports with coal, and to shuttle troops to the battlefield,
Frick determined the bridge must be destroyed. The light from the flames licking the
longest covered bridge in North America could be seen as far away as Harrisburg, 29
miles north.523
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Gordon later wrote that Union forces had set fire to the bridge at its midpoint with
“the most inflammable materials.” 524 While the Union defenders had prepared the fourth
span for destruction with explosives and by sawing some and removing other beams,
Frick and Crane had also arranged for barrels of oil and kerosene to be stationed on the
bridge.525 When the explosives failed to collapse the span, volunteers on the bridge
emptied the barrels of crude oil and kerosene onto bridge timbers and piles of removed
beams, at one point returning to Columbia to obtain more from local shops.526 After the
war, one of the last Union soldiers to retreat from Wrightsville remembered entering the
bridge just ahead of advanced Confederate units and finding the structure “was already
saturated with oil and combustible matter.” 527 Some Confederates entered the western
entrance to the bridge just as the fire began, but they were unable to contain the spread
of the flames as they spread beyond the fourth span to engulf the entire mile and a
quarter long, forty-foot high structure. By one o’clock in the morning of June 29, only the
twenty-seven stone pillars of the Columbia Bridge remained. The kerosene and crude
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oil accelerated the bridge’s destruction, prevented its capture by Confederate forces,
and thereby establishing the Susquehanna River as the hard eastern boundary of
Confederate military movements during the Gettysburg Campaign.
The capture by Confederates of the Columbia bridge that crossed the
Susquehanna at Wrightsville would not have meant with any certainty a Confederate
attack on Philadelphia, as some Northerners predicted. By the 28th of June, Robert E.
Lee had begun concentrating his forces then scattered across south central
Pennsylvania to face the Union Army of the Potomac rapidly advancing into
Pennsylvania from Maryland. But had Confederate forces seized the bridge and access
to eastern Pennsylvania, the mere possibility may have influenced the disposition of
Union forces before the Battle of Gettysburg began on July 1, 1863. Philadelphia
businessmen from the city’s Board of Trade with connections to the War Department
had been demanding additional troops and cannon (specifically) be deployed to protect
the city from Confederate attack.528 The flood of refugees from west and east of the
Susquehanna certainly brought the reality of war home and made the possibility of
invasion palpable.529 We cannot say with any certainty whether General George Meade
would have dispatched any elements of the Army of the Potomac to protect Harrisburg
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or Philadelphia, as Grant would do in the summer of 1864, sending two divisions of
veteran soldiers from the trenches of Petersburg outside Richmond by steamboat to
protect Washington from Confederate General Jubal Early’s attack on the capital city,
which culminated in the Battle of Fort Stevens (the only battle to occur within
Washington, D.C. during the war). But the survival of the Columbia Bridge in
Confederate hands after June 28, 1863 would have inserted a significant degree of
uncertainty into the events that followed. And the bridge’s defenders succeeded in
destroying it by covering it with and igniting flammable liquids including crude oil and
kerosene. Such fires are not easily doused by water, so any attempts by Confederates
to extinguish the flames once ignited would have proved futile. Petroleum did not
determine the outcome of the invasion of Pennsylvania in the summer of 1863, but it
helped limit the range of possible scenarios by establishing the eastern boundary of the
Confederate theater of operations.

Energy and Equality
While energy production, consumption, and control did not determine the
outcome of the Civil War, the growing importance and new realization of how critical
energy considerations would be in future conflicts of mass production and mass politics,
helped reshape class, race, and spatial relations. The energy demands of the Civil War
illuminated the intersection of class and race when laborious work long considered “low”
was designated to black sailors and soldiers. According to Megan Kate Nelson, starting
in 1863 the Union army habitually sent African American soldiers into pioneer units,
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tasked with cutting wood for fuel or the construction of roads. 530 William Tecumseh
Sherman called for these units to be “composed if possible of negroes” and often
directed slaves fleeing plantations in the army’s path into pioneer regiments.531 African
American soldiers detailed to such units, permanently or temporarily (some soldiers
returned from battle and were sent into the woods, ordered to drop the rifle and pick up
the axe) protested what Nelson calls an “organizational and segregationist tactic.”
Confederates practiced similar segregation in the production of energy in the field.
Slaves filled out Confederate pioneer corps and as Nelson writes “much of the
discussion regarding the recruitment of black soldiers into the Confederate Army in the
winter of 1864-1865 included arguments for their use as pioneers.”532
Energy labor may also have also been segregated in naval service, as many
black sailors served in the engineering division on ironclads, maintaining the steam
boilers and heaving coal.533 According to Steven J. Ramold, the transition to steam
power which accelerated during the Civil War as the Union retired sailing ships and
moved towards an ironclad navy also resulted in a “de-skilling” of the navy. Ironclads
required fewer men with sailing expertise but more men able to perform unskilled labor
like heaving coal. Six of every seven African American sailors in the Union navy served
in the unskilled ranks which included coal heavers (along with landsman, the most
common sailors’ rank, and boy, the lowest rank).534 The increase in steam power in the
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Union navy during the war coincided with an increase in the percentage of African
American sailors in the engineering divisions, from less than one percent in 1861 to
over eight percent by the war’s end.535 Ramold contends that this may have been
because black sailors were more likely to have experience tending the boilers of a
steam engine, since “African Americans were frequently engineers and firemen on the
Ohio and Mississippi Rivers.”536 South of Louisville, rented slaves comprised the
majority in the ranks of firemen; elsewhere, men from the lower ranks of society--free
blacks, Irish immigrants, and poor white laborers, toiled in the boiler rooms of the
steamships of American rivers.537
Whether black or white, coal heavers loading and unloading coal aboard boats
and ships and firemen filling and stoking the boilers on naval vessels were considered
separate from officers, of course, but also the skilled seamen and unskilled landsmen
and “boys,” the lowest rank aboard a ship.538 Until 1864, coal heavers and firemen were
ineligible for the same form of honorable discharge available to all other sailors outside
the officer class. An act of Congress signed by President Lincoln on June 7, 1864, at
last made coal heavers and firemen equal to other sailors by making them eligible for
honorable discharges. This served to recognize those who performed the most
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physically demanding work in the coal-fired Navy as veterans equal to any who loaded
a cannon, fired a rifle, or maneuvered a ship under enemy fire. 539

Conclusion
In considering the implications of fossil fuels on the geographic scope of the Civil
War, it is somewhat ironic to realize that the lens of energy and the focus on fossil fuels
actually expands the distance between modernity and the Civil War. Mid-nineteenth
century attitudes towards fuel were aggressively not modern yet because they
overlooked the strategic importance of fossil fuels and simultaneously were unrealistic
about how fossil fuels would transform diplomacy, economics, medicine, and war (and
how soon). Confederate armies did not consider Union energy infrastructure-northeastern Pennsylvania mines and the railroads that carried the anthracite coal out
of the mountains and into the ships that manned the blockade--a strategic target, opting
instead for aiming for the organic bounties in Northern farming communities in the fall of
1862 (Antietam) and the summer of 1863 (Gettysburg). Americans, particularly those in
the North, displayed their pre-modernity by regarding unrealistically fossil fuels as
solutions to all problems, be they related to health, diplomacy, or the continued
existence of slavery. In drawing attention to how fossil fuel use, availability, and--in the
case of the Columbia Bridge--flammability helped constrain the geographic scope of the
American Civil War, we remember how far the 1860s are from us.
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Chapter 5

The Case of Mr. Culver: Oil, Banking, and Financial Failure in the Civil War Era
“The history of Mr. Culver in his connection with this region for the
last six years, of his unparalleled success and of his failure, is the history
of the rise, decline, and fall of the empire of Petroleum.”
New York Tribune, February 21, 1867540
The Civil War catalyzed change and activated contingency in the petroleum
business through federal attempts to stabilize the national banking industry. The career
of oil banker and Congressman Charles Vernon Culver in the 1860s illustrates the
interconnected fates of banking and the petroleum in the industrial economy. In the
capital-intensive petroleum industry, a banker who could connect distant investors and
out-of-state capital flows could be a powerful ally.
What happened with Culver’s banks reveals the influence of the Civil War as a
financial crisis. Wartime banking legislation disrupted but quickly stabilized the banking
system at a critical moment in the government’s struggle for survival. Culver’s rapid rise
and precipitous fall also illuminate the tensions between provincial economic, social,
and political interests and national ones. 541 Culver’s business, politics, and social
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networks placed him on the outside of the pre-industrial familial social networks still
economically and politically powerful in the oil regions through the 1860s. That the
charges against him were brought by men whose power in the region stemmed from
their longevity at the upper echelons of pre-petroleum merchant and political circles
emphasizes how the rapid rise in economic importance of petroleum perpetuated the
disruption of the market revolution that began decades earlier. 542 Petroleum brought the
forces of industrial capitalism into northwestern Pennsylvania in the form of thousands
of young upstarts like Culver who lacked the familial and social ties to power but
brought with them that which the region and the petroleum industry desperately
needed: access to capital and credit.

The Spring Fall
The last week of March 1866, Easter week, began quietly for most
Pennsylvanians, the calm welcomed given the turmoil of the previous year. Eleven
months had passed since the Army of Northern Virginia surrendered at Appomattox
Court House and since John Wilkes Booth assassinated President Abraham Lincoln on
Good Friday, April 14, 1865. Closer to home, just over a year had passed since a
historic deluge devastated western Pennsylvania on St. Patrick’s Day 1865. The flood
caused an estimated $10 million in damage to buildings, infrastructure, and agriculture
across Pennsylvania.543 On the Susquehanna River, which bisects Pennsylvania from
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Maryland to New York, every bridge north of the capital of Harrisburg had been shifted,
submerged, or destroyed entirely. The southern half of that city was underwater as was
half of Danville, some 60 miles upriver. Floodwaters extinguished furnaces in Lancaster
County and carried away millions of feet of lumber normally stored in Marietta on the
Susquehanna.544 The Pennsylvania Canal was “obliterated.” 545
In Franklin, one of the major centers of the oil trade in northwestern
Pennsylvania, the Oil City bridge and the French Creek bridge were washed down the
Allegheny river along with thirty horses, several houses, and many oil “tanks and
barrels, full and empty.”546 Up the Allegheny above Oil City and the mouth of Oil Creek,
losses were estimated at $2 million. John Wilkes Booth himself claimed to a
Washington reporter to have lost $6000 in petroleum investments in the flood.547
Millions of dollars invested in the great speculation boom of 1864 and 1865--between
September 1864 and February 1865 over 400 new oil companies had been organized-were lost as the wild waters pulled iron, wood, and oil downstream, ruining the
commodities and construction materials as they adulterated the waterways of the
Commonwealth.548 The destruction had almost certainly been exacerbated by the rapid
reduction of the state’s forestlands and the industrialization of its waterways which had
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reduced the land’s natural ability to absorb rainwater. Before oil, northern Pennsylvania
was timber country, and any surviving trees were quickly cut down to build derricks for
drilling, houses for workers, and fuel for the steam engines that drove the drill bits.
The flood ushered in a bad year for oilmen. Prices dropped throughout 1865 as
high-producing wells came in around the boomtown of Pithole, increasing available
supply faster than consumption could increase. In May 1865 Congress had imposed a
$1 per barrel tax on crude oil produced, which combined with overproduction and the
lost investment from the St. Patrick’s Day flood depressed the industry. All of this hurt
producers, teamsters carrying the oil from wellhead to railhead, and shippers
connecting oil supplies with refinery capacity but stood to benefit those, like the refiner
John D. Rockefeller of Cleveland, with capital, patience, and storage capacity to wait for
improved conditions.549 “[T]hese low prices are no new thing to oil men,” oilman Charles
H. Raymond boasted to his father. “A year or so will make oil property and oil wells
good property. The consumption must increase and the price will go up.” 550
As tumultuous as 1865 had been, it seemed like 1866 could only bring
improvement. The region’s new congressman, Charles Vernon Culver, in particular
gave reason to hope. His mandate began and ended with the elimination of the barrel
tax. In the five years since he had arrived in northwestern Pennsylvania from his native
Ohio, Culver had become the most influential and important banker in the petroleum
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business and one of the biggest bankers in the country. He began as a private banker,
operating several discount and deposit offices in Franklin, Titusville, and Oil City, the
centers of the oil business, before buying failing state banks and organizing new ones
under free banking laws to issue bank notes and furnish the liquidity and credit the
growing industry needed. In 1864, he helped form several nationally chartered banks in
the oil regions and in New York City, and by 1866 was the head of the largest private
bank in the country, Culver, Penn & Company headquartered in New York City and the
hub into which all his spokes ran.551
Culver possessed vision and drive, perhaps nowhere more evident than in his
plans for the town of Reno. Situated on the banks of the Allegheny River triangularly
located between Franklin, Oil City, and Titusville, towns that existed before and boomed
during the early years of the age of oil, Reno was to be an orderly, organized, civilized
center of the petroleum industry. Since Edwin Drake successfully drilled the first well in
August 1859, northwestern Pennsylvania attracted great numbers of men eager to
make easy fortunes. As is common with mineral boom economies--from gold rush in
1849 in California to Spindletop in Texas in the early 1900s to the Bakken Shale in
North Dakota in the 2010s, vice in oil country had grown faster than police forces. 552
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With Reno, Culver would provide “the comforts of life, decent habitations, good
drainage, schools, &c.” so that oil men would “bring their families here.” 553 In other
words, Culver would build a “petrolia utopia,” an oasis of social stability and cleanliness
apart from the boom and bust economic cycles and chaotic construction and danger of
drilling sites, a civilized town as compared to the debauchery of the man camps and
profane places like Pithole.554 The first town lots were offered for sale in Pithole in May,
1865 and by June 1868 the few remaining residents moved away en masse. At its peak
in September 1865, Pithole hosted 15,000 inhabitants served by a firehouse, opera
house, waterworks, newspaper, two churches, and as many saloons as there were all
other establishments combined. Although it boasted these accoutrements of a
traditional community, Pithole, Brian Black writes, “compares most easily to
factoryscapes where each person and business relies entirely on the creation of a
single product.”555 Without petroleum, Pithole literally ceased to exist.
But by Good Friday 1866, a flood of bad news every bit as costly as the
floodwaters of the previous year streamed out of New York and onto the pages of
American newspapers. Both small, local Pennsylvania weeklies and esteemed national
dailies carried news of the sudden and surprising collapse of the banking house of
Culver, Penn & Company of New York earlier that week. For the oil regions, the demise
of Charles Vernon Culver’s banking empire meant that 1866, not 1865, would be
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remembered as the Annus Horribilis. Culver, Penn & Company brought down several of
Culver’s state banks with it, triggered statewide currency panics, and lost fortunes for
many of his investors and depositors. Reno was lost. Culver’s creditors brought charges
of fraud, trover (a common law action that seeks damages related to the unlawful taking
of private property), and embezzlement against him, accused the state auditor general
of being a co-conspirator, and drove Culver to seek respite in a prison cell he would
share with his wife for six months. “[T]hat seemed to be the only way he could escape
the relentless persecution waged” against him, lamented a sympathetic writer in The
Meadville Republican.
But unlike the Panics of 1857 and 1873, triggered by the financial collapses of
the Ohio Life Insurance and Trust Company and of the private banking house of
financier Jay Cooke, respectively, the failure of Culver, Penn & Company did not trigger
a national panic. This was despite Culver being in 1866 the largest private bank in the
United States and regardless of that fact that its founder had established two state
banks in Pennsylvania, purchased the charters of several others, and had a hand in the
creation of six national banks.556 Banking regulations recently implemented in
Pennsylvania and the new national banking network helped to insulate the broader
financial system from the shockwaves of Culver’s failure. In February 1867 the New
York Tribune argued that the career of Charles Vernon Culver “ is the history of the rise,
decline, and fall of the empire of Petroleum,” but the fall of the house of Culver was not
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the fall of petroleum.557 Culver’s banking collapse didn’t mark an end so much as it
marked a beginning in that it illustrated the ways in which the industrial economy would
be marked by disruption during its century of dominance.
Culver’s failure did not, despite the New York Tribune’s eulogistic summary (in
the epigraph of this chapter), lead to the “fall of the empire of Petroleum.” 558 It was,
however, a disruption indicative of the ways in which the fledgling industrial economy
reliant on fossil fuels--for energy in production, transportation, and to facilitate
consumption--then just beginning would be marked by disruption during its 100 year
lifespan. Industrial capitalism would produce many Culvers and oversee their collapses
without experiencing the demise of the economic order itself because of their failures.
Rather, those failures would become, in some ways, characteristic of an industrial
capitalism that raced from boom to crash and back again until the near-simultaneous
starts of the rise of the New Deal democratic-capitalistic regulatory state and
deindustrialization.559
It should be also noted that historians’ understanding of the financial revolution
that occurred in the wake of the Civil War is incomplete in no small part because the
banking records are murky, tedious, implacably opaque, often contradictory. This,
however, gives a perfect picture of banking itself in the mid-nineteenth century, because
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banking was all of those things, the product of nascent state and federal regulations that
overlapped, clashed, were poorly understood, and subject to inadequate oversight.

Culver Remembered
Writers have differed in their interpretations of Culver’s character, responsibility
for the financial turmoil in the oil regions between 1866 and 1867, and the legitimacy
and soundness of his businesses. Despite Culver’s acquittal on all charges, some
historians of the oil regions remembered him as derisively and blamed him as the
source of much financial suffering. Herbert Bell wrote in his 1890 history of Venango
County that Culver left a “stench in the nostrils of the people” that still lingered.”560 In her
1959 work The Great Oildorado, Franklin native Hildegarde Dolson titled her chapter on
Culver “The man who sold the moon.” “To call Charles Vernon Culver a crook would be
as wrong as calling the Egyptian kings who built the pyramids a bunch of slavedrivers,”
she opined.561 Both Culver and the Pharaohs, Dolson proceeded, possessed “the real
sincerity of a megalomaniac” and referred to Culver derisively as “the Financial Wizard,”
“superman Culver” whose plans for improving the oil regions and constructing a new
center of the petroleum business in his planned town of Reno were “so simple as to be
laughable.”562
In their 1959 work The American Petroleum Industry, Harold F. Williamson and
Arnold R. Daum claimed that when Culver’s financial failure in March 1866 caused the
entire petroleum industry to tumble. The closure of Culver’s banks prompted “a total
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collapse of the speculative market” that soon “brought about a wholesale collapse of the
majority of new oil companies,” caused the “sharp decline in the total daily output of
crude, and led to the abandonment of 8,000 oil wells” as well as a steep rise in regional
unemployment.563 Brian Black, in his book Petrolia about the oil regions, describes
Culver’s ambitious rise and precipitous fall, moving from “a hero of the region to one of
its most accursed villains” in a few short days, remembered thereon after as “one of the
most infamous scourges of the oil regions.” 564
Some writers have sought to convey Culver as man less in control than one
subject to the unrelenting whirls of economic change and the unforgiving pull of
industrial capitalism. They portray the oil regions and the petroleum economy as more
complex and the causes and effects of Culver’s downfall more complicated than simply
resulting from speculation, greed, and one man’s “megalomania.” Culver may have
been a victim of circumstances and bad timing, not a mediocre mastermind of
malfeasances. Williamson and Daum fault Culver completely even though, according to
the timeline proffered by oil historian Paul H. Giddens in 1938, the collapse of oil prices
preceded the failure of Culver, Penn & Company, though to be certain “the severity of
the depression was intensified by the announcement of the failure of the banking house
of Culver, Penn and Company of New York.” 565 Culver’s difficulties stemmed less from
bad banking than “heavy speculative activity in building the town of Reno and the Reno
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& Pithole Railroad.” 566 Writing in 1972, William Darrah, described Culver during the late
spring of 1866 after his banks had closed, some permanently, as being “[D]iscredited
and under a cloud of suspicion...in a most embarrassing position.” 567 He was, after all,
not just a banker but a Congressman, the man tasked with representing the interests of
the petroleum industry in Washington. Ultimately, however, the Culver situation was
more smoke than fire according to Darrah who notes that by August 1866 the Culver,
Penn bank reported assets $650,000 in excess of its liabilities. Some of Culver’s
dreams were dashed, but he was “able to salvage a small part of his business.” 568
The significance of Culver’s failure was complex and always more than simply a
financial and political scandal. Culver’s situation revealed the tension felt across the
country as local business customs, relationships, and social, commercial, and familiallybased power dynamics came under pressure from federal laws and national markets,
which, with petroleum as a critical resource, were now the norm rather than the
exception. The Market Revolution that began earlier in the century continued to reshape
commercial relationships and cultural practices into the 1860s as industrial capitalism, in
no small part on the back of the mineral economy. This rapid rise of a mineral economy
fueling industrial capitalism joined with the disruptive economic and political forces of
the Civil War to expose how different the new financial future of the country would be
from its past. New challenges of currency, of bank officer regulation, and of resource
and infrastructure valuation became clear by the time Culver was acquitted in 1867,
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though the magnitude of the problem remained inadequately addressed by state and
federal oversight bodies through subsequent financial shocks. Culver’s name may have
faded from the memories of all but those in the oil region, but his financial empire laid
bare the risks to the public writ large if investment banking went unregulated and if bank
operators were not restricted from using the deposits of customers for speculative
ventures. While Culver does not appear guilty of this, the lack of explicit laws prohibiting
behaviors in a speculative environment generated, upon his failure, fears that he had
used deposits for unwise investments. In 1866, Culver’s crisis made clear the need for
national legislation to separate deposit and investment banking.569

Charles Vernon Culver of Ohio
Charles Vernon Culver was born in 1831 in Ohio to Reuben and Hannah Culver.
Reuben was a prosperous physician in Logan, Ohio some fifty miles outside of
Columbus. By age 19, in 1850, his oldest son Charles had completed college
preparatory studies at Ohio Wesleyan University (nearly 80 miles away from his parents
homestead) and returned to Logan to enter banking, working as a teller. 570 A year later,
Culver could be found in Columbus publishing The Maine Law Advocate, a short-lived
weekly newspaper devoted to advancing the temperance laws in Ohio modeled after
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the 1851 Maine statute that banned the sale of alcohol, the first of its kind and a
statutory pioneer in the temperance movement (Ohio did pass a prohibition law in
1854).571 In 1855, Culver married Mary E. Austin whose father, James Austin, come to
Ohio from North Carolina as Methodist Episcopal pastor.572 Mary and Charles lived in
Logan with Mary’s mother Ruth in 1860, when Charles had already amassed $6000 in
property while working at the Citizens’ Bank, also in Logan.573 Some of that wealth may
have come from Culver’s control over thousands of acres of land in Iowa and Missouri
distributed by the government under an 1850 act of Congress as “bounty land” to
veterans and widows of veterans as compensation for their service. In 1858 and 1859,
aged veterans and their survivors transferred military warrants covering thousands of
acres over to Culver: 40 acres in Iowa from Elisah Benedict in 1858; 120 acres in
Missouri from Nathan Dalton in 1859; 800 acres in Missouri from Hannah Cullison,
widow of Thomas Cullison in 1859, to list just a few. 574
How Culver converted these land acquisitions is unclear, but by 1861, he and
Mary had moved from Ohio to Franklin, Pennsylvania, one of the centers of the oil
industry that had grown rapidly since Drake’s drilling success in August 1859. Culver
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reportedly had made a small fortune in early 1861 as a part-owner of some producing
wells on the Clapp Farm in Venango County before emigrating east.575 Rather than
investing in additional wells and drilling companies, Culver combined his experience
and financial success to address a critical shortage in the region: capital. The study of
petroleum is, or should be recognized as, the study of the movement and finding of
capital. Since Drake’s first well, petroleum production has increased--and declined-- in
concert with the availability of capital. Bethany McLean argues that the recent shale
booms in North Dakota, Pennsylvania, Oklahoma, and Texas, their declines, and their
subsequent comebacks can be explained by one thing: “[t]he availability of capital.” The
only statistic more impressive than the recent rise in American fossil fuel production in
the last 10 years is the amount of debt accumulated by drilling companies. Writes
McLean, “[i]n 2017, U.S. frackers raised $60 billion in debt, up almost 30 percent since
2016.”576
For the oil regions to develop the infrastructure to drill and to pay teamsters to
transport petroleum before sale; for refineries to be converted (from coal oil, an
increasingly common illuminant and alternative to whale oil in the 1850s) or constructed
to turn crude oil into kerosene for lighting, paint, and chemical stocks and industrial
lubricants; for the wells themselves to purchase the coal and wood necessary to power
their steam engines that pounded the drill bits into the subterranean oil fields and drove
the pumps that kept the oil flowing, the region needed capital and it needed banks.
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Culver initially operated as a private banker with offices “of discount and deposit”
in Franklin, Titusville, and Oil City and offered his services to the drillers who descended
from the well heads on Oil Creek to buy supplies, deposit profits, and invest in new
endeavors as well as the oil brokers who purchased for refineries and storage locally
and in New York, Boston, Pittsburgh, and Philadelphia, then all home to significant
refining operations.577 In 1854, there were 269 private bankers in the United States
compared to 1200 state banks, indicating that incorporation and free banking laws were
generally sufficient to supply money and accept deposits in most areas. The quality of
such banks varied greatly and the rigor of their oversight by state governments was
inconsistent at best.
In May 1861 Culver purchased the state charter for the Bank of Crawford County,
an institution then with a bad reputation and heavily discounted bank notes. Culver
redeemed the bank’s old notes and restored its reputation so that by 1864, newspapers
glowingly highlighted its reputation as “one of the most reliable banks in the State.” 578 In
October 1861 Culver established the Venango Bank in Franklin followed soon after by
the Petroleum Bank in Titusville, all the while continuing his private banking
operations.579
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Being new to a region sparsely populated since white colonization began in the
late 18th century and controlled politically and commercially by a few prominent
merchant families, Culver established the reputation of his new banks and himself by
recruiting prominent men as officers for his banks. The placement of prominent men of
well-known and well-respected reputations in positions of apparent authority in business
was commonplace in the nineteenth century. At the dawn of the nineteenth century and
on the cusp of the market revolution in the United States, trust was currency. The rise of
long-distance and impersonal business transactions and the expansion of paper
currency to facilitate those transactions, some of which were one-off, others based on
market prices that fluctuate season-to-season and year-to-year challenged farmers and
artisans to move beyond the business of transacting with well-known associates, fellow
townspeople, and kin.580 Trust became synonymous with reputation, and fame came to
be a replacement for trust. Men of prominence associated with a firm or business
became understood as one of the “general trappings of commercial success, rather
than the specific markers of well-regarded firms.”581 Fame did not bring fortune, but it
did signal, sometimes falsely, trustworthiness. For legitimate businesses and frauders,
then, “[t]he hope, often realized, was that potential investors would view these
celebrities participation as endorsements of legitimacy and credibility.” 582
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To bolster his professional reputation as a successful banker in the oil regions,
Culver surrounded himself with men from old families, from politics, and from successful
endeavors. The officers of the Venango Bank in Franklin provide a cross-section of
Culver’s local connections. Culver would later write that “being yet a comparative
stranger” to Franklin, he “was induced, through representation of a friend of his, to
tender to Mr. Kinnear the presidency” of the Venango Bank.583 Francis D. Kinnear, forty
years old in 1861, descended from the founding white settlers of Venango County. In
1819, two years before Francis’s birth, his father, William Kinnear, purchased “from
Indiana chief, Cornplanter, of the Seneca nation” 200 acres at the mouth of the Oil
Creek that would later become Oil City.584 A lawyer by training and future law partner of
one James S. Myers, Francis served on the Franklin borough council, sitting with
Thomas Hoge in 1860.585
Myers and Hoge were also recruited to be officers of the Venango Bank by
Culver in 1861, with Hoge serving as vice president. Together, Kinnear, Myers, and
Hoge helped Culver select other men for the bank’s board of directors, though those
“three were the majority and held the legal control,” as Culver would later point out. 586
While a lawyer like Kinnear, Myers had much humbler roots. The youngest of thirteen
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children, he arrived in Franklin at age 15 having been indentured by his parents to a
tailor.587 Myers rose to success in that profession and as a businessman with a growing
family, Myers decided to study law. In 1850, became law partners with F.D. Kinnear.
Despite residing in a heavily Democratic district, Myers ran for Congress as a
Republican in 1856 and who, despite losing, was remembered as having established
that party’s mantle in what would become the oil region.
Although Thomas Hoge was the vice president of the Venango Bank under
Kinnear, after the failure of Culver, Penn & Company, Hoge would receive the majority
of Culver’s ire. Like many prominent political Pennsylvanians in the mid-nineteenth
century, Thomas Hoge started in the iron business and ran successfully and sold a
series of furnaces in the early 1830s.588 He was appointed postmaster of Clintonville,
Venango County, on December 28, 1851 during Millard Fillmore’s Whig administration
and in 1854 the voters of Venango, Mercer, and Warren Counties elected Hoge to the
state senate as a Democrat where he served a single term. 589 Nearly ten years later, in
1863, Hoge was again elected to the state senate, this time representing Venango,
Mercer, and Lawrence counties and as a Republican. 590 Between his time in the state
senate Hoge served at least one year as a borough councilman in Franklin, his adopted
hometown.591
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Hoge’s political career highlights the difficulty of pining Pennsylvania politics to
national party ideologies. Like Hoge, some of Pennsylvania’s most well-known
nineteenth century politicians spent time allied with diverse and often ideologically
divergent parties during their careers. Simon Cameron served as U.S. Senator as a
Democrat and later (twice and not consecutively) as a Republican. In between his
Democratic and Republican affiliations, Cameron spent several years as a member of
the nativist Know-Nothing Party. Thaddeus Stevens, state representative,
Congressman, chair of the powerful Committees on Ways and Means and
Appropriations, and proponent of black suffrage and equality and Reconstruction, began
his political life as a member of the Anti-Mason Party before moving to the Whigs,
Know-Nothings, and eventually the Republican Party. Whereas Cameron’s lasting
political beliefs are difficult to discern clearly, Stevens maintained a set of steady
principles across his party affiliations. In nineteenth century Pennsylvania, party
affiliation sometimes meant something significant, and sometimes it meant very little.
This reality conspires to make clear analysis of statewide political trends difficult at best.
After Drake struck oil in August 1859, Hoge became one of the first to organize
an oil company anchored by prominent local men. Hoge formed the Franklin Mining and
Oil Company on October 3, 1859 with several Franklin merchants, including the
longtime local leaders William Raymond, Arnold Plumer, and Robert Lamberton, all of
whom had been influential in politics and business in the area for at least 20 years.592
Lamberton also operated the oldest banking institution in the county, the Lamberton
Savings Bank, incorporated in 1860. Raymond founded the town of Raymilton, and
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Plumer, a former sheriff, state treasurer, state representative, and Congressman, lent
his surname to the eponymous town named in his honor.593 Within three months, in
January 1860, the company struck oil and began selling shares of the company for
$1000.594
Hoge, like Kinnear, Myers, Culver, and many other capitalists in the oil regions
did not limit himself to a single sphere of activity. He served with Myers as directors of
the Jamestown and Franklin Railroad. Organized in 1862, the organizers of the
Jamestown and Franklin Railroad intended the line to connect the oil regions directly
with western cities and markets and began carrying passengers and freight from
Franklin to Jamestown, near the Ohio-Pennsylvania border and sitting on the northsouth Erie and Pittsburgh Railroad, in 1867. By 1872, the Jamestown and Franklin
extended further west into Ohio to Ashtabula, where it joined the “main artery” of the
Lake Shore and Southern Michigan Railway system.595 In 1862, the same year that the
Jamestown and Franklin was organized, Hoge and others obtained a charter for the
Farmers’ Railroad Company of Venango County to construct a road from Petroleum
Centre, the center of the early 1860s oil boom region, to Oil City, Franklin, and points
south. Prior to the construction of the Farmers’ Railroad Company, which opened in the
summer of 1866, petroleum moved by rail north, from Titusville to Corry, where the
Philadelphia and Erie Railroad carried oil in wood barrels and later in specially designed
wood and iron tank cars to refineries in New York, Cleveland, Pittsburgh, Philadelphia,
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Buffalo, and Boston.596 The construction of a southern rail line out of the oil regions
meant that petroleum could flow more quickly to Pittsburgh and more safely--before the
extension of railways into the heart of the producing region, drillers barreled oil at the
wellhead and sent it down Oil Creek in open boats on a fast current produced by the
timed release of freshets (previously constructed for logging) above and in Titusville.
Through their participation in the Venango Bank, Kinnear, Hoge, and Myers
played important roles in assisting Culver to establish his reputation in the region. They
would also feature centrally in the downfall of his banking empire. Culver’s arrival at the
center of petroleum banking coincided with profound changes in the state and national
banking laws, which facilitated the growth of the oil industry and Culver’s network also
contributed to both his downfall and escaping any legal consequences. Culver was
accused of not knowing the extent of his assets and the magnitude of his debts, but he
did understand the opportunity inherent to the Civil War era transformation of the
banking system in the United States.

Free Banking in Pennsylvania
The period between the 1836 termination of the Second Bank of the United
States and the 1862 National Banking Act was one of unregulated growth, danger, and
innovation. “[T]he individual states were left, largely free of federal intervention, to
devise schemes under which their banks operated,” and as a result considerable
variation flourished.597 After the Panic of 1837, many states implemented “free banking
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laws” that provided for increased regulation, stability, and availability of banking services
within their boundaries. Initially, Pennsylvania did not, a product of both legislative
dysfunction and the power of special interests, and maintained a reputation as a
“conservative” banking state that left the power to create banks in the hands of the
legislature.598 The intent behind free banking laws was to render banks more resilient in
the face of a bank run, a rash of bad notes, or an economic downturn but some saw
free banking regulations as unfairly limiting the capital that could be let out for profit. 599
In 1860, Republican Representative Samuel Keneagy of Lancaster County argued that
the stability gained from regulation far outweighed the costs. He pointed out that the
free banking’s benefits could easily be found by comparing bank failures in New York
and Pennsylvania after the Panic of 1857: “[t]he banks of New York passed through the
panic of 1857 without a single failure...whilst in our own State we had quite a large
number of failures and very heavy losses.” 600 Pennsylvania process of issuing bank
charters by so-called “special legislation” (because it nominally affected one institution
or set of people and not the inhabitants of the state writ large) meant the state lacked a
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uniform system of regulation and requirement. Special legislation became so
voluminous that it prompted a constitutional convention to reform legislative and
executive powers to remove. By the 1870s, more than 90 percent of legislative business
dealt with special legislation, both the chartering of new corporations and the amending
of old charters to expand the scope or change the focus of corporate charters. Until
1861, every Pennsylvania bank gained authorization from free-standing legislation that
a bank could operate, the conditions under which it could operate, and for the purpose
or people it was to serve.601
Pennsylvanians regularly petitioned the legislators to request authorization of
banks and for a free banking system, possibly at the prompting of would-be bankers but
often enough out of necessity for credit, a place to exchange bank notes for specie, and
a safe locale for deposits. In February 1860, shortly before Culver arrived in the oil
region, citizens of Venango County submitted a petition to the legislature stating that
they believed “the present Banking System of Pennsylvania deficient in protecting the
interests of the community.” The signatories made a simple request: “passage of a
General Banking Law, based upon Stock Security, similar in its terms to general law of
the State of New York.” 602 In March, another group of Venango County Pennsylvanians
submitted a similar petition--identically worded, in fact.603 Twelve petitions were
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delivered from Susquehanna County, in the far northeast corner of the Commonwealth,
with the same request: “Passage of a General Banking Law based upon Stock
Security.”604
The demands of the people echoed the intentions of elected representatives. In
his 1860 annual address to the General Assembly, Democratic Pennsylvania governor
William Packer called for the legislature to pass a free banking bill for him to sign. “[A]ll
experience in this state and elsewhere, has demonstrated that the present system
affords little or no protection to note holders, beyond the personal integrity of the officers
controlling the management of the several banks.”605 Free banking, he rationalized,
would reduce the people’s reliance on the good will of individual bankers subject only to
the regulations placed upon them by the unique and unsystematized charters granted to
them by the legislature. After all, the chartered banks of Pennsylvania were not required
by any law to maintain any amount of specie on hand in their vaults to back any notes
they issued, leaving depositors at the mercy of their bankers’ honesty. 606 As a result,
much of the banking done by Pennsylvania commerce occurred in New York, where a
free banking act was first passed in 1838 (virtually every state except Pennsylvania had
a free banking statute before 1860, even though some were little or not used).607 To
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pressure the legislature to act, Packer vowed “not to give the Executive approval to bills
chartering additional banks, without a radical change of the entire banking system.” 608
In addition to the arguments for stability and security that a free banking act
would bring, some invoked loyalty to the Keystone State and drew attention to the
reality that profits earned from activity in Pennsylvania were not benefiting
Pennsylvania. A free banking bill, according to Representative Henry K. Strong of
Philadelphia, would keep capital earned in Pennsylvania in Pennsylvania and allow the
state to flourish free from dependencies on other states with more progressive banking
laws. “Pass this bill,” Strong urged the House on March 14, 1860,
“So that capital can be made bankable, and start and manage your banks
under the new system, and you will have banks in Pennsylvania to be proud of; you will
not have to go into the State of New York to get your notes discounted, nor be flooded
with New York money; you will not have to go into the State of Ohio to bring capital
here; you must invite it. Many men now banking in the State of New York made their
money in Pennsylvania but could not use their money here for banking purposes, are
using the money made in this state, in doing a large business elsewhere. I want to stop
this drain of capital…. Let us make this old Commonwealth of ours what she is designed
by Heaven to be, the greatest and noblest State in the Union.” 609
Despite all the evidence of the benefits of free banking to Pennsylvania and
understanding of those benefits by legislators, the governor, and the people, getting a
free banking bill passed still faced challenges. To garner sufficient votes to pass free
banking legislation, supporters of such bills had to stop the passage of special
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legislation chartering individual banks--the old method of bringing banking to the people.
Asking representatives to vote against the particular interests of their constituents
seeking charters in order to marshal sufficient votes to pass a free banking law, in other
words, to place the interests of the state above those of the people they knew, was a tall
order. When a free banking bill reached the House floor in 1859, one representative
attributed its defeat to “the fact that that gentleman and other friends of Free Banking
made just such imprudent opposition to the friends asking bank charters.”610 Friends of
free banking claimed the opposite--that “the free banking bill never will become law,
while we continue to pass bills chartering special banks. We must first cease granting
these special charters.”611
As Douglas E. Bowers points out, the Pennsylvania legislature was particularly
vulnerable to the efforts of lobbying by individuals seeking to advance the interests of
one region, group, or person. Pressure was applied to one person at a time--not the
popular campaigns that are associated with modern lobbying--by a new class of
professional lobbyists organized and able to push legislators in one direction of another.
This was made all the more easy by the fact that by 1860, only 40.4 percent of House
members serving between 1851 and 1860 had prior legislative experience and because
between 1815 and 1860, the number of laws annually passed by the legislature had
increased by 600 (132 to 725), 90 percent of which were special legislation. All of this
meant that by 1860, the Pennsylvania legislature “ was inexperienced, poorly prepared
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to deal with the growing volume of laws, and preoccupied with local and private acts,”
eager to let unelected agents tell them what bills did and for whom. 612 Legislators freely
admitted to not reading the bills themselves, and in some cases had no bills to read
before voting on them. This undoubtedly benefited the lobbyists who controlled the
information within the bills they wrote and for which they advocated. On March 19,
1860, Democratic Representative Patrick McDonough of Philadelphia opposed a bill
chartering “the Philadelphia and Portland Steam Navigation Company” on the grounds
that he had not sufficient time to read it; the bill had not even been printed yet. But
McDonough became subjected to pressure from colleagues to remove his objections.
One cited a petition from the Philadelphia Board of Trade and stated that he “believe[d]
that the provisions of this bill are fair and honest.” Another stated that he had received
petitions from constituents, “numerously signed, in favor of this bill.” McDonough
relented, noting that “I have no doubt that the bill is a fair one, but I wished to have the
privilege of examining it.” 613
Since new legislation often passed without scrutiny or comparison to previous
legislation, the creation of banks by free-standing special legislation led to confusion.
After Keneagy spoke in favor of the free banking law that same March 1860, John
Collins of Fayette County rose to correct Keneagy: the Monongahela Bank that
Keneagy alleged was one of at least ten banks that had failed in the last three was
actually very much still operating in good financial standing! Without a system of
banking regulation or great attention to the matter of the special bills they were called to
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vote on, two Monongahela Banks had been chartered; Keneagy clarified that he
referred to the one in McKeesport.614
By the end of March, 1860, the combined pressure of the governor vetoing all
new and revised bank charters, petitions flooding in from citizens scattered across the
Commonwealth, and the legislature emphasizing the benefits of stability, security, and
state pride, Pennsylvania finally passed its free banking law, the last state do so before
the implementation of a federal free banking system during the Civil War.615 In order for
banks chartered under the free banking system to issue notes for circulation, the law
now required that “ample security must be deposited with the Auditor General for their
prompt redemption,” thereby backing the notes with collateral controlled and regulated
by the state.616 Additionally, the law allowed for existing charters to continue in business
for 20 years beyond their original expiration date so long as they abided by the free
banking provisions, namely, “by withdrawing their old circulation, and giving the
securities required for the redemption of their new issues.” But that extension of current
charters by 20 years provided little incentive to transition quickly to the new regulations,
so special legislation to extend the charter or expand the purview of existing banks
continued to be introduced and be passed by the legislature. 617 According to some
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scholars, however, no banks were ever actually organized under Free Banking Law of
March 31, 1860.618 National circumstances, namely, the introduction of national banks
in 1864, also disincentivized bank creation under Pennsylvania’s new law.
In fact, a few--not many--banks organized under the Free Bank Law in
Pennsylvania, Culver being one of them.619 He first sought special charters to organize
the Venango and Petroleum Banks, but after they passed through the legislature,
Governor Andrew Curtin vetoed both on August 11, 1861. Curtin cited a constitutional
provision requiring that sufficient notice--six months--be provided before a charter could
be passed, and Culver’s bills had flown through the legislative process too quickly. 620
Nevertheless, by the fall of 1861 both the Venango and Petroleum Banks were in
operation under the Free Banking Law. Culver himself stated as much in an 1866
defense of himself published from prison, though a report by the auditor general of
Pennsylvania states that the Venango Bank entered into operation in December 1862
and makes no mention of the Petroleum Bank.621 Not only was the free banking law in
Pennsylvania utilized, its mechanisms to promote the stability of the state’s banking
system and the security of deposits would prove an important instrument that limited the
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potential damage from the failure of Culver, Penn, & Company and rescued Culver
himself.

The National Banking System
Culver’s use of the free banking law in Pennsylvania to organize the Venango
and Petroleum Banks came shortly before the introduction of a national banking system
out of necessity during the Civil War. The dramatic reduction of cotton exports from the
United States after the outbreak of the Civil War severely inverted the balance of
payments for the United States at a time when financial and economic crisis threatened
to make more difficult federal attempts to suppress the political and then military
rebellion in seceding states. Northern financial prosperity depended in no small part
from serving slaveowning customers and leveraging the slaves--both their labor and
their persons--to extract Yankee profits. Of all loans issued in Louisiana secured by
mortgages, 88 percent “used slaves as (partial) collateral. 622
Not only did the war sever Northern bankers and merchants from their debtors in
seceding states and slaveowners and other Southern businesses seeking additional
credit, the reduction of cotton for export forced the American carrying trade to visit
European ports in ballast. By 1860, cotton accounted for “nearly 60 percent of the value
of all merchandise exports” from the United States, a value of $192 million.623 The war
severely decreased American cotton exports--to Britain, cotton exports declined by 96
percent.624 The separation of American merchants and financiers from cotton and King
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Cotton’s need for credit placed Northerners and the federal government in a precarious
position.625 Specie for imports was leaving the country and the major source of foreign
specie no longer filled the holds of American ships, which faced catastrophe
themselves. The American carrying trade now lacked for cargo and fell under enormous
pressure from Confederate raiders, the needs of the Union Navy, and the ability of
British and French flagged vessels to sail into American waters unmolested to carry
imports to America and exports back to Europe.
The Federal government needed money to prosecute the war, but it lacked a
bank that would extend it sufficient credit. Since the Second Bank of the United States
charter had expired in 1836 after supporters lost a legislative fight against Andrew
Jackson to extend it, the United States lacked a central bank like Britain’s Exchequer or
the Bank of France capable of extending credit to an entire government. The absence of
a single currency or national monetary system compounded the task before Treasury
Secretary Salmon P. Chase. Not only did he need to find some entity to loan the
government money but there rose the possibility that the federal government could end
up paying its bills with some of the 10,000 different types of variously discounted paper
currency issued by thousands of state-chartered banks in diverse states of solvency,
reputation, and willingness.626 On July 1, 1861 Chase reported to Congress that the
Treasury had $20 million available, each dollar already spent several times over by
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Congressional appropriations predating the War and since April of that year.627 The
country needed $320 million to wage war against the rebels in 1862, an estimate Chase
would later learn was inadequate by a factor of ten.628
On top of the currency challenges and dearth of federal funds readily available,
Americans in the north and south had been hoarding gold and silver in anticipation of a
sectional conflict for some time, leaving the unstable money supply dangerously low on
specie and liquidity. Chase initially made the situation worse by requiring loans offered
by the federal government to robust state banks in Philadelphia, New York, and Boston
in 1861 to be paid back in specie. This lowered the amount of loans the banks would or
could reasonably take on--since charters and laws under which the banks of
Pennsylvania, New York, and Massachusetts were organized each imposed different
capital and specie requirements on their chartered banks.629 Additionally, specie
payments to the federal government reduced further the circulation of gold and silver
coin at a time when faith in paper money was as tenuous as the Union’s prospects for
survival.
The solution, both short and long term, was the creation of new government
bonds and, more importantly, a market for that government debt. The history of Jay
Cooke’s rise as the head of a network of agents selling government bonds around the
country is well known.630 The legislative measures undertaken by Congress in 1863, in
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the form of the National Currency Act, and in 1864 with the National Banking Act
created the demand for government debt, the flow of funds into federal coffers in the
short-term, and the promise of a more stable, more national banking system in the
future. According to Congressman Samuel Hooper of Massachusetts, a banker and
businessman himself, the construction of a bond market was a central object of federal
entry into the nation’s banking system with the National Currency Act of 1863. By
creating favorable conditions for incorporating national banks and for transitioning state
charters to national ones, the legislation fostered more favorable conditions for the
federal government to obtain loans during wartime. By allowing national banks to secure
their capital in the form of interest-bearing government bonds, the National Banking Act
manufactured direct demand for government debt, which would become “the basis of
bank circulation,” according to Hooper’s floor summary in February, 1867. 631 This also
meant, however, that wartime measures increased the amount of paper money in
circulation, which helpfully “stimulated every kind of industry” but “also stimulated
speculation in every direction,” Hooper lamented.632
The National Banking Act of 1864 attempted to correct some of the unintended
problems that stemmed the 1863 National Currency Act and addressed some of the
challenges the previous law did not. It further refined the emerging national banking
system, which had begun “disrupted the existing balance of forces shaping the
regulatory environment and restructured the banking industry.” 633 While the federal
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banking legislation of 1863 and 1864 incorporated the free banking model implemented
by states since 1838, the intent behind the acts was not so much the creation of a free
banking system nationally as it was “primarily to increase the government’s borrowing
power during the war.” 634
The 1863 currency law had introduced a national bank note but failed to include
the regulatory context needed to support it. The 1864 bank act created the Office of
Comptroller of the Currency within the Department of the Treasury and empowered the
presidentially-appointed and Senate-confirmed officer to inspect banks’ account books
to determine their financial soundness. The Act also empowered the Comptroller of the
Currency to issue national charters, both to new banks and existing state institutions
that sought the reputational enhancement that adding “National” to their name carried.
These national banks with federal charters could issue federal currency, commonly
known as greenbacks. To do so, however, the 1864 Act required that they back any
currency with federal bonds, thereby creating a market for federal government debt at a
time when the Union sought new measures to increase federal revenues in order to put
down the rebellion.635 State bank notes still existed and were issued and, in
Pennsylvania, when printed by a state chartered bank, their capital requirements and
security required for notes depended on the conditions of their charter. Banks organized
under the Free Banking Law of 1860 had to provide security in the form of government
bonds to the auditor general of Pennsylvania.
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The initial effect of the 1863 and 1864 federal banking laws created a national
banking system that interacted indirectly with state banking systems. The new system of
federal bank charters existed with ample regulations and restrictions, but it provided
little incentive for existing state banks to convert themselves to the national system. A
bill signed by President Lincoln on March 3, 1865 proposed to accelerate the transition
to a national system by implementing a 10 percent tax on all state bank notes paid out
after July 1, 1866.636 Importantly, the ascendant national banking system implemented
minimum capital requirements for federally chartered banks and placed restrictions on
the loans they could make, mandating that mortgages for real estate could not be held
as collateral for more than five years. 637 This had the greatest effect on agricultural
regions, but since the search for oil meant speculation in the robust real estate market
in the oil regions, the impact would be felt there, too.

A Great Excursion and a Grand Collapse
By 1865, the financial network ruled over by Culver had expanded rapidly and led
him to the intersection of national politics and finance as well as regional ones. That so
recent an arrival to northwestern Pennsylvania may have chaffed some, particularly if
the glowing newspaper profiles of Culver’s acumen and ability did not match with local
perceptions of him.638 But with state banks in Ohio, Indiana, and Pennsylvania,
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connections to national banks throughout the oil regions, Pittsburgh, and New York, and
a main office in New York City, Culver, Penn & Company held influence, occupying an
intersection subject to overlapping and evolving regulatory systems and with complex
financial responsibilities. Culver, Penn & Company acted as the clearinghouse for over
a dozen locally based and state-chartered financial institutions in western Pennsylvania.
When the state banks accepted deposits in specie, sundry state bank notes, and federal
greenbacks, they added to the bank’s account with Culver, Penn & Company in New
York, where those diverse and variably valuable state bank notes could be retired and
exchanged for federal bonds. Additionally, New York served as a place to organize the
retirement of those state notes as state banks began the process of obtaining federal
charters, which meant they could not issue their own notes but could, then, proffer
greenbacks. Culver, Penn & Company, therefore, was a major nerve that relayed
information, credit, and liquidity between the growing economic muscle that was the oil
regions and the country’s financial brain.
In 1864, oil regions Republicans nominated him for Congress. He was then,
according to the New York Herald “worth a million, thirty-four years old, married, but
without children.” 639 Culver’s elevation to Congress was seen more as a reflection of the
value of his connections than in the power of his personality. While not “celebrated as a
public speaker,” Culver “never fails to talk common sense.” To that end, he was
regarded as wise for not having direct (or apparent) interests in oil speculation, though
his financial connections to New York--”[h]is services will be valuable to the country as a
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financier,” the paper noted--and residence in Franklin placed him at the center of an
industry that continued to grow in size, influence, and importance relative the country’s
economic condition.640
That year, Culver had begun organizing federally chartered banks across the oil
regions and in New York. He established or helped found the First National Bank of Oil
City; the Third National Bank of New York; the First National Bank of Corry; the First
National Bank of Titusville; the Second National Bank of Erie; and the Tradesman’s
National Bank of Pittsburgh.641 He assigned the Tradesman’s National Bank to collect
all bank notes issued by the Petroleum and Venango Banks so they could be timely
retired and cancelled by the auditor general of Pennsylvania, the bonds security then
returned and deposited in those banks’ accounts with Culver, Penn in New York, and
those banks transitioned to national charters before the July 1, 1866, 10 percent federal
tax on state bank notes.
In October 1865, Culver organized an ambitious sales pitch to advertise the oil
regions, his own abilities, and his vision for a utopian community for those who rejected
the vice of the oil regions for the virtues of family, order, and alcohol abstention.
Chartering a special train from Jersey City, New Jersey to convey those from the
Northeast, Culver invited 200 bankers, businessmen, and journalists “from each of the
principal cities in the Northern States” for an all-expenses paid trip to the oil regions.642
“Everything will be arranged to make the trip as comfortable and pleasant as possible,
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and to afford a full and thorough view of the wonderful phenomena of the oil regions,”
Culver’s promised in the invitations. 643 Having gathered the group in Meadville on
Wednesday, October 18, 1866, Culver’s agents began leading a grand tour of the oil
regions, first by a special train on the Atlantic and Great Western Railway line (for which
Culver, Penn & Company would in March 1866 issue $30 million in bonds) to Corry,
home of the Downer & Company refinery, one of the largest in the world.644 Corry
connected the region with the outside world by rail, and served as the terminus for the
Oil Creek Railway which conveyed the group to Titusville and past “the premonitory
symptoms of oil, in derricks to our right and left, in every creek or gully own which had
run the suggestive stream of water, which was not “pure and undefiled.” 645 Already
petroleum posed a study in contrasts; the travelers dined “excellently well” and were
feted to celebrations at every stop, yet the landscape stood scarred by less than a
decade of exploitation. The correspondent from The New York Times captured the
region’s reputation succinctly:
“we pass through the region of deserted derricks. One after
another, countless, along the sides of the creek stand these sad
monuments of buried hopes, and we can imagine how the Fire Gods of
the Indian (to whom it is said a burning sacrifices of this oil was offered up
many centuries ago, in the same valley,) we can imagine how he laughs
his bitter laugh as he rides on the wild winds that rush through the ravine,
when the white man wails his buried dollars, or clings reluctantly to the
fruitless hole in which he has sunk his all.” 646
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That contemporary characterization of the oil region, one written during an experiential
advertisement of the region’s profitability, suggests at first that Culver’s effort was
doomed to fail. The evidence of failure, of “buried hopes,” surrounded the travelers. Yet
despite this description, the excursion proved less a demonstration of the riskiness of
the petroleum business and more an exaltation of entrepreneurial Republicanism, that
characterized in the form of “the businessman.” The New York Times account of the
excursion, in the same column as the description of “the region of deserted derricks,”
extolled the businessman:
“Here were the heroes of a hundred crises in the stock market, the
corners of whose firm-set mouths had never drooped in the worst throes
of a financial panic--heroes who had valiantly resisted the bulls and bears
of Wall-street and of State-street, till Time had given his golden tints to
their complexions, his silver ones to their hair; here the millionaires...fair
recipients of the fruits of the untold energy of these generous machines of
figures, and of flesh and blood--our businessmen; here the conquerors of
space and time, the men whose untiring labor has made all mankind
akin…”
This admiration for the businessman filled with the spirit of entrepreneurial
republicanism echoes both the shift of the Republican party from its roots in
radicalism and abolitionism to the staid politics of the moneyed elite discussed by
Sven Beckert in his innovative examination of the social lives of New York City’s
monied elite, Monied Metropolis. In the shadow of the Civil War, the status of
“hero” was being bestowed on men of business, many of whom, like Culver, did
not fight in the Civil War. Indeed, the transience nature of the oil regions may
have made it difficult for potential draftees to be drummed into army service--
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most came from somewhere else and few achieved the sustained success
required to stay long.647
Culver’s guests travelled through rain on horseback to some of the towns in the
oil regions and dined at the finest hotels in the area late into the night. Culver himself
was not present for the excursion; he would make a dramatic appearance when the
travelers reached their final destination, his planned community (though yet unbuilt) of
Reno. When the guests reached Reno, then 1200 empty acres interrupted by the
Allegheny River to the south, bluffs to the north, and three working oil wells, Galusha
Grow, former Speaker of the House of Representatives and Culver’s president of the
Reno Oil and Land Company, introduced the vision for Reno. Culver’s vision for Reno
included a well-ordered town complete with schools and churches but a guarantee
“against loss” for stockholders in the company. Culver intended to finance the town and
the railroad that would connect it to the oil production points throughout Venango
County before selling stock. The stock, when sold, would not be in a speculative venture
but an endeavor proven, perfected, and positioned to profit. The plan, The New York
Times correspondent thought, was “too comprehensive for further notice” in the printed
pages, but “seemed to us most plausible, the guarantee unexceptional, and the avowed
motives pure and praiseworthy.” 648 It was a nationally important project, the Times
believed:
“to develop the resources of our country, to open up its unhewn forests
and their hidden wealth to our growing population…,to raise up cities along the
647
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sides of these mountain-girded waters as they sweep restless to the ocean,
making paths of commerce easy and the labors of our fellow-man less brutal in
their kind, is a truly noble work, and he who leads in enterprise with such an aim
and object is worthy of all praise.”

All Culver needed was a railroad. He hired as chief engineer to build the road
connecting Reno to Pithole, some 13 miles distant, Ambrose Burnside, the famous
Union general who had for a few short months commanded the Army of the Potomac,
including its disastrous assault on an elevated and entrenched position on Marye's
Heights outside Fredericksburg, Virginia in December 1862.649 Culver promised his
guests that the railroad would be completed in just 10 weeks, by January 1, 1866 at a
cost of $500,000 at which time oil would be safely and efficiently transported by rail to
Reno and onto riverboats to sail down the Allegheny to Pittsburgh and points beyond.
The project would “revolutionize the mode of oil transportation and reduce its cost to a
tithe of the present monstrous outlay.” 650
Reality disagreed. Standing in Culver’s way were the people of Oil City, whose
support of an alternative railroad project led them to reject the Reno, Oil Creek, and
Pithole Railroad right of way through their municipal limits. Culver and Burnside’s
course to Pithole was forced to ascend step hills and tight curves, making the route
treacherous to ride and challenging to construct. An 1867 history of Pithole cited a
laborer who worked on the Reno line that when completed, travelers on the railroad
“would be sure to arrive in Heaven or Pithole soon after they took their seats.” Each
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train, the writer quipped, “was to be provided with surgeons, undertakers, amputating
tables and other luxuries” and the “company furnished coffins to all who desired them,
free of charge.” So dangerous was the route that “many would have their limbs taken off
and get embalmed, before starting, to avoid delay.” 651 The route, it seemed, was
impractical and unsafe--it sought to divert oil south to Pittsburgh when more and more
petroleum was flowing to Cleveland, Buffalo, New York, and Philadelphia, the latter on
the Erie and Pennsylvania Railroad. A flood the likes of the St. Patrick’s Day Flood of
1865 would cripple Reno in the same way it devastated Franklin and Oil City, and water
transportation--by river or by canal--was seasonally affected, something railroads were
not.
Culver’s railroad was not completed by January 1, 1866 nor by March 28, when
news of Culver, Penn & Company’s inability to cover a large withdrawal on March 27,
1866 leaked out of New York into the oil region before the office issued a notice of
temporary closure on March 28. The closure came as a shock. One month before,
Culver, Penn & Company received the highest rating from the R.G. Dun Company, a
business intelligence entity with reporting agents across the country busy gathering
information so as to inform corporate clients of the creditworthiness of potential
borrowers and partners: “Good No. 1.”652 When word of the failure reached Titusville
sometime late on March 27, T.J. Smiley telegraphed his brother Alfie, then living in
Pithole, to “come to Titusville, quick; bring all currency, notes, checks or negotiable
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papers you hold; be there before daylight.” 653 With the advanced notice, the Smiley
brothers got ahead of the flood of bad news and exchanged their state bank notes for
federal greenbacks before the failure of Culver’s banks became widely known.
Initially, newspapers preached caution and echoed Culver’s reassurances that he
would “pay in full with time to convert.”654 News of Culver, Penn & Company’s inability to
make payments spread fast but at first, the news did not bring panic. The Alexandria
Gazette informed readers of the New York house’s difficulties in the evening edition on
March 28, 1866, the day after the doors of Culver, Penn & Co. failed to open for regular
business. “Liabilities are large,” the Gazette observed, “but assets large, too.”655 The
Cleveland Daily Leader attributed the failure to Culver’s “Reno project” which it claimed
“was of the broadest speculative character, depending entirely for success upon the
continuance of the oil excitement.” The oil regions would certainly suffer and possibly
Cleveland merchants with whom businesses there had accounts may be affected, but
the paper expressed cautious optimism about the ripple effects of Culver, Penn’s failure:
“Liabilities not heavy.”656 The demise of Culver, Penn was a surprise, particularly given
its status as the largest private bank in the United States, but some took comfort from
the fact that Culver banks were mostly national banks and thus backed by United States
Treasury Bonds, rendering them “entirely unaffected by the crash.” The National
Banking System, it seemed, served its purpose, though the depositors at the state
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banks in western Pennsylvania, Ohio, and Indiana were expected to lose substantially-that was “inevitable.”657
Culver returned to Franklin at 11 P.M. on Saturday, March 31, and began
meeting with clients of his banks and promised to repay in total each person within six
months, reopen the banks, and have funds left over to resume his endeavors.658 He
declared his intention to immediately complete work on the Reno, Oil Creek and Pithole
Railroad “which consitute[d] a valuable portion of his assets.” 659 That Culver returned to
the region at all, much less so soon after his bank’s failure, might be considered
extraordinary or at least suggestive of his confidence given that the people of the oil
regions were not above mob rule. When a series of suspected arsons on January 21,
1866 in Titusville consumed a house and barn along with a furniture store, a cigar
(spelled “segar”) store, and “the new bathing house of Fletcher,” three individuals were
tried by the Titusville “Vigilance Committee, which numbers thirty of the best men in the
town, who were dreadfully in earnest.”660 In preparation for a possible verdict of guilty,
the town had quickly constructed a gallows. While the Vigilance Committee could not
prove arson, it nevertheless banned those “tried” from the town and continued its purge
of “vagrants, rowdies, gamblers” and the 70 or 80 occupants of “15 houses of
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prostitution.”661 The oil regions, like many boomtowns, could quickly implement their
own rule of law.
The rule of law required individuals and the population to remain dispassionate
which became difficult when amassed fortunes could be lost through swindle, accident,
or misfortune. Unsure of the extent of Culver’s control and influence on oil region state
banks, Philadelphia banks acted first with caution, then with an unhealthy dose of panic
exacerbated by a lack of understanding of the geography of Pennsylvania beyond the
Delaware Valley and stopped accepting bank notes from any Pennsylvania bank based
west of the Susquehanna River.662 By the second week of April, Culver’s critics
overtook the cautious optimists. The Harrisburg newspaper Patriot & Union, well-known
for its Democratic sympathies (having famously lambasted the Gettysburg address),
accused Culver of being “of that class of persons who use religion as a means to
accomplish selfish ends, and by such false pretenses and no doubt the use of money,
obtained the Republican nomination for Congress in that district, over such men
as...who were born in the district.” 663 Not only was Culver dishonest and guilty of
manipulating the people of the oil regions through his apparent religiosity, he was an
outsider, “an itinerant Yankee,” a man not from the region or the state. Soon, Ebensburg
Democrat and Sentinel added on the matter, “ “the people of Pennsylvania will learn
some sense after awhile, and treat these speculating, itinerant Yankees as they
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deserve.”664 Nevermind that Culver had come to the oil regions from Ohio, that he had
been born in Ohio, and that his parents, according to census records, had been born in
Ohio--Culver was an outsider in the oil regions, and therefore a “Yankee” in the mold of
the first driller Edwin Drake and the first well financier George Bissell. 665
By the end of April, Culver had yet to provide a statement of his assets and
liabilities to his creditors. Though he was “working manfully and industriously to render
his assets available for the benefit of his creditors,” Thomas Hoge, one of the directors
of Culver’s Venango Bank in Franklin and prominent political figure in the region from
whom Culver had borrowed $20,000 in treasury bonds in November 1865, brought
charges against Culver for conspiracy to defraud.666 Hoge wanted his bonds back, with
interest. With the help of friends, Culver posted bail only to discover that additional
charges were being brought, with additional bail requirements. Culver was arrested on
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Yankees. Harold F. Williamson and Arnold R. Daum, The American Petroleum Industry:
The Age of Illumination 1859-1899 (Evanston, IL: Northwestern University Press, 1959),
72-79.
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the three warrants, including one for “conspiracy to defraud.”667 Some in the region were
finding it difficult “to resist punishing him after wronging them so deeply.” 668
At least one person thought that Culver’s entrepreneurial vision simply exceeded
his business ability. Charles H. Raymond of Franklin, whose father founded the town of
Raymilton, made a significant fortune in the oil business, and was one of Culver’s
preferred creditors, found “some half dozen persons and entered bail” for Culver.
Charles H. Raymond believed “Mr. Culver is to[o] visionary to manage the business,
and it seems to me that he hardly knows or appreciates the condition he is in.” 669
Seeing Culver as less criminal than incompetent, Raymond feared that Culver had no
idea where his money was, what he owned, or what he actually owed.
As the shockwaves of financial uncertainty rippled throughout the oil regions,
concern grew about the stability of national banks associated with Culver. The Treasury
Department in Washington dispatched Joseph C.G. Kennedy to inspect national banks
in western Pennsylvania, inspecting the conditions of both federally chartered banks
anchored in the oil fields and those based in Pittsburgh, too.670 The Philadelphia
Inquirer reported that Kennedy found no evidence that any of the speculative ventures
that led to the downfall of Culver, Penn were related to the banking operations of the
nationally-chartered institutions. To reassure readers reading that story and checking
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bank, canal, railroad, and oil stocks listed on the same page, the Inquirer reported that
“those [national] institutions may be relied on as sound and substantial.” 671
After Culver made bail, Hoge brought more charges in May, this time for “trover,”
or a legal attempt to recover personal property--his bonds--that had been wrongfully lost
by another. Through the summer of 1866, Culver was arrested numerous times by
diverse local creditors and depositors, all interested in retrieving their individual funds
promptly. “Suites of all kinds have been instituted, and exorbitant bail demanded,”
totaling at one point $190,000.672 In late June 1866, Culver’s legal problems grew more
complicated. In addition to the closing of his banking house in New York and the
shuttering of the Venango and Petroleum state banks associated with him, Culver stood
accused of “Stupendous Fraud” in Harrisburg. The Telegraph of that city reported that
Culver had without authorization received the deposited bonds backing state bank notes
issued by the Petroleum and Venango Banks despite not being an officer or agent of
either bank. While the retirement of the state bank notes by the Auditor General’s office
in advance of the July 1, 1866 tax of 10% on state bank notes appeared appropriately
carried out, the million and a half dollars in federal bonds that secured the notes were
given to Culver who carried them to New York, not to the physical Venango or
Petroleum Banks or their officers. The accusation of Culver generated suspicion of the
Auditor General, Isaac Slenker, and his staff, who, the paper claimed, should have
known that Culver was neither agent nor officer of the banks whose notes he brought
for cancellation. Slenker “assumed a fearful liability,” the Telegraph warned, “when he
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thus permitted irresponsible parties to carry from the Auditor General’s office, a million
and a half of money, to which they had no claim.”673 And in early July, Culver was
arrested again, with his brother, and held for $250,000 bail.674
To avoid his creditors, Charles Vernon Culver took refuge in jail, where he was
joined by his wife Mary. From late July through December, the two remained the
Venango County jail, “the only way he could escape the relentless persecution waged
against him.”675 By joining her husband in prison, Mary received acclaim for showing
”the devotion of a true woman.”676 On August 22, 1866, the creditors of Culver and his
New York banking house met in Franklin to discuss their collective liabilities and those
of bankers and depositors who had done business with Culver. Culver’s total liabilities
were calculated at $3,894,163.93, a staggering debt to be sure. The greater surprise,
however, was the total amount of Culver’s assets: $4,543,350.67, nearly $650,000 more
than Culver owed.677 Culver had promised that each creditor would be repaid once his
financial network could be unwound; to the creditors he now appeared truthful. The
creditors agreed to lease out the Reno, Oil Creek and Pithole Railroad, the project that,
having not been completed in the spring, began Culver’s collapse.

Culver’s Response
Culver’s enemies may have felt they had him cornered. His creditors had finally
seized his assets and began unwinding his debts. Imprisoned in Franklin, isolated from
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his friends in New York and Washington, and denied the privileges of a member of
Congress to be unimpeded on his way to conduct legislative business in Washington, in
November 1866 Culver picked the lock to his own cell, figuratively speaking. In
publishing a 31-page defense of himself filled with counterclaims, refutations, and
evidence of his propriety as well as the culpability of Hoge, Kinnear, and Myers for his
recent plight and the bank failures. The three natives of the oil region, men of business,
law, politics, and early successes in the oil industry, had helped Culver get started in oil
banking by serving on the board of the Venango Bank in Franklin, lending him credibility
through their reputations.
Culver’s open letter to Hoge, Kinnear, and Myers served both as his
autobiography in the oil regions and an indictment of the three men for “wilful and
malicious misrepresentations of the cause, extent, and circumstances of my failure.” 678
He also critiqued the banking systems of both the country and the state, noting that the
speculative booms of 1864 and 1865 he described as unique in the history of the world
was facilitated by the abundance of cash money available to be exchanged for land,
notes made available by the creation of national banks and greenbacks and the
continued existence of state bank notes in simultaneous circulation. 679 Additionally,
Culver harkened back to the events of 1865, and called the effect of the St. Patrick’s
Day Flood and the end of the Civil War “disastrous in the extreme to the business of the
region.”680 The decline in business prospects that continued through 1865 negatively
affected Culver’s Reno endeavor to the point of disaster. Construction began too late in
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the year for the railroad for any reasonable expectation that it would open in the early
spring. Financing was hard to come by, both because of the decline of the oil business
but also due to “malicious rumors that our house had failed, or was about to fail” through
early 1866. Culver claimed to have been one day away from consolidating the Reno
and Pithole Railroad with two other lines, thereby stabilizing his and the railroad’s
financial situation when his bank collapsed.681
Culver placed the blame for his difficulties and those of his creditors squarely on
the impatience of those like Hoge who had sued him in the spring and summer of 1866.
His creditors, with the exception of the men named in his letter, unanimously “saw that it
was for their interest to co-operate with us in the protection of our assets and the
adjustment of our affairs, so that the best results might be speedily attained.” Hoge,
Myers, and Kinnear, Culver alleged, “labored assiduously to inflame” discontent and
distrust among the creditors, ‘misleading others and [giving] currency to falsehoods in
every form.”682
Culver’s defense underscored how the national banking system created in 18631864 and the free banking law passed in Pennsylvania in 1860 stabilized the banking
sector, protected creditors, and limited the scope of the damage. The Venango and
Petroleum Banks, having been organized under the free banking law, had required
security--which Culver had provided in the form of government bonds--to back any bank
notes issued. Since March 1865 when the federal government had moved to encourage
state banks to become nationally chartered by taxing at 10 percent state bank notes
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cashed after July 1, 1866, Culver had been withdrawing from circulation notes from the
Venango and Petroleum banks. “I arranged with the Tradesman’s National Bank of
Pittsburg, to redeem the notes of these banks, and as fast as redeemed cancel them by
cutting out the names of the President and Cashier” and sending them to the auditor
general’s office to be counted and burned. The security could then be collected, which
Culver did and carried to New York for deposit into the Culver, Penn accounts of the
Venango and Petroleum Banks. Therefore, at the end of March 1866, Culver had
already retired $1.1 million of the $1.3 million in notes issued by the Venango and
Petroleum Banks. Further, the $200,000 in notes still outstanding were secured in
Harrisburg by government bonds an almost equal amount in federal bonds.683 Previous
panics had resulted in deeply devalued currency, but for Culver that was not the case.
The bills were backed. The problem lay somewhere in New York, where he had
overextended his capital commitments and left himself unable to cover a withdrawal.
Charles Raymond’s evaluation seemed most apt--Culver possessed vision but should
have been more attentive to where his investments, loans, and liabilities resided. The
free banking law and the national bank system, by requiring all notes be secured by
security--namely, federal government bonds, limited the spread of speculative collapse.
The railroad could fail, the price of petroleum could render the well worthless, but so
long as the government survived, the bills were good.
Culver portrayed himself not only as a victim of vindictive creditors whose greed
became an obstacle to their own and others’ interests, but as a man whose only errors
were in trying to help others. His failure stemmed from “yielding against the convictions
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of my judgement to do that for others less fortunate than myself” and attempting to build
the railroad to Reno “for cash, without parting with any of the stock, or bonding the road
until it should be completed.”684 In this, Culver’s professional work and personal projects
became crossed. Claiming not to have used Culver, Penn & Company deposits to fund
the Reno railway, Culver acknowledged borrowing privately government bonds from
Myer, Kinnear, and Hoge for capital to complete the tracks. 685 In their attempts to
retrieve this bonds, Myer, Kinnear, and Hoge accused Culver of theft, fraud, and trover,
thereby preventing him from dealing with the banks’ issues. Hoge had “under oath,”
charged Culver “with taking his bonds without his consent” and claimed he had no
receipt as Culver had not given one. Culver not only had evidence to the contrary, he
had evidence of Hoge’s deception. Hoge had pursued Culver through a bank he
controlled in Ohio and had testified under oath as to the bond borrowing arrangement,
accusing Culver there of failing to repay the bonds and interest agreed to by April 1,
1866 “under said agreement” [italics original].686 Culver obtained Hoge’s sworn
testimony from Licking County, Ohio, included in the pamphlet of evidence of Hoge’s
perjury in Pennsylvania as well as a copy of the receipt he had given Hoge for the
borrowing of the bonds.687 Culver promised to discharge any remaining debt and stated
he had only “spoken plainly but with no unkind feelings” and though wronged, “can
forgive it when duty may require.” 688
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Culver’s defense, evidence, and magnanimity gained him favor in the press and
likely among his long-silent friends in Congress. Shortly after the House of
Representatives addressed his situation for the first time. Their first action was to
remove him from the House Committee on Banking and Currency, effective December
10, 1866.689 He was replaced for the duration of the term by a Democrat from New
York, John W. Hunter. Culver’s fate despite privileges he held as a member of
Congress may have been uncertain until the outcome of the midterm elections of 1866
was certain. From prison, Culver the banker and politician threatened to spoil the
political fortunes of the Pennsylvania Republicans, not just in Washington but in
Harrisburg, where the auditor general, Isaac Slenker was accused of participating in a
Culver-led embezzlement and the gubernatorial race was wide open for the first time
since 1860. In reality, his legacy in the political arena proved minimal. 690 While
Republican John White Geary defeated Democrat Hiester Clymer in the contest for
Governor in 1866 by less than 3 percent, Pennsylvania Republicans won three
additional House seats in Congress, increasing their control of the state’s delegation in
the House to 18 Republicans to just six Democrats. National issues, namely
Reconstruction and the ongoing battle between Republican-controlled Congress and
President Andrew Johnson, dominated the midterm elections in 1866.
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When the 39th Congress resumed its second legislative session that December,
Culver sought release from prison on writ of habeas corpus and on the grounds that as
a member of Congress and under the “Speech or debate clause” in Article I, Section 6
of the Constitution, he “be privileged from Arrest during [his] attendance at the Session
of their Respective Houses, and in going to and from the same.”691 After hearing
arguments from Culver’s attorney and the prosecutor, Venango County Judge Trunkey
ruled that Culver’s congressional privilege did not grant him release while held for an
indictable offense.692 On December 10, the same day Culver was removed from the
Committee on Banking and Currency, Congressman Robert S. Hale, Republican from
New York, introduced a resolution calling on the House Committee on Judiciary to send
for information on Culver’s case so that it may be determined whether persons needed
to be dispatched to affect his release so that he might resume his seat in
Washington.693 No mention was made of Culver’s apparent infrequent attendance in
Congress--Dolson alleges Culver attended for less than four days in his entire career. 694
Republican members of the Pennsylvania delegation spoke favorably of Hale’s
resolution. Representative Thomas Williams from the southwest corner of the state,
noted that Culver should be released immediately given his privilege as an honorable
member of the House. Representative Thomas Thayer of Philadelphia, agreed with
Williams and contended that the only exception to a member’s privilege from
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imprisonment was if he were “charged with treason, felony, or breach of the peace.”
Culver, Williams and Thayer pointed out, was being held on civil charges.695 The House
adopted the measure and directed the Committee on the Judiciary to ascertain the facts
of Culver’s situation. Ten days later, Williams introduced another resolution, this time
calling for Speaker to command the Sergeant-at-arms to retrieve Culver. Williams
pointed to “parliamentary history and precedents” to assert plainly that Culver’s arrest
and detention in a civil suit by the Sheriff of Venango County was unambiguously a
violation of Article One, Section Six of the Constitution.696 Williams called for the
Speaker to dispatch the House Sergeant at Arms to travel to retrieve Congressman
Culver to Washington.
As Williams spoke, Culver was already en route to Washington. The Speaker of
the House announced as much the same day, informing the body that the House
Sergeant at Arms, N.G. Ordway, had retrieved Congressman Culver from the custody of
the Venango County sheriff, Philander R. Gray in Franklin and began the journey back
to Washington. At least one of Culver’s creditors insisted on accompanying the party to
Washington. A deputy-sheriff from Franklin also accompanied Culver and Ordway at the
request of the latter.697 When the party reached Washington, Culver resumed his seat
in the Thirty-Ninth Congress.”698 The New York Times found that “the popular feeling
has tended strongly in his favor” since the publication of his vociferous defense.699 In
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February, 1867, Culver faced trial in Harrisburg for allegedly conspiring with Auditor
General Isaac Slenker and his officers to embezzle bonds held as security for bank
notes issued by the Venango and Petroleum Banks. The jury acquitted him (along with
his brother and one of the banks’ cashiers) without leaving its box. 700 Less than one
year since it began, Culver’s legal odyssey was over.
By late March 1867, Charles Vernon Culver was a free man in Franklin again.
Charles Raymond saw him frequently in town, busy making arrangements to move to
Reno to live, but the question of with what means or to what ends was unclear.
Raymond reported to his father in Long Island that Culver was optimistic-- “says he is
getting along better than he expected too [sic].” “What that better means,” Raymond
wrote, “no one knows.” 701 Oil prices remained low and few opportunities appeared
available for a man with little capital and much notoriety and ill-will gained over the
previous year. All of Charles H. Raymond’s letters to his father focused on business
matters and intelligence, with brief remarks on family at the closing (“All is well” was a
common refrain). His reporting on Culver’s troubles and status were no different and, it
seemed, useful to his father in New York. By June of 1867, Culver returned to his
former client A.W. Raymond “very anxious” to gain Raymond’s investment in the town of
Reno.702 Charles advised his father that Culver should be left to “raise the money on the
lots” in Reno alone or, if Raymond did choose to become involved, only in such
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circumstances in which Culver “gives you the controll.” 703 When Charles called upon
Culver in Reno on June 25, 1867, Culver was away chasing financing in Cleveland, a
city of growing importance in the oil industry thanks to the growing refiner Standard Oil.
Culver remained in the oil regions for the rest of his life, though his reputation
never recovered. In 1872, the R.G. Dun Company reported that Culver “[n]eeds
watching” and “has no ppt [property] in own name.” Failing to return to banking and
unsuccessful at transforming Reno into the metropolitan center of Oildom, Culver turned
to drilling on the remaining acres he owned in and around Reno. Dun cautioned against
Culver: “regarded as an unsafe man to do bus[iness] with, on account of his wild
speculative tendencies.”704 Still, Culver maintained over $500,000 in liabilities and made
an estimated $5,000 per year in the oil business of the early 1870s. With a poor
reputation with credit agencies and infamy as the congressman whose bank collapsed,
Culver might have managed to gain support from those who knew him, trusted him, and
believed in him during his difficult days in 1866 and 1867. Then, Culver had been able
to draw upon the support of people like the Raymonds to post his bail. Afterwards, he
continued to pursue business with the Raymonds, and they were receptive, if cautious
of the conditions of any agreements. Culver, it seemed, could be trusted but
conditionally.

Culver’s Legacy
Whether remembering Culver as a villain responsible for the financial ruin of
thousands or as a victim of the booms and busts of a speculative industry, the
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chroniclers of petroleum and of Culver consider his collapse a singular event, if one that
reverberated for several years. But Culver’s story is much broader and is intertwined
with those of the market revolution and the social change it wrought; the related rise of
free banking laws at the state level; the expansion of federal power through the Civil
War years, particularly in the creation of a national currency and national banking
system; and of the rise of petroleum as an engine of the economy. The collapse of his
banking network and the memory of his contribution to the post-Civil War collapse of
price and production in the oil regions is more complicated than a simple allocation of
blame for a bad business cycle. Culver’s case reveals how banking was essential to the
petroleum business, how it was a key catalyst to industrial capitalism and how rapid
expansion of the mineral economy was facilitated--and sometimes inhibited by--the
growth of and increased federal regulation of the banking system, illuminating a trend
that would characterize future fossil fuel production for the next 150 years. 705
What happened with Culver’s banks also reveals the influence of the Civil War as
a financial crisis and expansion of federal authority on banking and the oil regions
particularly with the introduction of federal banking charters, a national currency, and
the sundry legislative measures passed to incentivize the winding down of state banks
and their issued paper. The banking acts of 1863 and 1864 disrupted but quickly
stabilized--if only temporarily, since crashes did arrive in 1873 and 1893--and secured
the banking system for those who placed their money and their faith in them at a critical
moment when faith in the national government’s ability to fight a war for survival and
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build the administrative entities required by a modern, industrial, mineral economy was
tested. Culver’s career in the oil regions, his elevation to Congress, and his arrest on
charges of theft, bribery, and fraud also illuminate the tension between provincial
economic, social, and political interests and national ones. Culver arrived in Franklin,
Pennsylvania the year after Edwin Drake drilled his first well and was always
remembered as an outsider. His banking headquarters in New York and his frequent
travels between Franklin, Harrisburg, Washington, and New York meant that his social
and commercial contacts were national. That Culver never shed his outsider identity--he
was remembered as being “from the east,” shorthand for outsider even though he hailed
from Ohio--and that the charges against him were brought by men whose power in the
region stemmed from their longevity at the upper echelons of pre-petroleum merchant
and political circles emphasizes how the rapid rise in economic importance of petroleum
perpetuated the disruption of the market revolution that began decades earlier.706
Petroleum brought the forces of industrial capitalism into northwestern Pennsylvania in
the form of thousands of young upstarts like Culver who lacked the familial and social
ties to power. Culver came to the oil regions and had success there until 1866 but he
never shed his status as an outsider.
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Chapter 6

Fish Tales: Ecological Costs and Corporate Control

The rise of the anthracite and petroleum industries in the mid-nineteenth century
occurred at a time when technological change--railroads, telegraphs, steam, industrialscale death in war--fostered notions of human superiority over nature. The wealth and
apparent success of the men who shaped the mineral economy with capital, political
and economic control, and scientific knowledge influenced began to occupy the highest
pedestals of admiration in American life—a striking development less than a decade
after the Civil War. Men like Charles Vernon Culver embodied an ideal--at least before
his fall--of entrepreneurial republicanism and personified the banker or businessman as
a heroic figure. Men of science became regarded similarly, particularly as new coal and
petroleum companies sought scientific experts with lustrous public reputations to
validate their claims of certain success with the stamp of scientific approval. Benjamin
Silliman, professor of chemistry at Yale University and founder of the American Journal
of Science, provided his expert endorsements of the Seneca Oil Company’s prospects
on land outside Titusville, Pennsylvania, where Edwin Drake struck oil in 1859. Bankers
and scientists benefited from the “dramatized ingenuity” that emerged from Northerners’
Civil War experiences with new technologies on a greater scale and wider scope of
influence in daily life.707
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The prestige with which giants of science, industry, and finance soared in the
minds of postbellum Americans created an aura of invincibility and inevitability about
technologies rooted in the mineral economy. Problems of distance, time, scope, and
size could be rendered insignificant. The evidence seemed obvious. In the decades
after the Civil War, the United States achieved tremendous new levels of industrial
growth attributable to the “industrial metabolism” of the mineral economy that separated
land from energy production through subterranean extraction.708 Between 1850 and
1870, American factories more than doubled the horsepower available from steam
engines, from 1,100,000 to 2,453,000. Mining operations saw a seven-fold increase-50,000 to 370,000 horsepower--but railroad power skyrocketed, from just over 400,000
horsepower to over 4,462,000.709 Much of that growth originated in the hills of
Pennsylvania, where between 1860 and 1870 anthracite production doubled to over 28
million tons annually.710 Now a major industry, petroleum production grew from over
238,000 barrels produced in 1860 to over 4.4 million barrels in 1870, of which 2.69
million were exported.711 The world was forever changed.
These developments had deep roots in the antebellum and Civil War eras. We
can now see that industrial capitalism, often considered to have grown into adulthood in
the industrialization of the 1870s and 1880s, actually matured in the mineral economy
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earlier--in labor relations, consumption, the role of government, the capture of state
authority by industry, and the growth of corporate power. Some novelty in the postwar
era yet remained, as Americans not directly engaged in the mineral economy became
more broadly aware of its dark side and the extremes inherent to the logic of industrial
capitalism. Extraction and capitalism caused problems technology could not fix. Gilded
Age and Progressive Era movements for clean water and hygiene were firmly rooted in
the development of the mineral economy and made worse by the legal one-sidedness
of industrial capitalism. Looking at issues related to fish and water reveals the early
corruption of Pennsylvania waterways by anthracite and later petroleum production and
how citizens and government responded, ruefully, actively, and in the case of shad
restoration, unsuccessfully.

Fish and a Mineral Economy Ecological Revolution
Pennsylvania politicians, like many early Americans, looked to the bounty of
nature to provide the poor with cheap, local food. Fish had long been seen as a source
of affordable and accessible food for the poor, a resource that required little public
charity or support.712 Migratory anadromous fish like shad, herring, and salmon
connected ocean and solar energy systems with rivers and to the cities and towns of
Pennsylvania by way of the Delaware and Chesapeake Bays and the Susquehanna,
Schuylkill, and Delaware Rivers, as well as their many tributaries.713 Shad and herring in
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particular, which hatched from eggs in small streams, spent their adolescent years in
the ocean, and returned to their birthplaces to spawn, provided cheap, predictable--they
travelled upriver to spawn during the same two or three weeks every year--and easily
harvestable. Fish caught in abundance and sold at low prices locally to the poor
decreased the need for a public policy solution to hunger and protein deficiency.
Additionally, fish carcasses could be used to fertilize agricultural fields, replenishing the
soil with nitrogen and increasing the yields of grains, corn, and other crops for sale in
urban markets (again, connected by rivers and canals) or local corners.
Anadromous fish were a source of considerable sustenance for early Americans
and of wealth for those fortunate enough to possess riverfront property, fishing
equipment (boats, seines, and nets) and labor (free and enslaved). The fish caught
provided a cheap source of food for locals and for slaveowners in search of inexpensive
sustenance for enslaved people. Shad and herring were often caught, cleaned, salted,
and barreled on the banks of rivers and exported in large quantities to the West Indies
to feed the thousands of slaves in the sugar cane labor camps.714 From his home at
Mount Vernon, George Washington gathered his slaves and overseers each spring on
the banks of the Potomac to harvest shad in the tens, perhaps hundreds of thousands
and shipped the cleaned fish south to the West Indies. Fishing, surprisingly, generated

Through the Perspective of the American Shad, 1682 to the Present.” Hardy makes an
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systems.
714 “Observations on the River Potomack,” Gazetteer of the United States and Evening
Advertiser, Philadelphia, PA, 02 January 1794, 1. “There is in the river a great plenty of
very fine fish.”
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a substantial percentage of Washington’s yearly income and fortune.715 Not only did
shad make Washington wealthy, the fish, according to Nathan Hale, may have saved
the Continental army after their winter at Valley Forge. According to Hale, American
soldiers who spent months shivering and starving emerged from the woes of that winter
into the spring of 1778 to celebrate an “uncommonly early run of shad” up the Schuylkill
River. The fish provided the weakened army with abundant protein before the
campaigning commenced, protein which their commanding general had experience
catching.716 On the Susquehanna River, farmers and speculators considered riparian
lands and river islands to be particularly valuable real estate--“first rate islands”
advertised the Marietta Pioneer in 1829--for their fishery rights exclusive of any
agricultural value.717 So productive was the Susquehanna as a shad fishery that people
were not concerned about catching enough fish but about “obtaining sufficient salt to
cure them.”718
For all of these reasons, Robert L. Pell, president of the American Institute, told
the Lewiston, Pennsylvania Farmers’ Club in 1858 that he found the common shad
(classea alosa) to be “the most interesting fish” and “a source of commercial wealth and
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national industry.” 719 Lewistown farmers, living near the Susquehanna River, likely
nodded in agreement, since some of them may have built weirs or caste seines into the
river during the shad migrations upriver from the Chesapeake. The river had once been
home to shad, herring, and striped bass, all considered “as good fishes of commercial
value as any on the Atlantic Coast,” but the shad, by sheer number and size, captured
imaginations.720 But by the time Pell spoke admiringly of the usefulness of the shad,
however, the Susquehanna shad runs had become a memory.
Two developments severely curtailed the fecundity of Pennsylvania’s rivers:
canal development and coal. Both coal and anadromous fish energy systems depended
on inland water transportation. Anthracite transportation, however, required significant
modifications to existing waterways in order to bring coal from hinterland to metropole-canal companies constructed dams in rivers to divert flow into the canals, to eliminate
rapids and areas of low water level, and to otherwise modify natural rivers into
commercial highways. Each modification altered the pathway of the anadromous fish,
making the path from the sea to spawning grounds more difficult. A harder swim meant
more energy expelled and a smaller fish when it reached fishermen’s nets, lines, and
weirs. Dams, like that constructed across the Susquehanna at Columbia, Lancaster
County, in 1840, all but ended shad runs further north. Despite legislation requiring
fishways and openings for fish to transit the dams, companies either neglected to
adhere to such laws or their fishways failed to bring fish across the impediment. Before
1840, shad fisheries lined the Susquehanna River almost to its headwaters in New York
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State. After 1840, shad and other anadromous species were rarely caught above
Columbia, Pennsylvania. As the Sunbury American lamented, “the age of improvement
has put a stop to shad fishing.” 721 In springs when heavy rains raised the water level of
the river flowed higher than the dams, shad were able to migrate upriver from the
Chesapeake to any points above Columbia. In 1857, spring ice flows destroyed the
dams on the Susquehanna, allowing the fish to swim upstream and for fishery operators
like William Gaugler to catch “some thousands since the season commenced.”722 This,
however, was an unusual occurrence. So greatly had the shad declined that their
appearance after 1840 merited mention in local newspapers. The Lewistown Gazette
reported that in May 1852 that “several hundred shad were caught in the Juniata River,
near Newport,” close to where that river joined the Susquehanna. “Since the erection of
the Columbia dam,” the newspaper mourned, “shad rarely find their way to the
Juniata.”723 When the supremacy of nature and the fallibility of human infrastructure did
conspire to permit shad upriver, communities along the Susquehanna that caught them
were “remind[ed], in flavor, of days gone by,” when the “much superior” Susquehanna
shad could be compared to the inferior “soft shad brought from Philadelphia and
Baltimore.”724
Even when shad were able to breach the dams on the Susquehanna to reach
their spawning ground in the tributaries throughout the central valleys of Pennsylvania
and the headwaters of the river in New York, their future remained imperiled. The
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production of coal also had a deleterious effect on fish, anadromous and non-migratory,
members all of what a newspaper called “the finny tribe.”725 While abandoned mine
drainage has caused tremendous lasting damage to Pennsylvania creeks, streams, and
rivers due to poor management of mine water leakage in the 200 years of mining in
Pennsylvania, coal dust washing downstream wrought polluted spawning grounds and
reduced water quality.726 While it is impossible to measure the levels of coal dust in
1840s, the shape of the river itself gives us some indication of the impact of anthracite
on the health of the river.

Coal Dust, River Islands, and Long-Term Effects
Anthracite mining began on the Susquehanna in the Wyoming Valley in
northeastern Pennsylvania above Wilkes-Barre and farther south, just north of
Harrisburg, in the Lykens Valley in the 1830s.727 Coal breakers, which broke coal into
smaller pieces mechanically, saving prodigious amounts of time and labor (a breaker
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could process a ton of coal a minute, whereas a man working alone might break three
tons in a day), relied on river water to wash the crushed anthracite.728 The first breaker
began operations in 1844 and by 1848 84 breakers operated in the coal regions, each
producing an immense amount of coal dust and wastewater.729 In the breakers, coal
was separated from dirt and rock and sorted by size to be sold, large pieces fetching a
higher price, stove, egg, and pea-sized coal being progressively smaller and cheaper.
Early on, those smaller particles were discarded: “before 1870 all sizes below chestnut
were sent to the culm dump,” meaning some 25 percent of all anthracite mined went to
waste heaps. These culm dumps flowed into the streams and rivers beside which they
were located, often during spring floods.730 Those small pieces of coal eroded to form
dust-like particles in the water, which was joined by the coal dust slurry produced by the
breakers that operators dumped back into the river before 1880.731
This anthracite waste, as an 1892 outdoor magazine recalled some sixty years
after the mining first began, “covers the bed of the [Susquehanna] river in all pools and
eddies, to the almost total destruction of the natural spawning grounds and life of the
eggs.”732 A tributary to the Susquehanna near Wilke-Barre was described in 1857 as
having “blackened sides” from the floods of coal dust slurry and culm dump floods that
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stained the water and its banks, killing almost all organic life within it. 733 Anthracite was
not the only culprit despoiling Pennsylvania rivers. When the Mercer Iron and Coal
Company opened a bituminous mine in 1864 south of Sandy Lake in Mercer County,
Pennsylvania, “sulphur and coal water” soon leached into the lake and resulted in the
“complete extirpation of fish.”734 Sometime before 1873, public outcry at the biological
death of the lake resulted in the rerouting of its main tributary, Sawmill Run, that carried
the bulk of the mine drainage into the lake--too late, however, to rescue its natural
productivity for the surrounding communities.735
In the decades after anthracite coal mining began along the Susquehanna in the
1830s, the “material stored in the river bed” changed from “natural material to
predominantly anthracite coal waste.” 736 Between 1801 and 1824, few changes
occurred in the geography of the lower Susquehanna. The Columbia Dam, which
created a slackwater for canal traffic beginning in 1840 and that interrupted the shad
runs permanently, “had no noticeable effect on island forms,” either. 737 When anthracite
mining began to increase rapidly in the Susquehanna watershed, however, the islands
in the river began to change shape and new islands soon appeared. Islands that had
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historically been formed from clay silt became “mantled with anthracite coal waste,”
waste which by the 1980s comprised 50 percent of the surface material on the islands
in the lower Susquehanna between Lancaster and York Counties below Harrisburg.738
While coal dust took an estimated 30 to 40 years to travel from the northern
anthracite fields to the lower basin of the Susquehanna, mines along the river were
depositing it from just north of Harrisburg to close to the New York border. Breakers in
Schuylkill County, connected to the Susquehanna by the Swatara Creek and Union
Canal, also brought coal dust flowing towards the Chesapeake, a process accelerated
by devastating spring floods.739 That is to say, the problem of coal dust deposits in the
Susquehanna wrought devastation on the fisheries soon after the inauguration of
anthracite mining, as the deposits of anthracite dust covered spawning beds on a rolling
basis. So great was the amount of coal dust in the river that for a century until the
1950s, nearly 200 small boats known as the “Susquehanna’s Hard-Coal Navy,” dredged
nearly 300,000 tons of coal dust and chestnut-sized coal from the river through a
process of “submarine mining” and sold most of it to steel plants, which prized the fine
anthracite coal ash.740 Bituminous mines also contributed to the contamination of the
Juniata and Susquehanna rivers in central and western Pennsylvania where shad once
spawned as far west as Hollidaysburg at the base of the Allegheny Mountains. 741
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Deforestation
It is likely that other sediments joined coal dust and washed-out culm dumps in
the water column flowing into the Chesapeake, over shad (and other fishes’) spawning
grounds and into their gills as they migrated upstream in the spring. Mining created
additional sediments to flow into the rivers and made flooding more common and more
severe. For want of lumber for their mining operations, mining companies deforested
the lands above their mines and reduced the ability of the land to retain water leading to
more frequent floods that increased erosion and sediment displacement. Governor John
Frederick Hartranft called attention to the problem of deforestation in his 1874 address
to the assembly, in which warned of
an evil of considerable magnitude, which every year grows more
aggravated, and in certain regions, at times, is the occasion of serious
apprehension and loss. I refer to the wholesale destruction of our forests,
the stripping our mountains and hills of their trees, resulting in an
enormous diminution of water for mechanical and fertilizing purposes, and
in great changes of the normal conditions of temperature and moisture,
affecting the general health and at seasons bringing about devastating
floods. These consequences, as the effects of this indiscriminate waste,
are demonstrable, and a wise legislation will forecaste [sic] the future and
establish such regulations as will rescue our descendants from the ills a
perseverance in this practice will certainly entail upon them.742
Hartranft had articulated some of the concerns about the connection between
deforestation and flooding that George Perkins Marsh had warned of in his popular
1864 book Man and Nature; or Physical Geography as Modified by Human Action. By
the end of the nineteenth century, a full ten percent of Pennsylvania would be
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completely denuded of trees, and another ten percent, once arable farmland, would be
abandoned because of declining soil fertility. 743 The decline in arability could be traced
in part to deforestation which reduced water retention in the soil and led to greater and
more common floods which washed away topsoil. One recent study estimated that “one
severe rainstorm on a single hectare of land moved six tons of soil into its
watershed.”744 These drier conditions also led to increased forest fires, caused by
passing locomotives without spark arrestors to prevent burning coal embers from
blowing out onto the dry landscapes.
Deforestation occurred because, since the arrival of European colonists in North
America, wood had been in great demand for fuel, for construction, for ironmaking
(which, before anthracite came into popularity with the introduction of David Thomas’s
Welsh method in the late 1830s), and for shipbuilding. It accelerated with the advent of
the mineral economy. Forests that had survived the colonial and early Republic eras
because of their isolation and the difficulty in transporting them to settlements now fell
to hold up the coal mines below them, to shore up the subterranean workspaces,
construct the collieries and other mine infrastructure, and build lodgings for the workers
and management. Many coal mines even operated their own sawmills to produce rail
ties, mine props (used to stabilize the mine ceiling after the coal had been picked away),
and buildings, including the breaker.745 It accelerated, too, after Edwin Drake
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successfully drilled the first oil well in 1859, as oil derricks and engine houses
constructed with newly cut timber from land leased by oil men. Drake actually drilled his
well next to a sawmill on land leased from the mill operator. In northwestern
Pennsylvania, men cut trees to erect an industrial forest, one that inverted the carbon
exchange: where the organic forest had once absorbed carbon dioxide, the industrial
forest of oil derricks powered by coal-fired steam engines emitted it. Eight years after
Hartranft warned of the deleterious effects of deforestation and profligate waste being
emitted into the waterways of the Commonwealth, President Chester A. Arthur echoed
Hartranft’s concerns to a national audience. Arthur demonstrated a similar awareness
about forests’ role in “ protecting the earth's surface, in modifying the extremes of
climate, and in regulating and sustaining the flow of springs and streams is now well
understood” and that “their importance in relation to the growth and prosperity of the
country can not be safely disregarded.”746 What neither Hartranft nor Arthur articulated,
and perhaps did not understand, was that the conversion of forests and waterways from
organic to industrial purposes was permanent and irreversible. The old way could not be
saved, only a new way could be created.

Floundering State Fisheries
Overall, the impact of deforestation on flooding and local climates, the decline of
familiar fish populations that accompanied the construction of transportation
infrastructure, the expansion of the mineral economy did not seem to trouble
policymakers in Pennsylvania much until the late 1860s. At best, they failed to realize
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the interconnectedness of flooding, forest fires, and fish death with coal and oil
production and thus did little to mitigate ecological disaster. This lack of concern and the
absence of protections (and enforcement of existing protections) may have been rooted
in the belief that by the mid-nineteenth century, human beings possessed sufficient
power to restore the natural abundance that had been destroyed by industrialization. 747
Fisheries could be destroyed and restocked through “artificial fish propagation,”
especially as the New York fishery specialist Seth Green promulgated his technique
raising fish on farms and distributing the trout frye (small fish) he raised throughout the
northeast United States.748
To restore the fisheries of Pennsylvania, legislation established in 1866 the Fish
Commission led by Colonel James Worrall to address the decline of the shad fisheries
and empowered it to establish hatcheries to stock the rivers and streams of
Pennsylvania. Five years later, the federal government created the United States Fish
Commission to study the causes for the decline in coastal fisheries and to establish a
laboratory to study the problem.749 The few earlier attempts by the state government to
address overfishing and declining fish populations had failed in part because the entities
directed to assuage the problem received little authority compel individuals and local
governments to act. Importantly, in 1873, the Pennsylvania Fish Commission gained the
power to require dams on the Susquehanna and Juniata Rivers to construct fish ladders
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so that shad might navigate upriver once again to propagate. To support this work, the
fish commission also released nearly 3 million shad raised in the Commission’s
hatchery in Newport, Perry County, on the Susquehanna along with 2,600 black bass
and 27,000 California salmon.750 A year later, shad failed to ascend the newly installed
fish ladder at the Columbia Dam. The next year the Commission raised another 3
million shad at Newport and released them into the Susquehanna upriver, along with a
further 376,000 California salmon and 137,000 Kennebec Atlantic salmon.751 By 1876
Governor Hartranft proclaimed the work of the Fish Commission on improving fishways
in dams and releasing hatchlings into Pennsylvania rivers to be “almost fruitless.” 752 A
year later in 1877 Hartranft again lamented the failure of the Commonwealth and the
Fish Commission to restore the fisheries in the Susquehanna River, blaming “the
natural timidity of the shad, the predatory fishing of the rivermen and the deposit of
detrimental substances in the river”--coal ash.753
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Part of the interest in restoring the fisheries of Pennsylvania stemmed from
concern for the poor, a class of economic refugees grown larger thanks to the instability
and inequity of industrial capitalism. The decline of inland fisheries removed a cheap
source of food for the poor of Pennsylvania, particularly those living by the Delaware
and Susquehanna Rivers, bodies with once-abundant fisheries.754 As Charles Hardy III
points out in his article on the history of shad in the Delaware River, “[f]ish, historically,
have been a significant source of animal protein for the world’s poor.755 In the Delaware,
once one of the richest shad fisheries in North America, the construction of dams and
overfishing to support the booming population in the 1820s, 30s, and 40s severely
reduced the shad population in that river. Hardy estimates that dam construction on
important Delaware tributaries rendered percent of all spawning grounds inaccessible to
shad.756 The Delaware shad fisheries lasted some decades longer than the
Susquehanna, not collapsing until the end of the Civil War. While Delaware shad had
less coal dust to contend with, dams, canals, and overfishing from the shore and by
boat, and improved fishing techniques in the mighty Delaware combined to create
catastrophic conditions. The number of fish caught declined and the average size of fish
plummeted. Charles Hardy III recalls that by 1872, “fisheries above Milford,
Pennsylvania [near the New York border] yielded only a single fish.” That same year, it
took over 100 shad to fill a barrel, whereas only 40 were needed in 1843 to accomplish
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the same purpose. 757 Hartranft supported the revitalization of the Commonwealth’s
fisheries in part because of the need for cheap, abundant food for the poor. In 1875,
Hartranft justified the importance of the fisheries project as a means of obtaining “a
constant and unfailing source of cheap and excellent food” for the citizens of the
Commonwealth.758
In the fisheries project, Hartranft pursued a technological solution to the social
problem of industrial capitalism. He lamented inaction on the part of the legislature in
support of the fisheries and the activities of the Fish Commission as a failure to assist
he destitute. “Are we not then indifferent to an unfailing source of cheap food when we
neglect the manifold opportunities for fish culture in this State, and is it not proper that
we should make some efficient and systematic effort in this direction, or else forego all
spasmodic endeavors that are practically useless and afford us no enlightenment upon
this important subject,” Hartranft pondered before the House and Senate in 1876.759
Again speaking on fisheries in 1877, Governor Hartranft announced that “[t]he
importance of an unfailing supply of cheap food calls for an energetic and systematic
effort to re-stock the magnificent water courses of the State.” 760 Fish, Hartranft
perceived, could help solve problems related to the poor by restoring the natural
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fecundity of the Commonwealth, a scientific solution to problem produced by the
capitalism. Firmly within the mineral economy, the Governor of Pennsylvania still saw a
solution to some of the ills of industrial society--hunger and poverty--in the organic
systems permanently eradicated by coal. If only the fisheries could be restarted to
resume their natural reproductive practices. Hartranft failed to realize the totality of the
mineral “ecological revolution”—a phenomenon typically attributed to “changes,
tensions, and contradictions between a society’s mode of production and its ecology”-that began in Pennsylvania at the dawn of the anthracite era.761 While shad fisheries
rebounded in the Delaware thanks to artificial fish propagation projects and legislation
establishing and enforcing fishing restrictions, the Susquehanna shad fisheries have not
overcome the legacies of nineteenth century energy.762 As recently as 2014 the
Pennsylvania Fish and Boat Commission stocked nearly 4 million shad in tributaries of
the Susquehanna but given the century-long anthracite pollution and the fact that the
river remains blocked by hydroelectric dams in Pennsylvania and Maryland, shad are
not a significant presence in the river. The Columbia slackwater dam may be gone, but
the river remains broken.
The political rhetoric behind replenishing Pennsylvania river and streams of “the
finny tribe” may have focused on providing the poor with cheap food but elite interests
also factored. The prospect of fishing as an elite, manly activity represented another
method of demonstrating man’s dominion over the earth, even if the fisheries were
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decidedly artificial due to farm-based fish propagation. When the shad did make it up
the Susquehanna at times in the 1850s, newspapers described how “the novelty of the
fishing has attracted many persons...who never before witnessed the excitement
attending the sport.”763 Sport, not work, trophy, not sustenance. One paper couched
recreational fishing in gendered terms, describing the catching of fish as an activity that
“afford[ed] manly outdoor amusement.”764 In Pennsylvania, as in New York and
Canada, political support for state fisheries projects came not only from concerns about
cheap food, but from the desires of sportsmen seeking a stage for gendered
performance.765

Water Rights
Americans could not claim ignorance of the growing problem of clean water
related the growth of the fossil fuel industries. Fish were not alone as a species
struggling for fresh and clear water. Before the Civil War, few Americans worried about
water quality. The next sixty years, however, marked a period of crisis for cities and
residents that got their water from industrialized rivers serving as highways for and
gutters of the mineral economy.766 In March 1866, newspapers across America carried
reports of a terrifying new shortage in Ohio: water. The residents of Cleveland, Ohio,
already a center of the oil refining industry, had “no water to drink.” The Cuyahoga
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River, which ran through the city and provided the city with drinking water, had been
transformed from a reservoir for the city into a waste gutter for refiners, leaving the
water “fouled past remedy.” 767 In the early years of the petroleum industry, the dominant
byproduct of crude oil was kerosene. After refining, a 42-gallon barrel of petroleum
produced approximately 5 gallons of kerosene. While some of the remaining volume
was used for paints, lubricants, and heavy fuel oil, the markets for these uses of
petroleum, unlike kerosene, had not matured sufficient to justify the storage of the
remaining 37 gallons of petroleum byproducts. As a result, much of it was simply
dumped into rivers like the Cuyahoga and streams like Oil Creek, in the oil regions of
Pennsylvania. The water crisis facing Cleveland beginning in the 1860s would loom
over the city over the next century as the city incurred tremendous debt to build a water
infrastructure.768 The period was punctuated by the Cuyahoga catching fire in 1912 (five
people died), 1952 ($1.3 million in damages), and 1969, an incident which focused the
attention of the nation on the ecological effects of industrial capitalism. 769
Similarly, residents of Bloomsburg, Pennsylvania read about twenty to thirty
thousand dead fish, turtles, frogs, and eels that floated down the Susquehanna past
Harrisburg in the summer of 1868. The “curious sight” was attributed variously to the
sinking of a boat carrying lime or to refuse poured into the river from a coal oil refinery
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just above Harrisburg.770 Throughout the 1870s, residents on the North Branch of the
Potomac River, tributaries of which carried coal dust from Maryland and Pennsylvania
mines, questioned the quality of their drinking water.771 Water pollution became the
predominant public issue in Cumberland, Maryland, located on the Potomac near the
Pennsylvania border. Coal companies’ practice of using rivers and streams and waste
repositories had caught the public’s attention.772
The legislature may have been slow and ineffective in addressing the problems
of deforestation, fossil fuel waste pollution, and the related decline of shad fisheries, but
its interests were now clear by the 1870s: economic development trumped individual
rights when it came to pollution. Whereas in early nineteenth century cases concerning
pollution judges ruled that there existed “the riparian right to reasonably pure water,” the
growing influence and authority of industry corresponded with changes in
jurisprudence.773 The so-called doctrine of reasonable use had called for riparian
landowners to share the water and established the bar of “material” interference in the
use of and access to water by another, though the courts allowed much leeway for
deciding what “material” meant.” 774 After the Civil War, the courts established a test to
resolve claims on shared water rights that asked which entity provided more economic
benefit to the state. Beginning in 1868, Pennsylvania judges began to focus almost
exclusively on economic and cost considerations. “In effect, discomfort was declared to
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be a trivial inconvenience” and any person living in proximity to polluting sites “tacitly
undertakes to suffer such annoyances or inconveniences.”775 In other words, if
individual A accused company B of dumping refuse in their shared waterway, individual
A could (and in the eyes of the court should) just relocate if they did not find the
activities of company B in regards to water quality to be agreeable. The degree of harm
was not part of the consideration. Pennsylvania judges were more likely to not only
apply a cost/benefit economic analysis to determine rights in riparian cases, they also
ruled in favor of the greater economic benefit more often and were “far more sensitive to
cost considerations” than judges in New York or New Jersey. 776 In those states, neither
Democrats nor Republicans held universal power over the apparatus of the state for
very long, resulting in a judiciary (in both states appointed by governors) that was far
more balanced politically than in Pennsylvania. As Richard Bensel, Richard White, and
Sven Beckert have observed, the postwar Republican Party became the political home
of big business, which proved to be a conservative influence amidst the party’s radical
tradition. Solid Republican control of the legislature, governorship, and judiciary (which
was elected) in Pennsylvania meant anti-pollution plaintiffs had little hope for recourse
through the court system. Judges in Pennsylvania ruled more often in favor of corporate
interests when the public interest clashed with corporate privilege, in large part because
“[t]hey believed that shutting down a business was an unconscionably high cost to
impose on a polluter.” 777 The mineral economy had seized power with the development
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of corporations, it had seized the legislative reins of governing, and it now seized the
doctrines of the court.
Opposition to this industrial preference manifested in different forms. In 1865,
citizens in Clarion County in the oil regions sent a petition to the legislature protesting
proposed drilling operations “using the bed of said stream [the Allegheny River] as
territory for sinking wells and the production of oil.” Six years into the oil boom, 95
Clarion County residents had learned clearly how oil affected water quality and
rendered any attempts to draw clean water downstream from an oil well virtually futile.
They shared “a common interest” in any activity in the river that could “render it less
suitable and convenient for the purposes for which it has heretofore been used and
enjoyed.”778 But the earlier era of petition power had waned. Political power
concentrated in professional party bosses and in judicial chambers. In 1870, the state
Supreme Court further protected corporate interests by ruling that Pennsylvania could
not require privately owned dams to construct at their own expense fishways for shad to
transit upriver.779
In some cases, local governments attempted to combat the physical danger of
industrial capitalism with zoning regulations, though few city fathers wanted to kill the
golden goose by driving industries away. In Pittsburgh, a fire that began in a petroleum
warehouse on July 30, 1861 drove citizens to the city council demanding regulation of
the expanding industry.780 While in February 1862 the city passed an ordinance banning
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the transportation of petroleum except in barrels and forbid the landing of oil on certain
wharves, the people continued to demand stronger regulation. A year later, the city
council consulted with a group of oil industry businessmen about new regulations to
move all petroleum shipments outside the city. The oilmen objected to the added cost,
and the city backed off, “[a]fraid that such legislation would reduce, if not drive away, the
oil trade.”781 Another oil fire soon followed, leading the city council to pass a resolution
requiring the enforcement, “strictly and promptly,” of existing legislation restricting the
transportation and off-loading of oil, but no new legislation could be passed.782 As
Victorians in cities like Cincinnati would similarly discover as they initiated campaigns
against industrial pollution for health and hygiene in the later nineteenth century,
industries had powerful allies in local and state government, allies attracted to the broad
but ephemeral promises of economic development and growth.

Conclusion
The development of the anthracite and petroleum industries transformed the land
and changed its meaning to the residents of extractive regions and far-distance centers
of consumption. Coal and canals created new “landscapes of intensification” where
social, cultural, political, and economic life reoriented itself around the sites of energy
extraction and processing and along the routes of energy transportation.783 Thomas G.
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Andrews uses the concept of the “workscape,” the place where workers and the land
are mutually transformed by one another through extractive work, to explain a source of
labor solidarity emerging from the southern Colorado coal mines. Brian Black introduces
the oil regions of northwestern Pennsylvania as “sacrifice zones” where any prior or
future use of the land is surrendered to the present demands of fossil fuel production.
The mineral economy’s effect on the land and its use became visible as it
reached a maturity and people gained greater awareness of the tangential and indirect
(or sequentially distant) effects of anthracite and petroleum extraction. A region that had
not been agriculturally productive, like the anthracite regions of Pennsylvania, could be
argued to have been made useful by coal mining, especially if land values are
considered an indicator of utility. A place largely cut off from broader economic change,
like northwestern Pennsylvania before the oil boom, could be seem as improved by the
increases in population, wealth, and economic importance. Even if extraction did
permanently define the land based on what lay beneath it, that singularity and
permanence only became realized over time, the result of the busts that follow every
boom and of growing ecological awareness.
Unlike poisoned soil rendered sterile by spilled petroleum or by slag heap piles,
bad water flows. As the mineral economy grew and expanded, water carried the story of
the ecological devastation that would, in a major way, define the new economic system.
Pennsylvanians living on the banks of the rivers and streams of the Keystone state
experienced disruption from the mineral economy before it revolutionized how they
worked, how they illuminated their homes, and how they warmed themselves. Fossil
fuel production injected massive amounts of waste into the water, turned waterways into
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industrial highways and waste repositories, and triggered the redirection of the water
itself as canal diggers grooved the hills and valleys to carry fuel to market. The growth
of the mineral economy changed what flowed in the water, what flowed on the water,
and where the water flowed. Each change was a harbinger of the industrial capitalism
following closely behind the boats piled high with coal or stacked tightly with petroleum
barrels.
By looking to the water in Pennsylvania, a sense of the totality and permanence
of the mineral economy and the downstream effects of industrial capitalism becomes
clearer. The logic of economic development necessarily privileged the use of natural
resources for a “modern,” industrial purpose over older, agrarian ones. Economic
benefit, not natural rights, became a metric in Pennsylvania for determining whose
interests prevailed. Government’s attempts to reverse the negative consequences of the
growth of the mineral economy—as in the case of the restoration of the shad
populations in the Susquehanna River, for example—failed, the reality of fossil fuels
immutable. The ecological systems had changed, degraded by the combined force of
energy and capitalism. 784 The relationship between man, mineral, and environment
permanently transformed, governed by the physical realities of anthracite and petroleum
pollution and the cold logic of industrial capitalism and exemplary of “the broader
relationship between energy and capitalism.”785
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Chapter 7

Conclusion: Energy, Democracy, and Capitalism
The relationship between energy, capitalism and democracy is one that requires
further examination, not only because of how closely energy relates to these economic
and political systems in the modern era, but also because of how they are intertwined
throughout the history of the United States, perhaps most visibly in Pennsylvania. I have
attempted to demonstrate the influence of energy on the form and function of
democracy and capitalism through the mid-nineteenth century in Pennsylvania and the
development characteristics and code of industrial capitalism. The symbols adopted by
the Commonwealth at the dawn of the twentieth century reinforced this at a time when
the state had the opportunity to reflect on its history and identity. The Pennsylvania
state capitol building, dedicated in 1906 to replace a previous statehouse consumed by
fire in the 1890s, features priceless paintings, mosaics, and murals throughout the
legislative, gubernatorial, and supreme court chambers. In the rotunda and the center of
all branches of government and the figurative front door to the state, three large murals
just below the capitol dome remember the key industries to the Commonwealth’s
economic and political strength and cultural identity at the turn of the end of the
nineteenth century: steel, mining, and petroleum. Between them are much smaller
paintings representing important but noticeably less emphasized themes: art, science,
law, and religion. The faces of industry loom, literally, over the work of governing in
Pennsylvania.
In more than just metaphor and mural, the legacy of the anthracite and petroleum
industries occupy positions of great importance in understanding the modern shape of
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Pennsylvania government, its relationship to the citizens of the Commonwealth, and the
people’s relationship to the institutions of governance and the land on which they live.
Between 1825 and 1875, anthracite and later petroleum heralded the arrival of the
mineral economy that reshaped Pennsylvania and the United States broadly and
permanently. The economy of the United States changed dramatically, and a nation of
small farmers, slaves and enslavers, and dueling visions of republicanism became a
country of free men, wage workers, and industrial entrepreneurs. In the late nineteenth
and early twentieth century, though agriculture still formed a substantial part of the
economic body of the United States and industry emerged as its most visible
characteristic, energy production remained as the backbone and musculature.
Energy issues—shortage and abundance, production and consumption,
innovation and adoption, international diplomacy and domestic politics—have been
influential in the history of the United States since the arrival of Europeans in North
America. Glimpsed through an energy lens, the past looks different, and human agency
and contingency are more complicated. The labor required to keep warm—and alive—
and to keep others warm has been underappreciated by historians, in part because the
work of producing energy resources--chopping trees and cording wood, mining coal and
heaving it, and drilling, barreling, and distilling oil—has occurred in “sacrifice zones” far
from the consumer’s eye. Additionally, energy work was not only hidden but devalued
because it was hidden, leading to the long struggle for fair pay and safe conditions for
energy workers (with the exception, of course, of the oil drillers who owned the lease,
drill bit, and barrels and the barons some of those drillers became).
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The loosening of corporate charters before the Civil War (to stimulate use of
anthracite) and during the war (to leverage wartime production) continued after the war
and dramatically increased the number of special charters issued by Pennsylvania for
mining and railroads. The system of issuing charters through “special legislation”
became so rampant that the commonwealth embarked upon a new constitutional
convention in 1872-1873 with the express purpose of limiting special charters. The
Constitution of 1838, intended to remedy the shortcomings of its 1790 predecessor and
return the balance of power to the General Assembly, had become obsolete and
ineffective from the moment of its passing. At the very moment corporate power and
industrial capitalism began to rear their heads, scylla-like, the Constitution of 1838
impeded the implementation of a system of uniform regulation and oversight of
corporations in and across multiple industries. Attempts to create general incorporations
laws were, until the 1860s, successfully watered down by corporations’ allies who
preferred the broad and unchecked (as the legislators frequently did not read the acts
they were asked to pass) powers granted by special legislation.
Finally, in 1871 the legislature passed a referendum act on whether to call a new
constitutional convention; the people supported it in the affirmative by a large
majority.786 The Constitutional Convention met in Harrisburg in November, 1872 and
deliberated for 13 months before submitting a Constitution for ratification by the citizens
of the Commonwealth. On December 16, 1873, more than 253,000 voters favored the
new constitution, a majority of over 144,000.
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The problem of “special legislation” sat at the heart of the Constitutional
convention of 1872-1873 and remained close in the minds of the new Constitution’s
supporters. Governor Hartranft, in his address to the General Assembly less than a
month after ratification, used the occasion to “enjoin the people of the whole State
increased vigilance in their watch over all legislation.” 787 Each citizen, Hartranft argued,
had a responsibility to ensure that any efforts “to obtain special objects through the
instrumentality of General laws” be frustrated so that no region or group may benefit in
such a way that “might prove very oppressive to others.”788
In the seven sessions immediately preceding the convention, the legislature
passed 8,775 special laws—an average of over three laws per day, every day, of which
450 were railroad charters alone.789 These “Pennsylvania Companies” possessed
nearly unlimited corporate powers that outlived the companies and purposes for which
they were initially issued. In the early 1880s, for example, John D. Rockefeller obtained
a broad charter originally issued in 1871 to Tom Scott of the Pennsylvania Railroad for
the purposes of expanding the rail system. While Scott and the Railroad had forfeited
the charter, Rockefeller was still able to use its broad power to provide legal justification
for the National Transit Company, Standard Oil’s pipeline system constructed to
challenge the Tidewater Pipeline constructed by Pennsylvania producers in order to
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escape Standard’s stranglehold on transportation.790 Incorporation problems in
Pennsylvania began with the commonwealth’s embrace of the anthracite industry,
canals, and railroads and continued into the age of oil and streetcars nearly unabated
by the constitutional reforms of 1874. State support, once granted, was exceedingly
difficult to withdraw. Even when the Constitution of 1874 limited the ability of the
Pennsylvania Railroad to do business in any realm other than operating a railroad (it
had expanded its tentacles widely since incorporation in 1846), the Railroad simply
pushed through a new general incorporation law under which it was no longer
considered a restricted “railroad corporation” but instead a broadly empowered “forprofit” corporation.791
By 1875, industrial capitalism dominated in Pennsylvania having had 40 years to
set deep roots through anthracite and oil. Those roots, while growing at a prodigious
pace, had had a head start, spreading through the burgeoning mineral economy where
the prototypical tendencies of industrial capitalism took an early form. The “odious
aristocracy” that Schuylkill County miner Volney Palmer warned of in 1834, a class of
men whose control of economic and political power through the anthracite industry
threatened social well-being, republicanism, and the rights of workers and small
businesses, had grown powerful enough to turn almost all citizens into serfs. Barely a
decade after the Civil War, Pennsylvania government and ecology stood permanently
tinged by powerful fossil fuel interests. Natural processes suffered permanent disruption
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and political structures struggled to reform and marshal sufficient strength to counter the
might of the corporate powers. By the 1870s, industrial capitalism, fueled and defined
by the mineral economy, had arrived. Corporate power, warned of by independent coal
operators, consolidated in Pennsylvania in the form of the Pennsylvania Railroad, the
Pennsylvania Coal Company, and elements of the Standard Oil Company. The form of
industrial capitalism that emerged in Pennsylvania was not simply influenced by the
mineral economy, it was defined by it, colored as much by the failure of fossil fuels’
promises of a universal “salutary impulse” for all residents as by the smokestacks, steel
mills, and benevolent barons and heroic businessmen.792

Past, Present, and Future Use
Marx wrote “Men make their own history, but they do not make it as they
please.”793 The choices before the colonial residents of Boston and Block Island;
Revolutionary War soldiers and prisoners in Philadelphia and Reading; coal heavers in
Philadelphia and independent coal operators in Schuylkill County; Union and
Confederate soldiers and sailors; bankers, financiers, and oil investors; and fishermen
and governors in post-war Pennsylvania were shaped in large part by energy issues. In
some cases, energy concerns were the dominant consideration. In others, energy
issues remained on the side of the central issue, but even then they played a significant
factor in determining the scope and establishing the limits of a particular action or range
of choices. The biological human need for energy—for food and for warmth—and the
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application of human ingenuity to the problems of shortage and the potential of
abundance presented by new forms of energy combined to transform the political,
ecological, financial, and economic face of the United States beginning early in the
nineteenth century and continuing every day since.
The story of the demand, consumption, production, and transportation of energy
resources, the history of the rise of the mineral economy and the development of
industrial capitalism through the fossil fuel industries in Pennsylvania in the midnineteenth century describes a paradigm shift in how Americans interacted with the
land, their government, and one another. The exploitation of anthracite and petroleum
resources initiated a break with thousands of years of human history, as muscle and
wind power gave way to increasingly powerful engines that shrank the world,
standardized time, and propelled man to the moon. At the same time, fossil fuels
fundamentally transformed the relationship between people and work, decreasing the
cost and lessening the labor (on the part of the consumer) of keeping warm. New
paradigms continue to emerge, particularly in renewable energy production and in how
we find, do, and are compensated for work in a digital and increasingly atomized “gig”
economy characterized by the fissured workplace of online platform intermediaries and
co-working spaces filled with people but devoid of coworkers. Significant value can be
derived from revisiting this energy history when fossil fuels triggered a cascade of
changes that surged across centuries, propelling some to great wealth and cultural
prestige and leaving others to struggle for survival in the swirling eddies where past,
present, and future paradigms collide.
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